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Abstract
In streams and rivers draining agricultural catchments, deposited fine sediment and elevated
nutrient concentrations represent two key land-use related stressors commonly associated with
degraded ecological conditions that can interact in complex ways to affect ecosystem
structure and function. How warming induced via changes in riparian vegetation or global
climate change predictions will interact with these stressors has not previously been
investigated.
I designed two ambitious stream mesocosm experiments to investigate the individual and
interactive ecological responses of periphyton, macroinvertebrates and measures of
decomposition to the agricultural stressors augmented nutrients and deposited fine sediment at
water temperatures simulating warming induced via changes in upstream and adjacent
riparian vegetation (Experiment 1; Chapter 2) or forecast climate change predictions
(Experiment 2; Chapters 3-5).
In Experiment 1, I investigated how a relatively small increase in water temperature of
1.4 °C during sunlight hours interacted with the effects of intermediate or high levels of
sediment addition or nutrient enrichment. Sediment was found to be the most pervasive
stressor and affected 93% of all biological response variables (either as an individual effect or
via an interaction with another stressor) with generally negative effects on invertebrates but
positive effects on algae and leaf decay, whereas nutrient enrichment affected 59% and raised
temperature 59% of variables with mostly positive effects. Pair-wise stressor interactions
affected 63% of all invertebrate, 48% of all algal and 50% of all decomposition response
variables, with interactions between sediment and temperature most common.
In Experiment 2, I studied the complex three-way interactive effects of both stressors
with raised temperature and non-linear responses to sustained warming of up to 6 °C above
ambient. Main stressor effects were broadly in agreement with those observed in Experiment
1. Sediment was consistently the most pervasive stressor, affecting 80% of all invertebrate
response variables with mainly negative effects, and 95% of all periphyton and 71% of all
decomposition variables with mainly positive effects. Nutrient enrichment affected 58% of all
invertebrate, 83% of periphyton and 43% of decomposition variables, always with mainly
positive effects. Raised temperature affected 67% of invertebrate response variables with
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mainly negative effects in the benthos, 83% of periphyton variables with mainly negative or
non-linear effects, and 100% of decomposition variables with mainly positive or non-linear
effects. Complex two-way or three-way interactions affected 52% of all invertebrate, 85% of
periphyton and 42% of decomposition variables; interactions between sediment and nutrients
were most common and typically resulted in either additive or antagonistic combined effects.
A meta-analysis of the combined data of Experiment 2 suggests that rising
temperatures may increase the frequency of non-additive interactions between augmented
nutrients and deposited fine sediment, and the frequency of synergistic interactions at 6 °C
above ambient temperature.
The key management implication of my thesis is that freshwater management
decisions that seek to avoid or mitigate the detrimental effects of intensive agricultural land
use must be informed not only by knowledge of the interactive effects of the multiple
agricultural stressors already in operation, but how such interactions may be further modified
by climate change.
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Climate-change threats to freshwater ecosystems

The Fourth Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) indicates that
global temperatures have risen by almost 1 °C over the last century with further warming
predicted of between 1.1-6.4 °C by the end of this century, depending on humanity’s ability to
reduce greenhouse gas emissions into the atmosphere (IPCC 2007a). Accompanying this
recent rise in temperature have been declines in glaciers and polar ice caps in both
hemispheres, an increase in global sea level by roughly 20mm, changes in the intensity and
distribution of rainfall and an increase in frequency of extreme weather events such as
cyclones, droughts and floods (IPCC 2007a).
The impacts on ecosystems of recent climate change are already evident across a
broad range of communities and geographic regions (Erik & Jerrold 2011). Plants, butterflies,
amphibians and birds are among the many species displaying altered phenology in their
timing of reproduction or migration, whereas others are expanding or contracting their
latitudinal or altitudinal ranges to escape from or take advantage of warmer conditions (see
reviews by Walther et al. 2002; Parmesan 2006). Coral reefs have proved particularly
vulnerable to the effects of warming with major bleaching episodes occurring when sea
surface temperatures increase by 0.5-1°C above the average in the hottest month (HoeghGuldberg 1999), leading some to question whether corals will survive this century (Lesser
2007). With predictions of between 15-37% of terrestrial species going extinct due to climate
change in the next 50 years (Thomas et al. 2004), it is likely that climate change and its
impacts will be the dominant driver of biodiversity loss and changes in ecosystem functioning
by the end of this century (MEA 2005). Though temperature may be the principal driver of
climate change, concomitant effects such as more frequent and intense droughts and floods
and increased atmospheric CO2 may also affect ecosystems (Erik & Jerrold 2011).
Freshwater ecosystems are believed to be particularly vulnerable to climate change
because the temperature and availability of water are climate-dependent, many species have
limited ability to disperse between fragmented freshwater habitats, and many systems are
already affected by multiple anthropogenic stressors (Woodward, Perkins & Brown 2010).
Further, extinction rates and extirpations of freshwater species presently exceed those of
terrestrial and marine ecosystems (Dudgeon 2010). It seems that freshwater biodiversity,
representing almost 6% of all species and contained within 0.01% of the World’s water in
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freshwater ecosystems covering less than 1% of the Earth’s surface, is disproportionately at
risk (Dudgeon et al. 2006).
The direct threat of climate-change induced warming on freshwater species occurs
because many biological processes are governed by water temperature (see reviews by Caissie
2006; Dallas 2008; Webb et al. 2008; Woodward, Perkins & Brown 2010). At the most
fundamental level, water temperature regulates rates of biological activity, with an
approximate doubling for every 10 °C rise in temperature (following Van’t Hoff’s rule;
Caissie 2006), but this process is constrained by oxygen limitation due to declining oxygen
solubility and partial pressure in water as temperatures rise (Verberk et al. 2011).
Consequently, growth rates of aquatic organisms within their thermal tolerances (Coutant
1977; Cox 2000) and when food supply is abundant are typically faster at raised temperatures
(e.g. invertebrates, Markarian 1980; fish, Jensen 1990), though body size at maturity is
typically smaller (e.g. Hogg & Williams 1996), decreasing at a rate of roughly 5% per °C rise
in temperature (Forster, Hirst & Atkinson 2012).
Altered development times in response to warming have been shown to uncouple
trophic linkages. For example, in Lake Washington in the northwest of the USA, the
springtime thermal stratification and phytoplankton bloom now occur three weeks earlier than
in the 1960s (Winder & Schindler 2004). Because the keystone herbivorous Daphnia
zooplankton in this lake has been unable to synchronize its development to exploit this change
in peak food availability, it is in long-term decline, with potentially severe consequences for
resource flows to higher trophic levels (Winder & Schindler 2004). Moreover, freshwater
food webs are generally strongly size structured, with larger organisms occupying higher
trophic levels and exerting a powerful influence on ecosystem processes (Woodward 2009). If
warming disproportionately affects large bodied predators, it may lead to weakened top down
control in food webs (Petchey et al. 1999). There is some evidence that this could be the case.
For example, Brucet et al. (2010) compared zooplankton in coastal shallow lakes under
contrasting temperatures and reported temperature-driven declines in large-bodied
zooplankton that may lead to reduced grazing on phytoplankton, thus reducing the chances of
maintaining clear water lake conditions. Similarly, Kishi et al. (2005) examined the effect of
water temperature on interactions between predatory fish, herbivorous caddisfly larvae and
periphyton in a stream. Feeding activity of fish was high at the mean summer temperature of
12 °C but was depressed above 18 °C (the peak summer temperature), indicating
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physiological depression of predators due to thermal stress even though they were still
abundant, with consequences for a trophic cascade in this stream.
Like their terrestrial counterparts, the distribution and abundance of freshwater
organisms is also strongly influenced by temperature and in the face of warming they must
adapt, migrate or perish (Woodward, Perkins & Brown 2010). Alterations in the geographic
ranges of species are likely to affect local and regional biodiversity and food-web dynamics
(Wrona et al. 2006). Insects may be advantaged by an aerial dispersal phase that allows them
to colonize new habitats whereas freshwater fish may be more restricted, and if lacking the
ability to move between freshwater and ocean, can become effectively ‘landlocked’ in their
catchments (Woodward, Perkins & Brown 2010). Cold stenothermal fishes such as Arctic
char may be extirpated and constricted to higher latitudes as temperatures rise (Wrona et al.
2006). Salmonid distributions are restricted by lethal temperature ranges of 22-26 °C (Brett
1952) and in response to warming waters have been shown to seek out cool refugia, where
these are available (Ebersole, Liss & Frissell 2001). Mohseni, Stefan and Eaton (2003)
assumed a doubling of atmospheric CO2 from preindustrial times (i.e. up to 3.6 °C global
mean temperature rise) and modeled the potential habitat changes of 57 freshwater fish
species across 764 stream gauging stations in the USA. They found that potential suitable
habitat would decrease by 36% for cold water fish with a 0 °C lower temperature constraint,
whereas habitat for warm water fish with a 2 °C lower temperature constraint would increase
by 31%, with a poleward latitudinal shift in potential range. While niche modeling of this
kind is increasingly used to forecast species distributions under climate change (Enrique
2011), explanatory power is generally low because additional limitations imposed by
dispersal ability or life history characteristics are ignored (Angert et al. 2011).
A further component of climate change that will powerfully influence freshwater
ecosystems is the alteration of hydrological regimes, in terms of more frequent and intense
droughts, floods or spates (IPCC 2007a). For lakes, these events principally affect residence
time and water levels that, in turn, determine the rate at which nutrients, sediment and organic
material from the catchment are flushed into and out of the lake, influencing nutrient status
and productivity (Verdonschot et al. 2010). For streams, hydrological patterns directly
influence flow dynamics, disturbance regimes and resource delivery to organisms, all of
which are integral determinants of stream community structure and function (Allan & Castillo
2007a).
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A final and often overlooked component of climate change is increasing levels of
atmospheric CO2, which in marine systems has been shown to cause ocean acidification that
weakens and deforms calcifying biota such as corals, crustaceans and shell-forming molluscs
(Whiteley 2011). The extent to which freshwater organisms will prove vulnerable to this
phenomenon is unsubstantiated, with an absence of studies on the subject, although rising
temperature can also affect pH in freshwaters and this is an influential factor itself (Psenner &
Schmidt 1992). In addition, increased atmospheric CO2 has been shown to alter
carbon:nutrient ratios in terrestrially derived leaf litter (Norby et al. 2001), an essential
detrital energy resource in many freshwater ecosystems (Allan & Castillo 2007b). Tuchman et
al. (2002) observed that leaf litter grown at elevated CO2 was more recalcitrant and had
decreased nutritional value, supporting 59% less bacterial production compared to leaves
grown at ambient CO2 levels. Further, larval craneflies fed leaves grown at elevated CO2
developed 12 times slower than those fed leaves grown at ambient CO2. Thus, it may be that
detrital energy inputs will have decreased nutritional value as CO2 levels rise; coupled with
faster decomposition rates at higher temperatures this may affect allochthonous energy
transfer to higher trophic levels (Ferreira & Chauvet 2011a). On the other hand, Hargrave,
Gary and Rosado (2009) observed that augmented CO2 in stream mesocosms increased total
primary production and bottom up autochthonous energy transfer despite nutritional quality
being lower per unit mass than at ambient CO2, suggesting that food quantity may be more
important than quality to algivores. Consequently, rising atmospheric CO2 could lead to an
increased prominence of algal-based autochthonous pathways in aquatic food webs relative to
detrital-based allochthonous pathways (Woodward, Perkins & Brown 2010).
Most freshwater ecosystems are already affected by multiple anthropogenic stressors
(Heathwaite 2010). In a global scale assessment, Sala et al. (2000) identified freshwater
ecosystems as the most sensitive to climate change, land-use change and invasion by exotic
species. It is to be expected that the overall threat to freshwater ecosystems will ultimately
reflect an amalgam of interacting pressures, ranging from habitat destruction, overexploitation, water pollution (including augmented nitrogen and phosphorus concentrations)
and invasive species, coupled with the climatic-change drivers of warming, increased
atmospheric CO2 and changes in precipitation and runoff patterns (MEA 2005; Dudgeon et al.
2006). The way that these various drivers will interact remains the largest uncertainty in
projections of future biodiversity change (Sala et al. 2000).
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Multiple stressors in agricultural streams

The Millenium Ecosystem Assessment (MEA) (2005) reported that land conversion to
agriculture had substantially affected more than two thirds of the World’s temperate
grasslands and Mediterranean forests and more than half of all tropical dryland forests,
temperate broadleaf forests, tropical grasslands and flooded grasslands. To meet the
escalating demand of agriculture for irrigation, the number of dams built has quadrupled since
1960, with the equivalent of three to six times the volume of water of all of the World’s rivers
now held in reservoirs. Further, direct water abstraction from rivers and lakes has doubled
since 1960, with agriculture presently consuming 70% of all freshwater utilized by humans
worldwide. Consequently, over the past 50 years land-use change to agriculture has been, and
continues to be, the dominant driver of biodiversity change in both terrestrial and freshwater
ecosystems (MEA 2005).
In stream and river ecosystems, agriculturally-derived stressors may arise through
activities that result in in-stream sedimentation, nutrient enrichment, contaminant pollution,
hydrological alteration or the clearing of riparian vegetation (Skinner et al. 1997; Quinn 2000;
Allan 2004). Agricultural practices that increase catchment erosion can often result in
sediment deposition in streams, with adverse effects on habitat quality for crevice-dwelling
invertebrates and gravel-spawning fish due to infilling of interstitial spaces in the benthos
(e.g. sediment effects on invertebrates, Jones et al. 2011; or fish, Kemp et al. 2011). In
addition, deposition of fine sediment may smother gills and respiratory surfaces of fish and
invertebrates, while increasing scouring, abrasion and turbidity and changing the substratum
upon which periphyton can establish (reviews by Newcombe & Macdonald 1991; Ryan 1991;
Waters 1995; Wood & Armitage 1997). In contrast to the generally consistent negative effects
of surplus fine sediment, agricultural development that enriches in-stream nutrient
concentrations (i.e. through fertilizer or effluent runoff) may produce a subsidy-stress
response gradient (Odum, Finn & Franz 1979). Thus, biodiversity may increase due to
elevated primary production and increased food availability for consumers at low levels of
enrichment, but beyond a threshold further enrichment has adverse effects as algal biomass
proliferates, dissolved oxygen levels fluctuate and communities become dominated by species
tolerant of eutrophic conditions (Niyogi et al. 2007; Wagenhoff et al. 2011). Contaminant
pollutants from agriculture (other than nutrients) such as insecticides, herbicides and heavy
metals can also have far-reaching effects on stream organisms ranging from behavioural
avoidance to endocrine disruption, deformity or death (review by Cooper 1993). Hydrological
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conditions are strong determinants of stream communities and any agricultural activity that
modifies flow regimes (e.g. land clearance that increases runoff during storm events, water
abstraction for irrigation) or stream morphology (e.g. channelization or channel realignment)
can have dramatic effects on stream biodiversity and the physical, chemical and biological
processes that contribute to ecosystem functioning (Allan & Castillo 2007a). The clearance of
riparian vegetation generally increases light penetration, causing water temperatures to rise
(Rutherford et al. 1997; Davies-Colley & Payne 1998; Rutherford et al. 2004). It also
increases erosion and runoff into streams while simultaneously reducing bank stability and
inputs of terrestrially derived organic matter (e.g. leaf litter and wood), the latter having major
implications for trophic dynamics where detrital energy pathways may have previously
predominated (Hladyz et al. 2011).
Agricultural stressors seldom operate in isolation and their impacts on stream
ecosystems generally reflect an integrated response to multiple stressors (Townsend,
Uhlmann & Matthaei 2008; Ormerod et al. 2010). Due to the growing recognition that
multiple stressors frequently interact in complex ways that cannot be predicted from
knowledge of single stressor effects (review by Steinberg 2012), empirical evaluation of
multiple stressors is necessary for environmental managers to prioritize management
strategies that define meaningful ‘thresholds of harm’ which ecosystems should not be
allowed to exceed (Groffman et al. 2006).
In an attempt to unravel the individual and combined effects of multiple agricultural
stressors in streams, researchers have turned to correlative surveys, field experiments and
laboratory experiments, each with their respective merits and shortcomings with regard to
realism (surveys) versus control, replication and the ability to determine true causes and
effects (experiments). The principal agricultural stressors operating in New Zealand pasture
streams, namely elevated dissolved nutrient concentrations and deposited fine sediment on the
streambed, have received considerable attention to date, using both surveys and field
experiments (Matthaei et al. 2006; Niyogi et al. 2007; Townsend, Uhlmann & Matthaei 2008;
Riddle, Matthaei & Townsend 2009; Wagenhoff et al. 2011; Wagenhoff, Townsend &
Matthaei 2012). Matthaei, Piggott and Townsend (2010) expanded the investigation of
nutrient and sediment effects to include their two-way interactions with simulated water
abstraction (i.e. reduced flow conditions) in streamside experimental channels. Collectively,
these studies have shown that augmented nutrients and fine sediment frequently produced
complex interactive effects on stream communities, particularly for macroinvertebrate
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community measures commonly used to assess stream health around the world. Further,
Matthaei, Piggott and Townsend (2010) observed strong interactions between flow reduction
and deposited fine sediment, with sedimentation having far worse effects on stream biota
when combined with reduced flow. Magbanua (2012) investigated the interactive effects of
the pesticide glyphosate (the most commonly used agricultural herbicide in the world) and
deposited fine sediment in stream mesocosms and also reported occasional complex
interactive effects between these two stressors. A pressing challenge now is to expand this
understanding to investigate how raised water temperature due to removal of riparian
vegetation or global climate change may interact with agricultural stressors in stream
ecosystems.
Of central concern to environmental policy makers is whether climate change will
interact with other stressors to create synergistic (i.e. amplified) effects (Sutherland et al.
2006). There is some evidence to suggest that the effects of rising water temperatures may
exacerbate, or synergistically amplify, the toxicity of contaminant pollutants (review by
Heugens et al. 2001), or some symptoms of eutrophication in freshwater ecosystems
(Jeppesen et al. 2010). Relevant eutrophication studies have included controlled experiments
in ponds, lakes and mesocosms (Jeppesen et al. 2010), paired studies in naturally
geothermally heated and unheated streams in Iceland (Friberg et al. 2009; Rasmussen et al.
2011) to laboratory microcosms (Ferreira & Chauvet 2011b). How other agricultural
stressors, such as deposited fine sediment, may further interact with climate change remains
largely unknown.
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Multiple stressor theory

In ecological research the term ‘stressor’ is frequently used synonymously with ‘pollution’,
‘pollutants’ or ‘pressures’ under the assumption that stressor effects imply ‘stress’ and must
therefore have exclusively detrimental effects (Folt et al. 1999). However, what is stressful or
detrimental to one species in an ecosystem is likely to be beneficial to another, either directly
or via species interactions. Alternatively stressor responses may follow a subsidy-stress
gradient, as observed, for example, for dissolved nutrient concentrations in streams (Niyogi et
al. 2007). Therefore, I define a stressor as a variable that, as a result of human activity,
exceeds its range of normal variation and affects (whether negatively or positively) individual
taxa, community composition or ecosystem functioning relative to a reference condition (e.g.
modified after Townsend, Uhlmann & Matthaei 2008).
There is some evidence to suggest that the impacts of multiple stressors may be more
pronounced at the population than at the community or ecosystem level (Vinebrooke et al.
2004; Crain, Kroeker & Halpern 2008). This may be attributed to species interactions
dampening and diffusing effects on individual species (Crain, Kroeker & Halpern 2008).
Further, it has been postulated that, due to compensatory species dynamics, more tolerant
species may replace less tolerant competitors while still maintaining overall biodiversity and
ecosystem function (Klug & Cottingham 2001). Known as the insurance hypothesis (Naeem
1998; Yachi & Loreau 1999), communities that are more diverse may be more resistant to
species loss as tolerant species compensate for the species that have gone extinct because of a
stressor. Further, Vinebrooke et al. (2004) argued that under a multiple stressor regime, the
compensatory effect of a community or ecosystem will depend in part on the co-tolerance of
species to different stressors. For example, the loss of species following exposure to one
stressor may weaken the resistance of the community to a second stressor, because species
that would have been able to tolerate this second stressor have already been eliminated by the
first. Thus, individual species traits that determine tolerance to a given stressor may also
influence community and ecosystem susceptibility to additional stressors.

1.4

Synergisms and antagonisms among multiple stressors

The term synergy derives its meaning from the Greek word syn-ergos or “working together.”
Despite common use in the scientific literature, a consensus is still lacking as to an
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operational definition of synergism in the context of classifying interactive effects
(Berenbaum 1989; Folt et al. 1999; Chou 2010). In the ecological multiple-stressor context,
most commonly the term relates to an additive effects model. Thus, synergism is used to
define a combined effect of multiple stressors that is greater than the additive sum of effects
produced by the stressors acting in isolation; this contrasts with the term antagonism, used to
define a combined effect that is less than additive (Hay, Kappel & Fenical 1994; Hay 1996;
Folt et al. 1999).
In their highly cited paper (85 times since December 2008), Crain, Kroeker and
Halpern (2008) conceptualized three broad categories of interaction types based on the
directions of individual stressor effects: where two individual stressors operate negatively
(double negative), positively (double positive) or with opposing (one positive and one
negative) individual effects relative to control conditions (Fig. 1.1). Whilst the identification
of a synergism or antagonism is generally straightforward when both stressors operate in the
same direction (i.e. double positive or double negative), if individual effects are opposing then
the definition of synergism seems paradoxical because what is synergistic to one stressor’s
effect direction is antagonistic to the other stressor’s effect direction and vice versa. Note that,
from a purely mathematical perspective, this would not represent a paradox because it is
possible to define synergy in either direction determined from a larger positive or negative
combined effect size. Rather than addressing this paradox, Crain, Kroeker and Halpern (2008)
asserted that in situations where two individual stressors are opposing, synergy only occurs
when the combined effect is more negative than the negative stressor acting alone (see Fig.
1.1b). This assertion appears to be biased by the assumption that negative stressor effects are
bad and positive stressor effects are good. From an ecological perspective, however, effect
direction is entirely context dependent. Take the example of a data set depicting
decomposition of leaf matter where nutrient enrichment alone accelerated decay while
sediment addition alone slowed decay, but when both stressors were combined decay was
even greater than with nutrient enrichment alone. This interactive pattern of leaf decay could
be presented either positively (as rate of leaf mass loss) or negatively (as leaf mass
remaining). Depending on which perspective was assumed in the analysis, Crain, Kroeker and
Halpern (2008) would conclude synergism for leaf mass remaining or antagonism for rate of
loss, yet mathematically the interaction would clearly be synergistic.
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Figure 1.1. Redrawn from Crain, Kroeker and Halpern (2008). Conceptual approach to interpreting
interaction types from response data presented in factorial studies. Treatments in factorial studies
include control (CT), with stressor A (A), with stressor B (B), and with both stressors (A + B).
Interaction types are additive (AD), synergistic and antagonistic that vary depending on A + B
response and are illustrated here for stressors that have double negative (a), opposing (b), and double
positive (c) main effects on the response variable of interest.
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In toxicology, in contrast to ecological usage, if one chemical is rendered more
effective by the presence of another that has no effect or a different effect on its own, the
interaction is called potentiation or sensitization (Odum & Barrett 2005), which Chou (2010)
argues is not a synergism because it is “one-sided” and the underlying modes of action are
different. If this perspective were to be generally accepted, the term synergy would only apply
when both stressors operate in the same direction. However, I believe an alternative system is
needed that will correctly classify synergisms in all contexts according to fundamental
assumptions of the additive effects model.
I propose a classification system based on an additive effects model that uses the
combined response direction (+ or -) and corresponding absolute effect sizes (Fig. 1.2).
(1) An additive effect (i.e. no significant interaction in the GLM) represents the sum of the
individual effects (nutrients and sediment main factor effects) that may arise from
double positive effects (e.g. +1+1 = 2 for an effect size of 1 for each stressor), double
negative effects (-1+-1=-2), or opposing effects (-1+1=0).
(2) An interaction that deviates from additive (i.e. significant nutrient by sediment
interaction) and is less than additive is positive antagonistic (+A; less positive than
predicted additively) when +1+1=0<(+A)<2 or -1+1=-1<(+A)<0, or negative
antagonistic (-A; less negative than predicted additively) when -1+-1=-2<(-A)<0 or
-1+1=0<(-A)<1.
(3) A deviation from additive that is greater than additive is positive synergistic (+S; more
positive than predicted additively) when +1+1=(+S)>2 or -1+-1=(+S)>0 or
-1+1=(+S)>1, or negative synergistic (-S; more negative than predicted additively)
when +1+1=(-S)<0 or -1+-1=(-S)<-2 or -1+1=(-S)<-1.
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Figure 1.2. My conceptual approach to interpreting interaction types from data presented in factorial
studies based on absolute effect size and direction. Treatments in factorial studies include control
(CT), with stressor A (A), with stressor B (B), and with both stressors (A + B). Directional interaction
types are additive (AD), +synergistic (+S), -synergistic (-S), +antagonistic (+A) and –antagonistic (-A)
that vary depending on A + B response and are illustrated here for stressors that have double negative
(a), opposing (b), and double positive (c) main effects on the response variable of interest. Figure
adapted from Crain, Kroeker and Halpern (2008).
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In this directional classification system the meaning of the words synergism and
antagonism respectively translate to ‘more-than’ or ‘less-than’ predicted additively in absolute
terms. This system classifies all synergisms as did Crain, Kroeker and Halpern (2008), but it
also includes a definition of a new class of positive synergisms in situations where effects are
opposing. Moreover, my system has the merit of providing additional information about the
directional nature of each interaction. A potentially controversial aspect of the system is the
inclusion of a class of synergisms where two stressors that operate in the same direction
create a combined effect that is completely opposite to what would have been predicted (i.e.
two positives make a negative or two negatives make a positive). While some might argue
that such a pattern is the clearest example of an antagonism, classifying this interaction as
antagonistic (according to the currently prevalent definition of this term in the ecological
literature) would be misleading in my view because this interaction is actually extremely
strong (as measured by its effect size), and such extreme interactions may have the most
interesting ecological consequences as they suggest that when both stressors act together they
synergistically inhibit their individual effects even more than under control conditions.
Perhaps understanding the difference between the currently prevalent classification system
and my proposed modified system can be made easier by the following analogy. My proposed
directional classification can accurately detect and differentiate situations where “two wrongs
make a right” and “too much of a good thing is a bad thing”. By contrast, using the currently
prevalent classification system one would have interpreted these two scenarios
antagonistically, as “two wrongs make a lesser wrong” or “too much of a good thing is a less
good thing.”
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Thesis aim and outline

My thesis aims to investigate in stream mesocosms the individual and interactive ecological
responses of periphyton, macroinvertebrates and measures of decomposition to the
agricultural stressors augmented nutrients and deposited fine sediment at water temperatures
simulating warming induced via changes in upstream and adjacent riparian vegetation
(Experiment 1; Chapter 2) or forecast climate change predictions (Experiment 2; Chapters 35).
In Chapter 3-5, I use my directional interaction classification system (proposed above)
to investigate if the combined effects of sediment and nutrients (two-way interaction) result in
simple additive or complex synergistic or antagonistic effects on biological response
variables, and whether this interaction changes as temperatures rise (three-way interaction).
Further, I determine whether community-level response variables prove less susceptible to
multiple-stressor effects than populations, as observed by Crain, Kroeker and Halpern (2008).
My general discussion (Chapter 6) reviews findings from both experiments and
presents a meta-analysis of invertebrate, periphyton and decomposition response variables
from the second experiment (Chapters 3-5). This meta-analysis investigates whether warming
induced by climate change may generally increase the frequency of synergistic interactions
between augmented nutrients and deposited fine sediment (see Sutherland et al. 2006), a
scenario that would raise serious concerns for aquatic resource managers and policy makers.
My thesis concludes with a discussion of the management implications of my findings and
future research challenges.

CHAPTER 2 Multiple Stressors in
Agricultural Streams: a Mesocosm Study of
Interactions among Raised Water
Temperature, Sediment Addition and
Nutrient Enrichment

This chapter is presented in thesis format from the peer-reviewed article: Piggott, J.J., Lange,
K., Townsend, C.R. & Matthaei, C.D. (2012) Multiple Stressors in Agricultural Streams: A
Mesocosm Study of Interactions among Raised Water Temperature, Sediment Addition and
Nutrient Enrichment. PLoS ONE, 7, e49873.
Published on November 21, 2012 and freely available at:
http://www.plosone.org/article/info%3Adoi%2F10.1371%2Fjournal.pone.0049873
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Summary
1. Changes to land use affect streams through nutrient enrichment, increased inputs of
sediment and, where riparian vegetation has been removed, raised water temperature. I
manipulated all three stressors in experimental streamside channels for 30 days and
determined the individual and pair-wise combined effects on benthic invertebrate and
algal communities and on leaf decay, a measure of ecosystem functioning.
2. I added nutrients (phosphorus + nitrogen; high, intermediate, natural) and ⁄or sediment
(grain size 0.2 mm; high, intermediate, natural) to 18 channels supplied with water
from a nearby stream. Temperature was increased by 1.4 °C in half the channels,
simulating the loss of upstream and adjacent riparian shade. Sediment affected 93% of
all biological response variables (either as an individual effect or via an interaction
with another stressor) generally in a negative manner for invertebrates but generally
positive for algae and leaf decay, while nutrient enrichment affected 59% (mostly
positive) and raised temperature 59% (mostly positive).
3. More of the algal components of the community responded to stressors acting
individually than did invertebrate components, whereas pair-wise stressor interactions
were more common in the invertebrate community. Stressors interacted often and in a
complex manner, with interactions between sediment and temperature most common.
Thus, the negative impact of high sediment on taxon richness of both algae and
invertebrates was stronger at raised temperature, further reducing biodiversity. In
addition, the decay rate of leaf material (strength loss) accelerated with nutrient
enrichment at ambient but not at raised temperature.
4. A key implication of my findings for resource managers is that the removal of riparian
shading from streams already subjected to high sediment inputs, or land-use changes
that increase erosion or nutrient runoff in a landscape without riparian buffers, may
have unexpected effects on stream health. I highlight the likely importance of intact or
restored buffer strips, both in reducing sediment input and in maintaining cooler water
temperatures.
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Introduction

Understanding the interactive and cumulative effects of multiple anthropogenic stressors is a
pressing challenge (Crain, Kroeker & Halpern 2008; Ormerod et al. 2010) because
‘ecological surprises’ may result if stressors interact in unexpected ways (Scheffer et al.
2001). Stressors can act in a predictable, ‘additive’ manner or yield complex synergistic or
antagonistic responses (Folt et al. 1999), and researchers have turned to empirical surveys,
field experiments and laboratory experiments to unravel their individual and combined effects
(Townsend, Uhlmann & Matthaei 2008).
Agriculture affects streams worldwide, particularly through nutrient enrichment and
increased fine sediment input (Allan 2004). In New Zealand, this is associated with land
conversion to pasture or agricultural intensification to deer and dairy farming (Quinn 2000).
Increased water temperature can also be expected to act as a stressor in many freshwater
communities. Its effect is likely to increase due to agricultural intensification that reduces
upstream and adjacent riparian shade (Quinn et al. 1992) as well as anthropogenic climate
change (Woodward, Perkins & Brown 2010). Thus, it will be important to understand whether
and how rising temperature interacts with other stressors.
My objective was to determine the individual and combined effects of nutrient
enrichment, increased fine sediment on the bed and raised water temperature on stream
community structure and function. I focused on the responses of three key components of
stream ecosystems (aquatic invertebrates, benthic algae and organic matter decomposition) in
experimental streamside channels using a factorial design. I chose stressor levels simulating
those found in Southern New Zealand pasture, deer and dairy farming streams (Matthaei et al.
2006) in situations with or without tussock riparian shading. To my knowledge, this is the
first time these three stressors, which can be expected to affect streams worldwide, have been
manipulated simultaneously.
While individual stressor effects may follow a linear negative response gradient,
others may follow non-linear threshold (Groffman et al. 2006) or subsidy-stress (Odum, Finn
& Franz 1979) patterns, where lower stressor levels have neutral or positive effects,
respectively, but with the effect becoming negative beyond a threshold (Niyogi et al. 2007).
Based on previous studies in New Zealand investigating the interactive effects of nutrients
and fine sediment (Townsend, Uhlmann & Matthaei 2008; Matthaei, Piggott & Townsend
2010) and others (Biggs 1996; Friberg et al. 2009; Ferreira & Chauvet 2011b), I predicted
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that the individual effects of nutrient enrichment and raised water temperature on biological
response variables would generally be positive (increased invertebrate density, algal
biomass/cell density and organic matter decay rates), but with changes to community
composition because taxa that tolerate elevated nutrient levels or temperatures will be
favoured. I further predicted sediment addition to be a particularly pervasive stressor
(Townsend, Uhlmann & Matthaei 2008). In contrast to most published literature, I expected
higher organic decay rates under sediment, as detected in an earlier experiment (Matthaei,
Piggott & Townsend 2010). The interactive effects among raised temperature and the other
stressors are largely unknown (Woodward, Perkins & Brown 2010).

2.2

Materials and Methods

2.2.1

STUDY SITE

The study was conducted during Austral summer from 11 January to 3 March 2007 in
experimental streamside channels installed on the floodplain of the Kauru River, a third-order
stream in the Otago province of New Zealand (170°44.6′ East, 45°6.5′ South, 98 m a.s.l).
Land use is mainly sheep and beef cattle farming at low stock densities. The river water is
relatively nutrient-poor (see non-enriched nutrient values below) but contains diverse and
abundant algal (Lange et al. 2011) and invertebrate communities (Herrmann 2009).

2.2.2

EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

I manipulated nutrients, fine sediment cover on the bed and water temperature in 18 channels
using 3 nutrient levels × 3 sediment levels × 2 temperature treatments in a factorial design
(Fig. 2.1). Six sets of three channels made of steel sheet (250 × 15 × 15 cm) were installed on
a flat gravel area between two river braids. River water was supplied through PVC pipes
(Humes Pipeline Systems, Dunedin; diameter 15 cm) and inflow and outflow weirs equalised
flow and water depth across channels. Mean discharge and mean current velocity per channel,
measured on 6 dates, were 1.1±0.2 L s-1 and 12.3±0.3 cm s-1 (standard errors; n=108), and
mean water depth was 7.0±0.1 cm (measured on 7 dates; n=126). This velocity is towards the
lower end of the range of local current speeds found in the Kauru River at baseflow
(Herrmann 2009). Three of the six supply pipes were connected to gas-fired water heaters
(model 16H; Bosch, Stuttgart, Germany) and pumps (model JR.2; LINZ Electric, Verona,
Italy) that added heated water to the flow entering ‘heated’ channels. To prevent clogging, a
50 mm mesh fence was erected upstream of the supply pipe intakes and cleaned every 3 days.
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Figure 2.1. Diagram of the experimental design, showing the 6 inflow pipes (above) and the
combinations of ambient and augmented stressors applied to each of the 18 channels.

The experimental channels formed an open system with the river allowing natural
immigration and emigration of organisms. Each channel contained 3 cm of mixed gravels (1664 mm width) from a nearby dry riverside channel. Flow began on 11 January and the
channels were colonised by drifting algae and invertebrates for 21 days. On 31 January, each
channel received one standard load of invertebrates, to augment natural colonisation of taxa
underrepresented in the drift. This standard load was obtained from the adjacent river by kicknet sampling for 3 minutes (mesh size 200 µm) from a 0.36 m² bed patch (comparable to the
0.38 m² channel area). Samples were collected moving upstream in a uniform area of riverbed
and assigned randomly.
On 1 February (day 0), the three nutrient treatments were assigned randomly to the six
supply pipes, each feeding three channels (Fig. 2.1). Nutrients (NaNO3 plus KH2PO4) were
supplied continuously for 30 days using battery-driven fluid-metering pumps (model QBG;
Fluid Metering Inc., Syosset, New York) to achieve concentrations found in deer farming
streams (intermediate level; six channels, means achieved, measured on days 0, 5, 10, 15, 20,
25 and 30, of 67.7±1 µg L-1 for nitrate-N and 41±0.8 µg L-1 for phosphate-P; n=84) or dairy
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farming streams (high level; six channels, means 379±2.1 µg N L-1 and 222.9±2.5 µg P L-1) in
Otago (Townsend, Uhlmann & Matthaei 2008). Six channels were not enriched (natural level;
means 2.4±0.4 µg N L-1 and 1.9±0.1µg P L-1).
The raised temperature treatment was applied to half the channels (selected within
each of three spatial blocks consisting of six channels each to complement the randomly
assigned nutrient treatments; Fig. 2.1) from 10.00 h to 19.00 h on predominantly sunny days
(to approximate a natural pattern of water temperature increase in streams lacking upstream
riparian cover). On the 18 days when heated water was applied, ambient temperature was
raised in the heated channels by a mean of 1.4±0.2 °C for 8.9±0.02 h per day (n=18), with a
mean daily maximum temperature of 23.6±0.2 °C in heated and 22.2±0.2 °C in control
channels (n=162). This increase is approximately equivalent to a decrease in stream shade of
28 % see Fig. 7 in Rutherford et al. (2004). I also measured shade in two second-order Otago
grassland streams with contrasting riparian tussock cover as percentage of diffuse noninterceptance received at the water surface as a proportion of the incident light of a uniform
sky (Davies-Colley & Rutherford 2005). This was accomplished on an overcast day by taking
matched instantaneous measurements with photosynthetically available radiation sensors (LI190, LI-COR Inc, Lincoln, USA) at 5 m intervals along a 50 m reach (at 25, 50 and 75% of
the stream width) at the water surface and in an open reference site two meters above the
stream bank and riparian vegetation. The stream in ungrazed tussock was 84 % shaded while
the one in intensively grazed tussock with no tussock margin was 52 % shaded, a reduction of
32% and close to that predicted by Rutherford et al. (2004) to result in a 1.4 °C increase in
maximum water temperature.
Sediment treatments were assigned within nutrients and temperature treatments, in a
manner that complemented the nutrient by temperature combination in each channel to result
in the 18 different combinations of all three factors required to create a balanced study design
(Fig. 2.1). Fine river sand (grain size 0.2 mm; Matthaei et al. 2006) was added on day 0,
resulting in sediment values corresponding to those occurring in dairy (intermediate; six
channels, means achieved measured on days 5, 10, 15, 20, 25 and 30 of 81.2±1.5 % bed cover
and 4.9±0.3 mm sediment depth; n=108) or deer farming streams in Otago (high; six
channels, means 93.9±1.3 % cover and 18.5±0.7 mm depth) (Matthaei et al. 2006; Townsend,
Uhlmann & Matthaei 2008). Six channels had no sediment added (natural; means 2.5±0.4 %
cover, 0.2±0.02 mm depth).
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Nutrient, temperature and sediment measures differed as required among the
corresponding experimental treatments (nested repeated-measures ANOVAs: P ≤ 0.001,
Tukey HSD tests: P ≤ 0.001).

2.2.3

BIOLOGICAL RESPONSE VARIABLES

On day -1, I introduced six terracotta tiles (10 × 10 × 1.4 cm; as standardized substrata for
invertebrates) and six leaf packs per channel, two each in the upstream, middle and
downstream thirds. I used 10 g (fresh mass; 10-15 leaves bolted together) of the evergreen
native riparian shrub mahoe Melicytus ramiflorus Forst & Forst (Matthaei, Piggott &
Townsend 2010), held in place by surface stones.
On days 18 and 30, one tile and one leaf pack were sampled from each channel third
by lifting quickly into a hand net (frame 20 × 15 cm; mesh size 250 µm) and then transferring
contents to sealable plastic bags. Where tiles were beneath the sediment, the associated
sediment was also taken. On day 29, benthic algae were sampled within each channel third
using a plastic ring (3 cm diameter) placed at random. Algae were either scraped with a razor
(on stones) or sucked up with a pipette (on fine surface sediment) from within the ring.
Samples were topped up to 50 ml with stream water and divided in half for analysis of
biomass and community composition, the latter being fixed in 4 % formalin. All samples
were placed on ice in the dark, and non-preserved samples were frozen in the laboratory the
same day and stored at -18 °C until processing.

2.2.4

LABORATORY WORK

Invertebrates were gently washed from tiles after thawing and retrieved in a sieve (mesh size
250 µm), then stored in 70 % ethanol prior to identification to the lowest practical taxonomic
level using a dissecting microscope (Olympus SZ51, 8-40×, Tokyo, Japan) and the standard
taxonomic key for New Zealand’s aquatic invertebrates (Winterbourn et al. 2006).
Leaf packs were defrosted and rinsed. Remaining leaf biomass was determined as ashfree dry mass using standard methods (APHA 1998) and expressed as a percentage of the
average of ten leaf packs treated identically immediately after leaf collection (day -3). Leaf
strength was determined as the mass required to force a blunt metal pin through the leaf
(Young, Matthaei & Townsend 2008). One measure was made per leaf (randomly but
avoiding veins) for five randomly selected leaves per pack, and leaf strength was expressed as
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percentage of the average strength of 25 fresh leaves determined on day -3. Due to almost
complete decay of leaf packs by day 30, only day 18 results are presented.
Algal biomass as chlorophyll a was determined spectrophotometrically using standard
methods (APHA 1998; Biggs & Kilroy 2000). Algal community samples were sonicated
(Elma Transonic 10/40H, Singen, Germany) at 40 Hz for 2 min in an ice water bath to detach
cells from sediment particles and then homogenised with a blender (Omni Mixer, Ivan Sorval
Inc., Newton, USA). For each cell count, approximately 300 cells (mean achieved 291±8)
were identified at 400x magnification to the lowest practical taxonomic level using an
inverted microscope (Zeiss Axiovert 25, Jena, Germany). Where algal filaments were present
and cells were difficult to discern, 10 µm increments were counted. Algae were also classified
according to growth form after Schneck, Schwarzbold and Melo (2011): (i) adnate or prostate,
(ii) erect or with mucilaginous stalks, (iii) motile, (iv) filamentous and (v) metaphyton (Table
2.1).
Table 2.1. Algal growth form classification. Classification of algae according to growth form into five
groups after Schneck, Schwarzbold and Melo (2011).
(i)

ADNATE OR PROSTATE

Species of Achnanthidium, Cocconeis, Epithema, Planothidium, Rhoicosphenia, Rhopalodia,
Rossithidium, Gloeocystis, Chamaeosiphon.
(ii)
ERECT OR WITH MUCILAGINOUS STALKS
Species of Cymbella, Encyonema, Gomphoneis, Gomphonema (excluding G. parvulum and G.
minutum, which I classified as adnate as suggested by Passy (2007)), Synedra and Fragilaria.
(iii) MOTILE
Species of Frustulia, Navicula, Nitzschia, Pinnularia, Surirella and Stauroneis.
(iv) FILAMENTOUS
Species of Diatoma, Melosira,

Oedogonum,

Spirogyra,

Stigeoclonium,

Geminella,

Rhizoclonium, Ulothrix, Anabaena, Cylindrospermum, Oscillatoria, Phormidium, Coelodesmium
and a non-identified filamentous cyanobacterium.
(v)

METAPHYTON (ALGAE WITHOUT A FIXATION STRUCTURE)

Species of Staurastrum, Cosmarium, Closterium, Ankistrodesmus, Aphanocapsa, Chlorella,
Scenedesmus, Selenastrum, Pediastrum, Trachelomonas and Chlamydomonas).
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DATA ANALYSIS

All analyses (nested ANOVAs) were conducted in PASW Statistics 18.0 (SPSS: An IBM
Company, Chicago, USA). Data were log-transformed where necessary to improve normality
and homoscedasticity. Nutrients, sediment and temperature were fixed main factors. Sample
position (1-3, in each channel third) was fitted as a fixed rather than random factor to test
the effects of systematic variation in environmental factors at different set positions from
the inflow (Quinn & Keough 2002). This was done because, based on a previous experiment
in the same channels (Matthaei, Piggott & Townsend 2010), I expected the physical habitat
for stream organisms (e.g. cover and thickness of deposited fine sediment) to change to some
extent with distance down the channel as current velocity was somewhat faster at the inflows.
This pattern was highly consistent across all channels.
For algal and leaf pack data (single sampling date), the ANOVA model was intercept
(d.f. 1) + nutrients (2) + sediment (2) + temperature (1) + nutrients×sediment (4) +
nutrients×temperature

(2)

+

sediment×temperature

(2)

+

sample(nutrient)

(6)

+

sample(sediment) (4) + sample(temperature) (2) + error (28, n=54; see Matthaei, Piggott and
Townsend (2010) for a similar model). For the invertebrate data (collected on days 18 and
30), I used the repeated-measures equivalent of this model (with sampling day as the withinsubjects factor; see Herrmann, Townsend and Matthaei (2012) for a similar model). One
invertebrate sample on day 30 was lost.
I selected the Type I (sequential) sums of squares, the appropriate method for
analysing this type of nested design in PASW/SPSS (Field 2005; Garson 2012). Note that my
model lacks a term testing three-way between-subjects interactions because with just one
channel replicate of each three-factor treatment combination this interaction term could not be
separated from the residual error (Quinn & Keough 2002). This limitation implies that my
analysis is likely to somewhat underestimate the actual frequency of significant single-factor
effects and two-way interactions (Garson 2012).
To assess effects on invertebrate and algal communities I performed nested
MANOVAs (with the multivariate equivalents of the models above) on densities of taxa that
were present in at least 50% of all samples and, for algae, also contributed at least 1% of the
total community. I subsequently examined the between-subjects effects for each individual
taxon and the within-subjects effects for all common invertebrate taxa. Algal growth form
compositions were analysed using a similar MANOVA with subsequent examination of
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between-subjects effects for each growth form. Box’s Tests of Equality of Covariance
Matrices confirmed that the data fulfilled the assumptions of these MANOVAs.
If between-subjects effects were significant, pairwise comparisons were performed for
the factors nutrients and sediment using post hoc tests (Tukey’s HSD). Where significant
interactions are present, interpretation of the main effects of the experimental factors
concerned must be done with care. Therefore, I followed Quinn and Keough (2002)
recommendation that individual main effects should be interpreted only where the effect size
of the interaction is smaller than the size of the corresponding main effects, which was the
case for the majority of response variables. All exceptions from this rule are identified in the
Results tables. When examining within-subjects effects on invertebrate response variables,
results were corrected using the Greenhouse-Geisser method (Quinn & Keough 2002) in cases
all cases where the assumption of sphericity (examined with Mauchly’s tests) was violated.
For the sake of brevity, the results for the nested factor sample are not presented (see
Matthaei, Piggott & Townsend 2010). Including this factor enabled us to quantify withinchannel variation and improve overall predictive power, but significant sample effects merely
indicate that responses differed between channel thirds across all channels. This is irrelevant
to my research objectives. Similarly, the results for the invertebrate repeated-measures factor
time are not presented because I was not interested in changes across time per se.
Significance level for all tests was P < 0.05. Adjusting the significance level to control
the family-wise Type I error rate in sets of related statistical tests is regarded increasingly as
too conservative by both ecologists and statisticians (Perneger 1998; Quinn & Keough 2002;
Nakagawa 2004). Therefore I present standardised effect sizes (partial eta2 values, range 0-1;
Garson 2012) for all findings with P ≤ 0.05 instead, as recommended by Nakagawa (2004), to
allow readers to evaluate the biological importance of each individual result.
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Results

2.3.1

INVERTEBRATES
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Augmentation of nutrients and of sediment at intermediate and high levels increased total
invertebrate abundance overall (i.e. based on the main effects of these factors in the analysis;
Table 2.2). Added sediment also affected total abundance via an interaction with temperature
(Fig. 2.2), having a positive effect at ambient temperature but a negative effect at raised
temperature. Total abundance of EPT (Ephemeroptera, Plecoptera and Trichoptera; i.e.,
nymphs of mayflies, caddisflies and stoneflies) was higher in channels with nutrient
enrichment but lower in channels with sediment addition (Table 2.2, Fig. 2.2). Nutrients
affected EPT abundance via two-way interactions with both sediment (strongest increase with
rising nutrients in channels without added sediment) and temperature (peaking at intermediate
nutrients at ambient temperature but not at raised temperature). Finally, sediment interacted
with temperature, with a stronger negative effect of added sediment at raised temperature.

Table 2.2. Invertebrate responses to the experimental treatments. Summary (P-values) of repeated-measures (M)ANOVAs comparing between-subjects invertebrate
responses between experimental treatments. MANOVA P-values are for the Pillai’s Trace statistic. Rankings for post hoc tests in cases with significant effects are
given in columns 4, 6 and 8, and relative abundances of taxa in column 2. Nutrient and sediment treatments: N, natural; I, intermediate; H, high. Temperature: Amb,
ambient; Heat, heated. P-values < 0.05 are in bold print. Effect sizes are shown in parentheses for cases where P ≤ 0.05. ‘SI’ indicates cases where a substantial
interaction between two factors (effect size of interaction term larger than the size of the corresponding main effects) prevented an overall post-hoc ranking for the
main effect in question.
Dependent variable

%

Total invertebrates
Total EPT
Invert’ taxon richness
EPT richness
Community composition
(MANOVA; 11 taxa)
Chironomidae
Cladocera
Copepoda
Deleatidium spp.
Hydora spp.
Hydrobiosidae
Nematoda
Oxyethira spp.
P. antipodarum
Conoesucidae
Tanypodinae

Nutrients

Ranking

Sediment

Ranking

Temperature

<0.001 (0.48)
<0.001 (0.65)
0.22
0.14
98.0 0.04 (0.54)

N<(I=H)
N<(I=H)

<0.001 (0.49)
<0.001 (0.80)
0.002 (0.36)
<0.001 (0.40)
<0.001 (0.85)

N<(I=H)
N>(I=H)
SI
(N=I)>H

0.44
0.01 (0.19)
0.27
0.17
0.47

54.2
6.7
4.9
2.0
1.2
0.5
4.7
6.9
10.1
5.2
1.6

N<(I=H)

0.14
<0.001 (0.54)
0.001 (0.39)
<0.001 (0.56)
0.006 (0.31)
0.75
<0.001 (0.71)
0.05 (0.19)
<0.001 (0.57)
<0.001 (0.80)
0.08

<0.001 (0.51)
0.26
0.12
0.07
0.47
0.04 (0.21)
0.35
0.02 (0.26)
0.03 (0.22)
<0.001 (0.53)
0.66

SI
SI
N<I
N<(I=H)

N<I
I>H
N>(I=H)
N<I
N<(I=H)
(N=H)<I
N>(I=H)

0.71
0.50
0.48
0.01 (0.21)
0.59
0.05 (0.14)
0.02 (0.18)
0.27
0.86
0.27
0.37

Ranking

SI

Amb>Heat

Amb<Heat

Nutrients ×
sediment

Nutrients ×
temperature

Sediment ×
temperature

0.49
0.01 (0.36)
0.79
0.01 (0.38)
0.14

0.86
0.003 (0.35)
0.62
0.07
0.11

0.004 (0.34)
0.02 (0.26)
0.002 (0.37)
0.08
0.04 (0.54)

0.52
0.42
0.39
0.14
0.79
0.17
0.75
0.49
0.92
0.001 (0.49)
0.88

0.02 (0.25)
0.11
0.22
0.06
0.72
0.003 (0.34)
0.05 (0.20)
0.01 (0.29)
0.15
0.02 (0.27)
0.89

0.009 (0.29)
0.08
0.03 (0.23)
0.80
0.48
0.23
0.20
0.001 (0.40)
0.17
0.47
0.02 (0.25)
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Figure 2.2. Averages of invertebrate community variables across the experimental treatments sampled
on days 18 and 30 combined. Error bars (SEs) show the within-channel variation (n=3) that is
represented by the factor ‘sample’ in the statistical analysis (see text). Text in rectangles indicates
significant single-factor effects (nutrients: N, sediment: S and temperature: T) or interactions.

At ambient temperature, total invertebrate taxon richness showed a unimodal response
to sediment addition, with highest richness at intermediate sediment levels (Table 2.2, Fig.
2.2). At raised temperature, however, total richness declined consistently with sediment,
resulting in a marked sediment by temperature interaction. EPT taxon richness decreased at
high sediment levels overall but not at intermediate nutrient concentrations, as indicated by a
negative main effect of sediment and a nutrient by sediment interaction (Table 2.2, Fig. 2.2).
The invertebrate MANOVA revealed that invertebrate community composition was
unaffected by raised water temperature but differed across nutrient and sediment treatments
overall, and that sediment and temperature interacted (Table 2.2). Focusing on the commonest
11 taxa (comprising 98% of the community; Table 2.2), raised water temperature increased
the abundance of nematode worms but decreased nymphs of the mayfly Deleatidium. Nutrient
enrichment at intermediate or high levels resulted in higher abundances of chironomid midge
larvae (excluding Tanypodinae), the snail Potamopyrgus antipodarum (Gray) and
Conoesucidae caddis larvae. Sediment addition at intermediate or high levels decreased
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abundances of Deleatidium and Conoesucidae (and Copepoda were less common at high than
intermediate sediment) but increased abundances of Cladocera, the beetle Hydora and
Nematoda, while P. antipodarum peaked at intermediate sediment. Temperature and nutrient
effects interacted for Hydrobiosidae, Conoesucidae, the caddis Oxyethira and Chironomidae
(Fig. 2.3), with abundances peaking in channels with intermediate nutrient enrichment at
ambient temperature but in highly enriched channels at raised temperature. Sediment and
temperature effects also interacted for four taxa: Chironomidae became more common with
rising sediment levels at ambient but not at raised temperature while Copepoda, Oxyethira
and Tanypodinae all became consistently rarer with increasing sediment at raised temperature
but not at ambient temperature (where neutral or subsidy-stress patterns for sediment
occurred). Finally, nutrients and sediment interacted for Conoesucidae, whose abundance
generally decreased with sediment addition and increased with nutrient enrichment, except at
high sediment where high nutrient levels had a neutral effect.
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Figure 2.3. Abundance patterns (averages +SEs) for common invertebrate taxa (days 18 and 30
combined) that showed significant interactions between paired manipulated factors. For more details
see Fig. 2.2.

2.3.2

LEAF DECOMPOSITION

Both leaf mass loss and strength loss were greater at intermediate and high sediment levels
than in channels without sediment addition but, as main effects, neither temperature nor
nutrients affected leaf decomposition significantly (Table 2.3, Fig. 2.4). Temperature and
nutrient effects on strength loss interacted, with a positive effect of nutrient enrichment at
ambient but not at raised temperature. Sediment and nutrient effects on strength loss also
interacted, with a positive effect of nutrient enrichment occurring mainly in channels without
added sediment. Leaf mass loss showed no interactions between paired stressors.

Table 2.3. Leaf decomposition and algal responses to the experimental treatments. Summary (P-values) of nested (M)ANOVAs comparing between-subjects leaf
decomposition and algal response variables between nutrient, sediment and temperature treatments. See Table 2.2 for further details.
Dependent variable

%

Nutrients

Leaf strength loss
Leaf mass loss

0.05 (0.19)
0.75

Algal cell density
Algal biomass
Algal taxon richness

<0.001 (0.57)
<0.001 (0.78)
0.18

Community composition
(MANOVA; 13 taxa)
Nitzschia amphibia
Navicula cryptocephala
Fragilaria vaucheriae
Gomphonema minutum
Nitzschia dissipata
Gloeocystis sp.
Cylindrospermum sp.
Navicula capitoradiata
Ankistrodesmus spp.
Scenedesmus spp.
Nitzschia palea
Navicula cryptotenella
Encyonema minuta

82.7

0.003 (0.68)

1.4
1.6
1.8
2.2
6.8
3.0
7.4
4.5
1.4
25.74
16.5
7.0
3.4

0.04 (0.21)
0.07
0.73
0.35
<0.001 (0.44)
0.59
0.63
0.045 (0.20)
0.02 (0.24)
0.002 (0.36)
0.004 (0.32)
0.06
0.01 (0.31)

Algal growth forms
(MANOVA; 5 groups)

100

<0.001 (0.41)

Filamentous
Erect or stalked
Adnate or prostrate
Metaphyton
Motile

21.0
6.7
20.4
18.1
33.9

<0.001 (0.39)
0.31
0.64
<0.001 (0.58)
0.86

Ranking

N<(I=H)
N<I<H

Sediment

Ranking

Temperature

<0.001 (0.90)
<0.001 (0.85)

N<(I=H)
N<(I=H)

0.998
0.98

<0.001 (0.70)
0.95
0.18

N<(I=H)

<0.001 (0.34)
<0.001 (0.37)
0.88

0.03 (0.61)
N<H

N<(I=H)

N<(I=H)
SI
N<(I=H)
N<(I=H)
N<(I=H)

<0.001 (0.42)
<0.001 (0.50)
0.04 (0.21)
<0.001 (0.40)
<0.001 (0.65)
0.03 (0.22)
<0.001 (0.56)
<0.001 (0.67)
0.002 (0.36)
<0.001 (0.49)
<0.001 (0.72)
<0.001 (0.66)
<0.001 (0.55)

N<I<H

0.02 (0.24)
0.80
<0.001 (0.71)
<0.001 (0.43)
<0.001 (0.80)

Nutrients ×
sediment
0.03 (0.30)
0.06

Nutrients ×
temperature
0.02 (0.24)
0.15

Sediment ×
temperature
0.57
0.53

Amb<Heat
Amb<Heat

0.72
0.94
0.58

0.77
0.27
0.62

0.02 (0.24)
0.03 (0.21)
0.04 (0.21)

0.04 (0.52)

0.14

0.42

0.48
0.01 (0.36)
0.33
0.46
0.65
0.49
0.12
0.49
0.39
0.40
0.89
0.39
0.78

0.63
0.93
0.27
0.51
0.37
0.59
0.56
0.73
0.003 (0.34)
0.17
0.07
0.70
0.28

0.82
0.11
0.38
0.02 (0.24)
0.70
0.52
0.40
0.28
0.18
0.23
0.07
0.16
0.007 (0.30)

0.69

0.03 (0.21)

0.38

0.30

0.67
0.45
0.64
0.27
0.74

0.10
0.12
0.94
<0.001 (0.55)
0.42

0.08
0.45
0.35
0.88
0.47

0.049 (0.19)
0.34
0.66
0.32
0.42

0.04 (0.67)
N<(I=H)
N<(I=H)
N<I
N>(I=H)
N<(I=H)
N<I
N<(I=H)
N<(I=H)
N<(I=H)
N<(I=H)
N<(I=H)
N<(I=H)
N<(I=H)

<0.001 (0.48)
N>(I=H)

Ranking

N>I
N>(I=H)
SI
N<(I=H)

0.02 (0.18)
0.12
0.25
0.29
0.72
0.20
0.003 (0.28)
0.22
0.97
0.57
0.009 (0.22)
0.06
0.009 (0.22)

Amb<Heat

Amb<Heat

Amb<Heat
SI
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Figure 2.4. Averages (+SEs) of leaf decay variables (sampled on day 18) and algal
community/biomass variables (sampled on day 29) across the experimental treatments. For more
details see Fig. 2.2.

2.3.3

ALGAE

Overall, algal cell density increased with nutrient or sediment levels and raised temperature,
and algal biomass accrual (chlorophyll a) showed the same patterns for nutrients and
temperature but was unaffected by added sediment (Table 2.3, Fig. 2.4). Temperature and
sediment effects interacted for both algal variables, with the positive effect of added sediment
being stronger at ambient than at raised temperature for cell density and reversed at raised
temperature for biomass. Algal taxon richness was affected only by an interaction of
temperature and sediment. At ambient temperature, richness demonstrated a subsidy-stress
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response to sediment with richness peaking when sediment was intermediate. By contrast,
richness declined consistently with sediment at raised temperature (Fig. 2.4).
The algal taxa MANOVA showed that community composition changed overall with
nutrient enrichment, sediment addition and raised temperature, and that nutrient and sediment
effects interacted (Table 2.3). Focusing on the 13 commonest taxa, raised water temperature
increased overall densities of Nitzschia amphibia, Cylindrospermum and Nitzschia palea.
Further, nutrient enrichment to any level caused increased densities of N. amphibia, Nitzschia
dissipata, Navicula capitoradiata, Scenedesmus, N. palea and E. minuta (Table 2.3).
Sediment affected all the common taxa, with 12 being more abundant in channels with
intermediate and/or high addition but Gomphonema minutum showing the opposite pattern.
Temperature and nutrients had interactive effects on Ankistrodesmus, with densities
increasing consistently with rising nutrient levels at ambient temperature, whereas densities
peaked at intermediate nutrient concentrations when temperature was raised (Fig. 2.5).
Temperature and sediment interacted for G. minutum and E. minuta, but the two taxa were
affected quite differently (Fig. 2.5). For the former, the negative effect of added sediment was
stronger at raised than at ambient water temperature. By contrast, the positive effect of
sediment on the latter taxon was weaker at raised water temperature. Finally, an interaction
between nutrients and sediment influenced Navicula cryptocephala, with high nutrient
enrichment increasing densities markedly at the top sediment level but only weakly at the two
lower sediment levels (Fig. 2.5).
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Figure 2.5. Density patterns (averages +SEs) for the common benthic algal taxa sampled on day 29
that showed significant interactions between paired manipulated factors. For more details see Fig. 2.2.

The algal growth form MANOVA showed overall effects of nutrients and sediment on
algal functional organisation, but no effect of temperature (Table 2.3). The between-subjects
effects revealed that nutrient enrichment at intermediate or high levels decreased the overall
prevalence of filamentous algae, whereas it increased representation of metaphytic algae (Fig.
2.6). Sediment addition at intermediate or high levels decreased the relative abundance of
adnate/prostrate algae while the representation of metaphytic and motile algae increased.
Further, intermediate (but not high) sediment addition decreased filamentous algae.
Temperature and sediment effects interacted for filamentous algae, with a negative
effect of added sediment at ambient temperature but not at raised temperature (Fig. 2.6).
Finally, nutrients and sediment interacted for metaphytic algae, with the positive effect of
nutrient enrichment being evident only in channels with added sediment.
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Figure 2.6. Relative abundance patterns (averages +SEs) for the benthic algal growth form
classifications sampled on day 29. For more details see Fig. 2.2.
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Discussion

2.4.1

THE THREE STRESSORS COMPARED
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Of the three land-use related stressors that I studied, sediment affected 78% of all 41
biological response variables (as an interpretable main effect), nutrient enrichment affected
44% and temperature affected 20% (Table 2.4). Not only were sediment effects most
prevalent, according to average effect sizes they were also the most intense (Table 2.4). These
results add weight to previous conclusions about the influence of nutrient enrichment and, in
particular, the widespread and powerful effects of sediment addition on stream communities
(Niyogi et al. 2007; Townsend, Uhlmann & Matthaei 2008; Matthaei, Piggott & Townsend
2010). The most novel aspect of the current study has been to incorporate a small rise in
stream temperature to simulate the influence of removal of riparian vegetation. This third
stressor also influenced a variety of biological variables as a main effect and, even more
importantly, had interactive effects in combination with the other stressors (discussed in the
next section).

Nutrients Sediment Temperature
Invertebrates
(16 variables)
Mean effect size

2
12.5%
0.20±0.02

3
18.8%
0.41±0.04

5
31.3%
0.33±0.04

8
50.0%
0.32±0.04

0

1
50.0%
0.3

1
50.0%
0.24

0

12
19
52.2%
82.6%
0.36±0.06 0.50±0.05

6
26.1%
0.19±0.06

4
17.4%
0.41±0.08

1
4.3%
0.44±0.09

6
26.1%
0.22±0.02

OVERALL
18
32
(41 variables)
43.9%
78.0%
Mean effect size 0.39±0.05 0.55±0.04

8
19.5%
0.19±0.05

8
19.5%
0.40±0.04

7
17.1%
0.34±0.03

14
34.1%
0.27±0.02

Leaf decay
(2 variables)
Mean effect size
Algae
(23 variables)
Mean effect size

6
11
37.5%
68.8%
0.49±0.06 0.58±0.06

Nutrients × Nutrients × Sediment ×
sediment temperature temperature

0

2
100.0%
0.88±0.03

Table 2.4. Overview of results for biological response variables. Numbers and percentages of
interpretable significant main effects (i.e. not including cases where a factor is involved in a
substantial interaction with another; see Table 1) and significant interactions for the three
categories of biological response variable. Means of effect sizes ± standard errors are shown.
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As predicted, added fine sediment was the most pervasive stressor, negatively
affecting abundances of sensitive EPT taxa (e.g. Deleatidium and Conoesucidae), but
increasing the abundance of total invertebrates and nematode worms, a taxon known to favour
sediment-rich habitats (Angradi 1999). Invertebrate taxon richness and several other
invertebrate variables responded positively to sediment addition up to intermediate levels,
probably reflecting the increased habitat heterogeneity provided by a moderate amount of fine
sediment. However, at high sediment levels, negative effects tended to predominate, in
accordance with findings of Matthaei, Piggott and Townsend (2010). Many invertebrates are
sensitive to clogging of respiratory apparatus, reductions in feeding efficiency and loss of
appropriate habitat when sediment levels are high (Wood & Armitage 1997). The diatom
Gomphonema minutum, a genus known to strongly prefer smooth substrata (Schneck,
Schwarzbold & Melo 2011), was the only common alga to respond negatively to sediment
addition. All others responded positively, probably due to habitat improvement afforded by
the sediment in comparison to bare stones and also related to the stable flows during my
experiment (Pringle 1990). Motile and metaphytic algal forms increased their representation
with added sediment, adding to evidence that these are strongly associated with fine sediment
substrata (Passy 2007). Total algal cell density responded positively to added sediment, but
not biomass measured as chlorophyll a, presumably because increases in cell densities
primarily affected the smaller-bodied taxa comprising the motile and metaphytic growth
forms (Burkholder 1996) rather than their larger-bodied, chlorophyll-rich filamentous green
counterparts.
Consistent with my prediction, but in contrast to most published literature (see review
by Young, Matthaei & Townsend 2008), leaf decay increased with sediment addition,
providing further evidence of this puzzling phenomenon (see Matthaei, Piggott & Townsend
2010). While it is possible that sediment-related abrasion is at play, I witnessed no sediment
movement during my experiment that involved moderate current velocities of less than 15 cm
per second. Thus, I suspect this pattern is related to use of freshly collected leaf material that
may still be alive (Gessner 1991). Smothering by fine sediment may result in more rapid cell
death and cuticle breakdown compared to non-buried leaves, with implications for processing
of leaf material in streams receiving freshly fallen leaves and with high fine sediment loads
(Gessner & Schwoerbel 1989).
As expected, nutrient enrichment generally acted as a subsidy, affecting about a third
of all response variables in a positive manner and increasing total invertebrate abundance,
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algal cell density and biomass, but not organic decay rates. Invertebrate abundances of both
pollution-tolerant (e.g. Chironomidae) and generally sensitive taxa (EPT) increased with
nutrient enrichment, indicating that enriched levels were still within the range providing
subsidy effects. Note that my nutrient concentrations correspond to moderate levels in New
Zealand deer and dairy farming streams (Matthaei et al. 2006) but that higher anthropogenic
levels occur elsewhere in the world (Dodds 2007). Algal taxa that responded positively to
enrichment tended to be those commonly associated with nutrient-rich conditions (species of
Nitzschia and Navicula; Biggs & Kilroy 2000) and taxa belonging to the metaphytic growth
form (e.g. Ankistrodesmus and Scenedesmus), whose representation increased consistently
with rising nutrients as filamentous forms decreased, indicating that metaphytic algae may
proliferate more rapidly than filamentous algae with rising nutrients.
I also gained support for my prediction that the effects of raised water temperature
would be generally positive and with community changes favouring taxa tolerant of elevated
temperatures. Algae generally responded positively to raised water temperature with higher
total cell density and biomass, and with changes in community composition favouring higher
densities of the cyanobacterium Cylindrospermum, which is known to proliferate at higher
temperatures (DeNicola 1996). By contrast, total EPT abundance decreased with warming,
driven by lower abundances of Deleatidium and Hydrobiosidae, most likely due to thermal
stress in these temperature-sensitive invertebrate taxa (Quinn et al. 1994), while the
abundance of the temperature-tolerant Nematoda (Pörtner 2002) increased with warming.
Leaf decay was not significantly affected by raised water temperature.

2.4.2

MULTIPLE STRESSOR INTERACTIONS

Nutrients and sediment interacted for 20% of variables (Table 2.4). The effects of nutrient
enrichment changed from positive to negative at high sediment levels for the generally
sensitive EPT taxa, including Conoesucidae. This interaction may result from contrasting
patterns of competitive dominance, with taxa such as chironomids, for example, performing
consistently better at higher nutrient levels regardless of sediment conditions. Earlier studies
in real streams (Townsend, Uhlmann & Matthaei 2008) and a related streamside channel
experiment (Matthaei, Piggott & Townsend 2010) also reported that stronger negative effects
of high sediment frequently overrode positive effects of nutrient enrichment on invertebrate
variables. High nutrient and sediment levels interacted synergistically to yield higher cell
densities of the diatom Navicula cryptocephala, which has the motile growth form generally
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considered to provide superior competitive ability in environments rich in nutrients or fine
sediment (Burkholder 1996). The same pattern was seen for metaphytic algae, indicating that
this growth form may also have a competitive advantage under high sediment and nutrientrich conditions.
Raised temperature and nutrient enrichment interacted for 17% of variables (Table
2.4). This interaction was antagonistic for leaf strength loss, with raised temperature
increasing strength loss at ambient but not enriched nutrient levels, in contrast to the
synergistic effect observed by Ferreira and Chauvet (2011b). Further, in all five invertebrate
cases where nutrients and temperature interacted (EPT abundance, Chironomidae, Oxyethira,
Conoesucidae and Hydrobiosidae), abundances were highest at intermediate nutrient levels at
ambient but not at raised temperature. Some invertebrates may gain an advantage from a
moderate increase in nutrient concentration because of increased productivity of food
resources (algae, fungi), but at higher levels of nutrient enrichment the advantage may be lost
because non-diet taxa come to dominate. I can only speculate that when high nutrients and
high temperature are combined, food productivity is increased without the loss of preferred
algal species. In contrast to the invertebrate cases above, the alga Ankistrodesmus had its
highest cell densities at intermediate nutrient levels at raised but not ambient temperature.
These patterns show how biological responses to nutrient enrichment can follow a subsidystress gradient (Niyogi et al. 2007) but that such responses may also depend on temperature.
Interactions between temperature and sediment were the most common interaction
type of all, affecting 34% of all response variables (Table 2.4). Raised temperature
strengthened the negative effect of added sediment synergistically for both EPT abundance
and Gomphonema minutum density; in channels without added sediment the effect of raised
temperature was neutral for EPT abundance and positive for G. minutum. These findings
support the notion of stress-induced sensitivity (Vinebrooke et al. 2004), whereby the
negative effects of a primary stressor cause increased sensitivity to a second stressor. I would
extend this notion to include a second factor that, on its own, may not have actually been
acting as a stressor in the absence of the first factor. For filamentous algae, by contrast, a
negative effect of sediment addition occurred at ambient but not at raised temperature (where
sediment addition had little effect), indicating an antagonistic interaction. At ambient water
temperature, sediment addition generally resulted in positive effects (for Chironomidae, algal
cell density and Encyonema minuta) that frequently peaked at intermediate levels (total
invertebrates, invertebrate taxon richness, Copepoda, Oxyethira, Tanypodinae, algal taxon
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richness and algal biomass). At raised temperature, however, added sediment had weaker
positive (algal cell density, Encyonema minuta), neutral (Chironomidae) or, most often,
negative effects (total invertebrates, invertebrate taxon richness, Copepoda, Oxyethira,
Tanypodinae, algal taxon richness and algal biomass). Further, in channels without added
sediment the effect of raised temperature was generally positive. It seems that fine sediment
addition to an intermediate level acted mainly as a subsidy, providing additional habitat that
increased algal and invertebrate abundance and richness, but only at ambient temperature. The
putative subsidy was offset by a complex interaction with raised temperature for a wide range
of population and community responses. These findings parallel the complex interactive
effects of sediment addition and flow reduction reported by Matthaei, Piggott and Townsend
(2010), where the effects of sediment worsened when combined with reduced flow, and
provide further insight into the pervasive interactive effects of fine sediment with other
stressors and the challenge these pose to management.
My results show that population (individual taxa), community (taxon richness, etc.)
and ecosystem variables (decay rate) can all be responsive to the focal stressors. When trophic
levels are compared, algal variables were more frequently influenced than invertebrate
variables by each of the three stressors (Table 2.4). I can imagine a relatively straightforward
reaction of algae to increased nutrients (critical resource for photosynthesis) and temperature
(metabolic rate control) while sediment may exert its pervasive effect mainly by providing
favoured habitat. On the other hand, it is possible that added sediment may serve to reduce
invertebrate grazing pressure, and the responses of individual algal taxa can also be expected
to react to shifts in competitive status at different stressor levels. It is interesting to note that,
based on significant factor main effects, invertebrate responses were less common than algal
responses, whereas more invertebrate variables showed significant interactions among
stressors than did algae. For invertebrate consumers, the underlying mechanisms of action of
the studied stressors may be generally less straightforward than for algal producers. In many
cases, invertebrate responses must be a complex response to the density patterns of algal taxa
that are part of their diet, coupled with the effects of improving or degrading habitat
conditions (fine sediment), physiological responses to temperature, and a shifting competitive
hierarchy. Of particular interest is the similarity in patterns for algal and invertebrate taxon
richness, which must at least partly reflect the basic importance of algae as a food resource for
many of the invertebrates.
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MANAGEMENT IMPLICTATIONS

My streamside channel experiment has the advantages of combining rigorous control of focal
stressors with sufficient power to detect effects and natural immigration and emigration rates
of stream organisms, but it lacks realism in terms of its restricted spatial and temporal scales.
Further, my study design had relatively few replicates at the level of the studied two-way
interactions and did not permit investigating three-way interactions, and my experiment was
run only once. Thus, extrapolation of my results to field conditions needs to be done with
some caution.
My key findings are that deposited fine sediment was the most pervasive of the
studied three stressors and that a rise in water temperature of just 1.4 °C, applied only on the
18 sunny days during my 30-day experiment, frequently interacted with augmented sediment
and nutrients in complex ways. While temperature appeared less often as a main effect than
the other stressors in my analysis, pairwise interactions of temperature with the other stressors
were common. Indeed, temperature influenced 59% of all biological response variables as a
main effect or in a significant interaction (in comparison to 59% for nutrients and 93% for
sediment). My heating treatment, which simulated temperature changes due to a loss of
riparian shading from tussock grasses in an agricultural landscape, caused algal proliferation
and declines in the abundances of EPT invertebrate species that are used worldwide as
sensitive indicators of ecological stream health. Areas where agricultural development
involves removal of forest rather than tussock might experience even stronger effects because
forest removal would lead to greater temperature increases.
The fact that taxon richness of both invertebrates and algae responded to the
interactive effects of water temperature and fine sediment highlights the potential importance
of this particular interaction for biodiversity and multiple levels of community organization.
In addition, the decay rate of leaf material, increasingly used as an indicator of stream health
(Young, Matthaei & Townsend 2008), accelerated with nutrient enrichment at ambient but not
at raised temperature. Thus, managers should pay particular attention to the removal of
riparian shading from streams already subjected to high fine sediment inputs, or to land-use
changes that increase erosion or nutrient runoff in a landscape without riparian buffers,
because these may have particularly unfortunate consequences for stream health. I emphasize
the likely importance of intact or restored buffer strips, both in reducing fine sediment input
(the most pervasive stressor of all) and in maintaining cooler water temperatures.
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Studies of individual and combined effects of multiple stressors in grassland streams
have used surveys and manipulative experiments covering a range of scales and stressors (e.g.
Townsend, Uhlmann & Matthaei 2008; Matthaei, Piggott & Townsend 2010). Based on these
combined findings, I can definitely conclude that consequences of multiple stressors are often
unpredictable on the basis of knowledge of single effects. Consequently, for the integrated
management of streams and their catchments to be meaningful, management decisions need
to be informed by knowledge of the interactive effects of the particular multiple stressors that
are operating.

CHAPTER 3 Combined Effects of Climate
Warming and Agricultural Stressors on
Stream Ecosystems: a Mesocosm Experiment
involving Macroinvertebrates
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Summary
1. Agriculture affects streams and rivers worldwide in many ways, including via nutrient
enrichment and increased fine sediment input. The ecological consequences of
currently acting stressors may be modified by the effects of climate change, but
potentially important interactions between warming and land-use related stressors
remain largely unknown. I simultaneously manipulated nutrients in stream water and
sediment deposition on the streambed (2 levels each) and water temperature (8 levels,
0-6 degrees Celsius above ambient) in 128 streamside mesocosms and determined the
individual and combined effects of the three stressors on benthic invertebrate
abundance and size structure, and invertebrate drift and adult emergence.
2. All three stressors had pervasive individual effects, but in combination often produced
additive or antagonistic outcomes. Nutrient enrichment acted mainly as a subsidy,
affecting 58% of all invertebrate response variables either as a significant main effect
or as an interaction, whereas the mainly negative effects of deposited fine sediment
affected 80% of response variables. Increased temperature affected 67% of all
variables and produced non-linear responses in 13% of cases. Changes in benthic
community composition showed a complex interplay among habitat quality (with or
without sediment), resource availability (with or without nutrient enrichment) and the
changing nature of interactions between these attributes as temperature rose. The
presence of sediment and increasing temperature both tended to result in a community
of smaller organisms. Stressor effects were generally more prominent in the benthic
invertebrate assemblage, frequently being reflected by opposite patterns in individuals
quitting the benthos (in terms of their propensity to drift or emerge). Deposited fine
sediment influenced the propensity to drift in particular.
3. Interactions between the manipulated stressors were common and affected 52% of all
response variables as either two-way or three-way interactions. The interactive effects
of stressors were more complex at the community than at the population level,
influencing community composition and measures of diversity in particular. These
findings illustrate how climate warming may interact with other stressors to change
stream invertebrate communities in a complicated manner. Of particular significance
is that community measures of stream health that are routinely used around the world
(invertebrate richness and diversity) showed complex three-way interactions, with
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either a consistently stronger temperature response or a reversal of its direction when a
land-use based stressor was also in operation.
4. Stream management and restoration decisions will need to be guided not only by
knowledge of the interactive effects of land-use related multiple stressors but also by
seeking to understand whether climate warming is likely to mitigate or amplify
undesirable effects. The negative effects of added fine sediment, which were
frequently stronger at raised temperatures, suggests that streams already impacted by
high fine sediment loads may be further degraded under a warming climate, but the
degree to which this will occur may also depend on in-stream nutrient conditions.

3.1

Introduction

The effects on freshwater ecosystems of stressors arising from land-use practices have
received considerable attention in recent years (Ormerod et al. 2010) but the emerging picture
is complex, with a multitude of influential stressors (see review by Heugens et al. 2001) and
many cases of complex interactions among them (Folt et al. 1999; Crain, Kroeker & Halpern
2008; Darling & Cote 2008). Against this background, policy makers and water resource
managers are already struggling to protect and restore freshwater ecosystems (Palmer et al.
2009). In the face of anthropogenic climate change, the problem becomes even more
challenging. Climate change represents an amalgam of potential stressors, among which
rising temperature is prominent (Woodward, Perkins & Brown 2010). It seems to be generally
held that freshwaters will be particularly vulnerable to climate change (Moore et al. 1997;
Ryan & Ryan 2006; Wrona et al. 2006; Barbour et al. 2010). However, we do not actually
know whether or how increased water temperature will interact with existing multiple
stressors (Heino, Virkkala & Toivonen 2009; Woodward, Perkins & Brown 2010). If
management proceeds in ignorance of interactions among rising temperature and other
stressors, “ecological surprises” (unexpected outcomes) may result and mitigation and
restoration efforts may be negated (Barbour et al. 2010).
Deposited fine sediment and augmented nutrient concentrations, two major stressors
in streams that flow through agricultural landscapes, can interact in complex ways to affect,
among other elements of the biota, the benthic macroinvertebrate community (Townsend,
Uhlmann & Matthaei 2008; Matthaei, Piggott & Townsend 2010; Wagenhoff 2011;
Wagenhoff et al. 2011; Chapter 2). Changes in water temperature, on the other hand, are
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fundamental in governing biological performance, with potential consequences for individuals
(e.g. enzyme activity, growth, development, timing of adult emergence, propensity to drift
downstream), populations (density, distribution), communities (species interactions, species
composition, diversity) and ecosystems (nutrient dynamics, decomposition rate) (Friberg &
Winterbourn 1996; Hogg & Williams 1996; Friberg et al. 2009; Rasmussen et al. 2011).
In the present study, I use streamside mesocosms to investigate how deposited fine
sediment and elevated nutrient concentrations interact to affect macroinvertebrate response
variables along a temperature gradient ranging from 0-6°C above ambient (eight levels),
simulating the range of anthropogenic climate warming forecast for New Zealand of up to 5.1
°C by 2090 (IPCC 2007b; Ministry for the Environment 2008). Based on my findings from
Chapter 2 and previous multiple stressor studies in New Zealand (Townsend, Uhlmann &
Matthaei 2008; Matthaei, Piggott & Townsend 2010; Wagenhoff 2011; Wagenhoff et al.
2011), I predict that the individual stressor effects on benthic invertebrate response variables
will generally be: (1) positive for nutrient enrichment; (2) negative for fine sediment addition
(also expected to be the most pervasive stressor) and (3) mainly negative for rising
temperature, although temperature responses may also be non-linear. I further predict (4)
changes to community composition because taxa that are tolerant of elevated nutrients, added
sediment or raised temperatures will be favoured. I anticipate (5) that stressor effects on
populations in the benthos may be reflected by opposite patterns in the propensity of
individuals to quit the benthos by entering the drift or emerging as adults; this will arise if
individuals are more likely to enter the drift (or emerge sooner as adults) under a stressor
regime, contributing to a reduction in benthic density or vice versa. Lastly, I predict (6) a shift
in body-size composition towards smaller individuals under warmer (Petchey et al. 1999;
Verberk et al. 2011; Forster, Hirst & Atkinson 2012) or more stressed conditions (Vinebrooke
et al. 2004). While the interactive effects among raised temperature and other stressors remain
largely unknown (Woodward, Perkins & Brown 2010), I predict that (7) the negative effect of
added sediment may worsen synergistically at raised temperature (as found in Chapter 2) and
that (8) benthic community level responses may be less susceptible to multiple stressor effects
than population responses because species interactions may dampen and diffuse the effects on
individual species (Crain, Kroeker & Halpern 2008).
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The experiment was conducted during the austral summer from 3 November to 14 December
2009 in circular stream mesocosms installed on the bank of the Kauru River, a third-order
stream in the Otago province of New Zealand (170°44.6′ East, 45°6.5′ South, 98 m a.s.l). The
Kauru catchment (124 km2) lies in the rain shadow of the Southern Alps, ranges from 55 to
1273 m a. s. l. and receives a mean annual rainfall of 817 mm. Mean annual discharge,
measured 300 m upstream of my site, is 1.29 m3 s-1 (ORC 2003). The vegetation in the
catchment consists predominantly of native tussock grass and exotic pasture. Land use is
mainly sheep and beef grazing at low stock densities (0.1-3 animals per hectare). The river
water is relatively nutrient-poor (see non-enriched nutrient values below), and the river
contains diverse and abundant algal (Liess et al. 2009; Lange et al. 2011) and invertebrate
communities (Herrmann 2009).

3.2.2

EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

I manipulated dissolved nutrient levels, fine sediment (inorganic particles < 2 mm in
diameter; Zweig & Rabeni 2001) cover on the bed and water temperature in 128 circular
flow-through stream mesocosms, with two nutrient treatments (ambient river concentrations
or enriched with both N + P), two fine sediment treatments (none added or sediment added)
and eight temperature levels in a replicated full factorial design. Temperature treatments were
assigned randomly in eight blocks (each consisting of 16 mesocosms). Within each block,
nutrient and sediment levels were randomly assigned to the 16 mesocosms, providing four
replicates of each treatment combination. The experiment ran for six weeks, with a threeweek pre-colonization period followed by a three-week manipulative period (day 0 to day 21)
when stressor treatments were in place. Raised temperature and nutrient enrichment began on
day 0 and were applied continuously for 21 days. Fine sediment was added on day 0 and
remained in sediment-treated mesocosms until day 21.
The experimental setup (Fig. 3.1a) comprised a 4.1 m high, 20 m long two-level
scaffold erected perpendicular to the river, the nearer bank of which was 20 m away. The
upper level supported eight 135 L polythene header tanks. Adjacent to the scaffold a 1 m
high, 1.2 m wide wooden bench supported the circular stream mesocosms (adapted from
Liess et al. 2009; Lange et al. 2011; and identical to Wagenhoff 2011; Magbanua 2012), each
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with an external diameter of 25 cm and an inner outflow ring of 6 cm (Microwave Ring
Moulds, Interworld, Auckland; Fig. 3.1b).

Header&tanks&
Heated&water&pipe&
Gas&hot&water&heater&
Pipes&supplying&water&from&header&
tanks&to&mescocosms&

Central&manifold&
Gas&supply&to&heaters&
128&circular&stream&mesocosms&
(with&emergence&hoods&in&photo)&
Nutrient&enrichment&supply&pipe&

(a)&

(b)&

(c)&

(d)&

Figure 3.1. (a) Photo of the experimental set-up consisting of 128 circular stream mesocosms, eight
header tanks (8 temperature treatments) and six gas hot water heaters. (b) Mesocosm with emergence
hood in place. (c) Mesocosm with emergence hood removed and nutrient enrichment dripper in place.
(d) View below mesocosms with drift capture nets in place.

Dual centrifugal pumps (Onga 415, capacity 300 L min−1) supplied the entire set-up
with natural stream water (242 L min−1) along dual 20 m long, 50 mm polythene pipes, with
dual intakes placed in a run section of the river and protected by cylindrical metal mesh
coverings (mesh size 4.5 mm). Dual 80 m long, 50 mm pipes led from the pumps to a central
manifold connecting to ten 25 mm polythene pipes. Eight of these pipes supplied stream
water directly to the eight header tanks (controlled by ballcocks), while two pipes passed
through separate inline filters (0.5 mm) and secondary pressure boosting pumps (model JR.2;
LINZ Electric, Italy) to individually supply three gas-fired water heaters per pump (six total;
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model 16H; Bosch, Germany) mounted along opposite sides of the upper scaffold level. Each
heater triplet had a centralised outflow pipe that connected to regulating inflow taps on each
header tank. To ensure each header tank received an equal volume of filtered water from the
heating system, only one of the two heating supply lines physically heated the water, while
the opposite but identical line supplied unheated water in the required proportion.
Each header tank fed stream water by gravity to its block of 16 mesocosms at a
constant flow rate of 1.88 ± 0.02 L min-1 (mean ± 1 SE; n=64), calibrated daily, via a further 4
m of 13 mm polythene piping controlled by a tap regulator and an inflow jet pointing
diagonally to create a circular flow (Fig. 3.2). Current velocity in the mesocosms averaged
0.14 ± 0.001 m s-1 (mean ± SE; n=128; measured once, on day 7) with an average water depth
of 45.2 ± 0.3 mm (n=128; measured once, on day 1).
Water leaving the mesocosms (~1 min residence time in mesocosms) flowed over the
inner circular opening and out through a nylon net (mesh size 500 µm) to capture drifting
invertebrates. Nets were exchanged every third day (Fig. 3.1d and Fig. 3.2). Polyester hoods
(mesh size 500 µm), which permitted air circulation and reduced light by only 5% (measured
on a cloudless day using a L1-250 Light Meter; Li-Cor Inc., Lincoln, NE, U.S.A.), were used
to capture emerging adult insects. The hoods covered each mesocosm, supported vertically by
a wire cross pole and held in place by an elastic band around the outside wall, and were
exchanged every three days (Fig. 3.1b).
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Ambient)

Nutrients)
Enriched)

Without)

With)

Sediment)
Figure 3.2. Photo of circular stream mesocosms on Day 10 of the manipulative period by nutrient and
sediment treatments. Inflow jets creating clock-wise flow are visible at the top and outflow drift
capture nets are visible in the centre of each mesocosm. Nutrient enrichment drippers are visible in
enriched mesocosms and leafpacks are visible in mesocosms without added sediment.

Nutrients (nitrate and phosphate as NaNO3 and KH2PO4) were supplied to half the
mesocosms in solution by individually attached pressure compensating drippers (model
RXLD2SC; RX Plastics, New Zealand) at a rate of 2 L h-1 from a 13 mm pipe. The pipe ran
the length of the wooden bench beside the mesocosms and was connected to the central
manifold via an inline filter (0.5 mm). A highly concentrated nutrient solution was
continuously injected into this pipe by a fluid metering pump (FMI CERAMPUMP® Lab
Pump Model QBG, Fluid Metering Inc., Syosset, NY, U.S.A.) from an adjacent 300 L supply
barrel.
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To simulate the natural substratum of small sheep/beef farmland streams in the Otago
region (Matthaei et al. 2006; Townsend, Uhlmann & Matthaei 2008), mesocosms were filled
with 500 ml of 2-20 mm (b diameter) gravels from the dry floodplain, washed and sieved to
remove particles smaller than 2 mm in diameter, on top of which 16 randomly selected flat
surface stones (b diameter 30 mm) were placed. The resulting substratum had a depth of 2030 mm with a benthic habitat surface area of 0.045 m2 prior to addition of fine sediment.
Flow began on 3 November (day -21), with mesocosms being left for 21 days for
natural colonisation and equilibration by drifting invertebrates and algae (Lange et al. 2011;
Wagenhoff, Townsend & Matthaei 2012). Drifting invertebrate colonisation into these
mesocosms has been shown to be highly effective (~1000 individuals per 100 m3 into each
mescosm per 49-h period; Wagenhoff, Townsend & Matthaei 2012). On 19 November (day 4), natural colonisation in each mesocosm was augmented by adding one standard load of
invertebrates (including taxa underrepresented in the drift), in the form of an eighth of a kicknet sample (3 min duration; frame 60 × 40 cm; mesh size 200 µm) obtained from the adjacent
river in bed patches of 0.36 m2 (comparable to the habitat surface area of eight mesocosms)
and divided using an automated subsampler (Waters 1969). Kick-net samples were collected
sequentially from downstream to upstream in a uniform riffle-run area of riverbed and
assigned randomly to mesocosms. On November 22 (day -1), I deployed into each mesocosm
one pre-dried and one freshly picked leaf pack (10 g fresh weight; 10-15 leaves bolted
together) of the native shrub mahoe Melicytus ramiflorus Forst & Forst (Matthaei, Piggott &
Townsend 2010; Fig. 3.2) and a single unbleached 100-thread width cotton strip (240 × 40
mm; Product no. 222; EMPA, St. Gallen, Switzerland) (Clapcott & Barmuta 2010) to act as
assays of organic matter breakdown. The results of this element of the study will be described
in Chapter 5.
The manipulative period began on 23 November (day 0). Manipulated water
temperatures were simulated to encompass the upper (5.1 °C) and lower (0.7 °C) climate
change warming projections for New Zealand by 2090 (IPCC 2007b; Fig. 3.3). Temperature
treatments covered a gradient of 0 to 6 °C (means achieved in °C; 0.7, 1.8, 2.6, 3.6, 4.2, 5.1,
6.0; Fig. 3.4) in evenly spaced increments (0.85 ± 0.06 °C; mean ± 1 SE) above the ambient
temperature treatment (16.1 ± 0.03 °C; mean ± 1 SE, 21.7 °C maximum, 11.6 °C minimum
during the manipulative period; Fig. 3.5). Water temperatures were measured at 5 min
intervals from day 0-21 (Hobo Water Temp Pro; Onset Computer Corporation, Bourne, MA,
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USA). Temperatures in unheated mesocosms were virtually identical to the incoming river
water (0.05 ± 0.01°C cooler; mean ± 1 SE).
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Figure 3.3. Projected temperature increases for New Zealand based on IPCC emission scenarios by
2090 (see IPCC 2007b). Asterisks indicate a climate model result. Bars show the full range of results
for each emissions scenario (reproduced from Ministry for the Environment 2008).
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Figure 3.4. Mean temperature treatment levels days 0-21 (recorded in header tanks at 5 min intervals).
Standard deviation shown.

Figure 3.5. Absolute water temperatures during the manipulative period (days 0-21; recorded in header tanks at 5 min intervals).
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Nutrient addition to half the mesocosms increased concentrations to levels in the upper
range of those regularly recorded in intensively farmed New Zealand streams (Hamill &
McBride 2003; Buck, Niyogi & Townsend 2004; Wilcock et al. 2006; Monaghan et al. 2007).
Means achieved in the 64 mesocosms with nutrient enrichment, measured on days 1, 7, 13
and 19 using standard methods (APHA 1998), were 3035.2 ± 45.7 µg L-1 for nitrate-N and
246.8 ± 3.9 µg L-1 for phosphate-P (n = 256). Means in the 64 non-enriched mesocosms
(ambient) were 28.9 ± 0.5 µg L-1 and 4.2 ± 0.1µg L-1 for N and P, respectively. Nutrient ratios
in both ambient and enriched mesocosms were generally within the range of co-limitation
(N:P between 7:1 and 15:1), based on the New Zealand classification of McDowell, Larned
and Houlbrooke (2009).
Fine river sand sourced from the floodplain of the Taieri River (grain size 0.2 mm;
Matthaei et al. 2006) was added on day 0 to half the mesocosms, resulting in deposited
sediment values equivalent to those occurring in intensively farmed New Zealand streams
(Townsend, Uhlmann & Matthaei 2008; Clapcott et al. 2011; Wagenhoff 2011). Means
achieved on day 1 in the 64 mesocosms with added sediment were 90.1 ± 0.9 % streambed
cover and 12.6 ± 0.5 mm sediment depth (n=64; measured once, on day 1). This compares
with zero values for the 64 mesocosms without sediment.

3.2.3

CONCEPTUAL MODEL OF DEMOGRAPHIC PROCESSES IN MESOCOSMS

The starting benthic communities in my experiment can be assumed to be the same in all
mesocosms (as shown by Magbanua (2012) in an earlier experiment run in the same
mesocosm set up), or at least not to vary systematically with stressor treatments. Thus, a
treatment effect by the end of the experiment indicates a treatment-caused difference in the
processes that have added or removed individuals. The processes that remove individuals are
mortality, drift out of the mesocosm and, for insects, emergence as adults. The processes that
add individuals, for some species at least, are new individuals arriving in the drift from the
river and in situ reproduction (possible for insect taxa with short generation times and
molluscs, crustaceans and worms). The drift of organisms into the mesocosms can be
assumed to be equal in all treatments, or at least not to vary systematically across treatments
(see Magbanua 2012). Treatment effects on drift propensity in the final stages of the
experiment (which is what I analysed) at least partly represent a treatment-caused reduction in
the probability that an individual that drifts into the mesocosm is assimilated into the
assemblage there. In situ reproduction, on the other hand, may be directly affected by the
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stressor regime. Benthic densities in each treatment at the end of the experiment represent the
net effect of stressors on these processes, yielding characteristic carrying capacities for each
stressor regime. Note that all the processes described occur naturally, and at different rates in
different habitat patches in real rivers (Allan & Castillo 2007d).

3.2.4

INVERTEBRATE SAMPLING AND RESPONSE VARIABLES

Emerged invertebrates netted in emergence hoods were collected every three days between
days 1-19 (7 dates) and preserved in 70% ethanol. On 12 December (day 19) drift nets, in
place over the previous three days, were removed and captured invertebrates were preserved
in 70% ethanol. On day 21 flow to each mesocosm was stopped and all substratum and
benthic invertebrates transferred to a 2 L plastic container that was stored on ice during
transport and then frozen at -18 °C until processing. After thawing in the laboratory,
invertebrates were elutriated from the substratum and retrieved in a sieve (mesh size 250 µm),
divided using an automated subsampler (Waters 1969) into 1/4 and 3/4 subsamples, stained
with Rose Bengal and stored in 70 % ethanol.
Insect emergence (days 16-19) and drift samples (days 16-19) and 1/4 benthic
subsamples (on day 21) were identified to the lowest practical taxonomic level (typically to
genus or, where early instars were common, to family; Winterbourn et al. 2006). Individuals
were counted and body size was measured (excluding oligochaetes and nematodes, which
tend to fragment) to the nearest 1 mm (maximum length without cerci and with cases
removed when present) using a dissecting microscope (Olympus SZ51, 8-40×, Tokyo, Japan).
The remaining 3/4 subsample of each benthic sample was scanned for the presence of rare
taxa, which were included in measures of benthic taxon richness. Adult emerged insects that
were collected in the drift samples were included in emergence counts (amounting to 48 % of
total emergence for days 16-19) but not drift counts. Emerged invertebrates collected prior to
day 16 were included in emergence size class calculations only. Pupating insects were
included in benthic counts.
Twenty benthos-specific response variables were calculated: (i) total benthic
invertebrate abundance, (ii) benthic taxon richness, (iii) Simpson’s diversity index (D), (iv)
Pielou's evenness index (J’), (v) benthic EPT richness (number of taxa in the Ephemeroptera,
Plecoptera and Trichoptera insect orders), (vi) benthic EPT abundance, (vii) New Zealand’s
Macroinvertebrate Community Index (MCI; Stark 1985) and (viii) abundances of the 13 most
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common benthic taxa, representing 99.5 % of all individuals (Table 3.1). Similarly, thirteen
drift-specific response variables were calculated: (i) total drift propensity (numbers drifting in
the final sampling period days 16-19 / day 21 benthic abundance; McIntosh & Townsend
1994), (ii) EPT drift propensity, (iii) drift taxon richness, (iv) drift EPT richness and (v) drift
propensities of the nine most common drifting taxa (numbers drifting days 16-19 / (day 21
benthic abundance +1)), representing 99.1 % of all drift (Table 3.2). Further, six emergencespecific response variables were calculated: (i) total emergence propensity (numbers
emerging days 16-19 / day 21 benthic abundance), (ii) emergence taxon richness, (iii)
emergence EPT richness and (iv) emergence propensities of the mayfly Deleatidium spp.,
Chironomidae and Austrosimulium sp. (numbers emerging days 16-19 / (day 21 benthic
abundance + 1), which together represented 99.2 % of total emergence (Table 3.2). Finally,
for benthic, drift and emergence response variables I calculated: (i) total mean body size, (ii)
Deleatidium spp. mean body size, (iii) Chironomidae mean body size and (iv) abundances of
three size classes, namely small (<1 mm length), medium (1-5 mm) and large (>5 mm)
invertebrates.

3.2.5

DATA ANALYSIS

General Linear Model (GLM) analyses were conducted in PASW Statistics 18.0 (SPSS: An
IBM Company, Chicago, USA). Nutrients and sediment were fixed categorical factors, while
temperature was a continuous predictor variable with eight levels. A quadratic term for
temperature was included to test for non-linear temperature effects. To avoid potential
collinearity problems arising from inclusion in the same model of this quadratic term and
interaction terms of the two categorical factors with the continuous predictor temperature,
temperature was centred (Quinn & Keough 2002). The resulting model was intercept (d.f. 1)
+ nutrients (1) + sediment (1) + temperature (1) + temperature×temperature (1) +
nutrients×temperature (1) + sediment×temperature (1) + nutrients×sediment (1) +
nutrients×sediment×temperature + error (120, n=128). The response variables ‘Deleatidium
spp. drift body size’ and ‘Deleatidium spp. emergence body size’ had a reduced total sample
size of n=126 and n=122, respectively, due to the absence of specimens in some samples. I
selected the Type III sums of squares, the appropriate method for analysing this type of design
in PASW/SPSS (Garson 2012).
To assess effects on benthic, drifting and emerging invertebrates, I first performed
exploratory non-metric multidimensional scaling (NMDS), based on Bray–Curtis distances
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and using the software PRIMER© version 6.1.11 (PRIMER-E Ltd, Ivybridge, UK), on benthic
abundances and drift and emergence propensities of the common taxa in each assemblage.
Using the same data I then performed GLMM (with the multivariate equivalent of the models
above) and examined the between-subjects effects for each individual taxon.
Significance level for all tests was P < 0.05. Standardised effect sizes (partial eta2
values, range 0-1; Garson 2012) are presented for all findings with P < 0.10 to allow readers
to evaluate the biological importance of results (Nakagawa 2004). Further, significant main
factor effects were coded based on the response direction of manipulated versus control
levels. Similarly, for two-way interactions between the categorical predictor variables
sediment and nutrients, I coded significant simple effects contrasts (with SIDAK adjusted Pvalues; Sidak 1967). These contrasts allowed determining the main effect of each variable at
each level of the other variable (i.e. how a second stressor changed the presence, direction or
strength of the effect of the first; Holland & Copenhaver 1988). In Tables 3.1 and 3.2, I then
classified the combined effects of sediment and nutrients according to the directional
interaction classification system described in Chapter 1, Section 1.4 where:
(1) An additive effect (i.e. no significant interaction in the GLM) represents the sum of the
individual effects (nutrients and sediment main factor effects) that may arise from
double positive effects (e.g. +1+1 = 2 for an effect size of 1 for each stressor), double
negative effects (-1+-1=-2), or opposing effects (-1+1=0).
(2) An interaction that deviates from additive (i.e. significant nutrient by sediment
interaction) and is less than additive is positive antagonistic (+A; less positive than
predicted additively) when +1+1=0<(+A)<2 or -1+1=-1<(+A)<0, or negative
antagonistic (-A; less negative than predicted additively) when -1+-1=-2<(-A)<0 or
-1+1=0<(-A)<1.
(3) A deviation from additive that is greater than additive is positive synergistic (+S; more
positive than predicted additively) when +1+1=(+S)>2 or -1+-1=(+S)>0 or
-1+1=(+S)>1, or negative synergistic (-S; more negative than predicted additively)
when +1+1=(-S)<0 or -1+-1=(-S)<-2 or -1+1=(-S)<-1.
Two-way interactions involving temperature were coded in a manner equivalent to the
simple effects contrasts for the sediment by nutrient interaction; however, for this continuous
predictor variable the codes were determined from the GLM regression coefficients (slope
change ± 95% confidence intervals). These codes were then classified directionally (+ or -)
based on whether the effect of temperature was stronger (>) or weaker (<) when the second
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stressor was present (i.e. combined). Therefore a significant two-way interaction with
temperature is not equivalent to a synergism or antagonism in absolute terms, but is an
indication that the relative presence, direction or strength of the temperature effect changed in
the presence of a second stressor.
Lastly, a significant three-way interaction implies that the presence, direction or
strength of a two-way sediment by nutrient interaction (additive, synergistic or antagonistic)
changed along the temperature gradient. In other words, this interaction type indicates that the
response to rising temperature is conditional on the nutrient and sediment conditions present.
Where significant interactions are present, interpretation of the main effects of the
experimental factors concerned must be done with care. Therefore, I followed the
recommendation of Quinn and Keough (2002) that individual main effects should be
interpreted only where the effect size of the interaction is smaller than the size of the
corresponding main effects. All exceptions to this rule are identified in Tables 3.1 and 3.2.
Where significant two-way interactions were present results are described for significant
simple effects contrasts rather than for overall main effects that may or may not be significant.

3.3

Results

3.3.1

BENTHIC INVERTEBRATES

Total invertebrate abundance increased at enriched nutrients or with added fine sediment
alone, but the combined effect of both stressors was similar to the weaker positive effect of
added sediment alone (positive antagonistic sediment x nutrient interaction; Table 3.1 and
Fig. 3.6). Further, total abundance responded negatively to raised temperature. Total
invertebrate taxon richness increased with nutrient enrichment but decreased with sediment
addition, with a negative effect of raised temperature in mesocosms with added sediment
(sediment x temperature interaction), but a positive effect of raised temperature in mesocosms
at ambient nutrients without added sediment (sediment x nutrients x temperature interaction).
Simpson’s diversity and Pielou's evenness both increased with temperature but decreased with
nutrient enrichment and sediment addition, with both negative effects being less marked at
raised temperature (three-way interaction plus two-way interactions with temperature). EPT
taxon richness increased with nutrient enrichment but decreased with sediment addition, with
a negative effect of raised temperature only in mesocosms with added sediment at ambient
nutrients (three-way interaction). Total EPT abundance decreased with sediment addition and
showed a negative response to raised temperature that was weaker at enriched nutrients
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(nutrient x temperature interaction). Finally, the Macroinvertebrate Community Index (MCI)
decreased with added sediment, but this negative effect was weaker at enriched nutrients
(negative antagonistic sediment x nutrients interaction; Table 3.1, Fig. 3.7).

Table 3.1. Summary (P-values and effect sizes) of GLM(M)s comparing benthic invertebrate responses between experimental treatments. GLMM P-values are for
the Pillai’s Trace statistic. Relative abundances (%) of common taxa in column 2. Manipulated stressors nutrients (N), sediment (S) and temperature (T) main effects
classified directionally as positive (+), negative (-) or unclassified where a substantial interaction was present (x). Two-way interaction simple effects contrasts
(TISECs) allow determination of the main effect presence, direction or strength of each stressor without (w/o) or with (w/) the second stressor. TISECs are classified
as positive (+), more positive (++), negative (-), more negative (--), no significant effect (o) or unclassified (x) in columns 4,6,8 and 11-12,15-16,19-22 respectively.
Combined two-way temperature interaction effects are classified directionally (+ or -) based on whether the effect of temperature was stronger (>), weaker (<) or
opposing (±) in column 13 and 17. Combined sediment by nutrient interaction effects are classified directionally (+ or -) as antagonistic (A), synergistic (S), additive
(AD; no interaction) or no significant effect of either stressor (O) in column 23. P-values < 0.05 are in bold print. Effect sizes (partial eta squared values; range 0-1)
are shown in parentheses for all cases where P < 0.1.
1

5

%

Nutrients

N

Sediment

Total invertebrates
Invertebrate taxon richness
Invertebrate diversity (Simpson's)
Invertebrate evenness (Pielou's)
EPT richness
Total EPT
Macroinvertebrate community index

<0.001
0.01
<0.001
<0.001
0.001
0.92
0.6

(0.19)
(0.06)
(0.21)
(0.23)
(0.08)

Community composition
(GLMM: 13 taxa)

99.5

Chironomidae [excl. Tanypodinae]
Deleatidium spp.
Copepoda
Hydrobiosidae
Tanypodinae
Potamopyrgus antipodarum
Ostracoda
Conoesucidae
Oxyethira spp.
Hydora spp.
Nematoda
Acari
Austrosimulium spp.

56.4 <0.001 (0.25)
12.5
0.14
11.0
0.07 (0.03)
4.3
0.23
3.9
0.14
2.4
0.93
1.9
0.47
1.7
0.25
1.5
0.08 (0.03)
1.4
0.31
1.4
0.44
0.6
0.47
0.6
0.51

Invertebrate body size
Small (<1mm) invertebrates
Medium (1-5mm) invertebrates
Large (>5mm) invertebrates
Deleatidium spp. body size
Chironomidae body size

0.87
20.0
0.11
71.1 <0.001 (0.23)
8.9
0.06 (0.03)
0.06 (0.03)
0.02 (0.05)

+
+
+

<0.001 (0.31)

0.63
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001

6

(0.15)
(0.32)
(0.18)
(0.5)
(0.68)
(0.48)

-

+
+

(0.1)
(0.6)

x
-

(0.28)
(0.07)
(0.02)
(0.03)
(0.4)
(0.1)

+

<0.001
0.11
0.23
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001

(0.2)
(0.49)
(0.12)
(0.27)

<0.001
0.27
<0.001
<0.001
0.06
<0.001
0.37

(0.29)

-

(0.3)
(0.23)
(0.03)
(0.24)

+
+
-

<0.001 (0.71)

0.001
<0.001
0.86
<0.001
<0.001
0.1
0.06
<0.001
<0.001
0.35
<0.001
0.13
0.16

(0.59)

8

S Temperature T

<0.001 (0.84)

+

7

+
+
+

<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
0.02
0.95
0.21
0.01
0.59
0.02
0.04
0.04
<0.001

(0.37)
(0.13)
(0.23)
(0.17)
(0.04)

<0.001
0.02
<0.001
<0.001
0.32
0.048

+
-

(0.06)

-

(0.04)
(0.03)
(0.04)
(0.13)
(0.14)
(0.05)
(0.45)
(0.16)

+
x
-

(0.03)

+

9

10

11 12 13
T T

Temperature × Nutrients ×
w/o
Temperature Temperature
N
0.07 (0.03) 0.63
0.96
0.6
0.69
0.004 (0.07) +
0.4
0.03 (0.04) x
0.09 (0.02) 0.41
0.96
0.01 (0.05) -0.89
0.08 (0.03)
0.33 (0.12)

0.04 (0.18)

0.06 (0.03)
0.88
0.39
0.49
0.87
0.33
0.61
0.08 (0.03)
0.57
0.68
0.25
0.41
0.97

0.21
0.03
0.01
0.28
0.68
0.03
0.76
0.28
0.5
0.77
0.04
0.36
0.58

0.23
0.43
0.03 (0.04)
0.54
0.07 (0.03)
0.32

0.3
0.01 (0.06)
0.4
0.22
0.32
0.07 (0.03)

<0.001 (0.26)

! -<
+ +>

-

o -<

(0.03)

+

o

15 16 17
T T

Sediment ×
w/o
temperature
N
S
0.08 (0.02)
0.02 (0.04) o
++ +> 0.02 (0.04) +
0.01 (0.06) +
x x
0.05 (0.03)
0.08 (0.03)
- -<
0.75
w/

(0.04) !!
(0.05) o
(0.04)

14

o +<

+ +>

0.03
0.54
0.048
0.09
0.02
0.29
0.07
0.02
0.69
0.98
0.13
0.32
0.02

(0.04)
(0.03)
(0.02)
(0.04)
(0.03)
(0.05)

(0.04)

0.44
0.06 (0.03)
0.09 (0.02)
0.17
0.51
0.65

w/

S

18
Sediment ×
nutrients

<0.001
0.33
- ->
++ +> 0.06
++ +> 0.02
0.47
0.8
0.04

19 20 21 22
N N S S
w/o w/ w/o w/

S

(0.17) +
(0.03)
(0.04) x
(0.03) o

S

N N

23
Combined

4

Combined

3

Combined

Dependent variable

2

o +

- +A
AD
AD
x x x x
AD
AD
o -- - -A

<0.001 (0.24)

0.08 (0.17)

x x x <0.001 (0.17) + o + o +A
0.67
AD
++ + +< 0.047 (0.03) + o o o +A
0.43
AD
0.01 (0.06) + o + o +A
- o -<
0.15
O
0.95
O
0.63
- o -<
AD
0.03 (0.04) + o + o +A
0.42
O
0.19
AD
0.84
O
0.71
o - ->
O
0.09
0.01
<0.001
0.03
0.59
0.3

(0.02)
(0.06) +
(0.16) +
(0.04) +

24
Nutrients ×
Sediment ×
Temperature
0.23
0.04 (0.04)
0.03 (0.04)
0.02 (0.05)
0.002 (0.08)
0.16
0.77

0.02
0.36
0.62
0.97
0.09
0.97
0.19
0.37
0.09
0.46
0.08
0.21
0.72

(0.043)

(0.02)

(0.02)
(0.03)

AD 0.79
o o - +A 0.61
o + - +A 0.048 (0.03)
0.9
o - -- +A
AD 0.91
AD 0.51
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Invertebrate taxon richness

Nut (+)
Temp (-)
Sed×Nut (+A)

Invertebrate diversity (Simpson's)

Nut (+)
Sed (-)
Sed×Temp (->)
Nut×Sed×Temp

Invertebrate evenness (Pielou's)

Nut (-)
Sed (-)
Temp (+)
Nut×Temp (+>)
Sed×Temp (+>)
Nut×Sed×Temp

EPT richness

Nut (-)
Sed (-)
Temp (+)
Sed×Temp (+>)
Nut×Sed×Temp

Total EPT

Nut (+)
Sed (-)
Nut×Sed×Temp

Sed (-)
Temp (-)
Nut×Temp (-<)

Figure 3.6. Averages of benthic invertebrate community variables across the experimental treatments
sampled on day 21. Error bars (SEs) show the variation between replicates (n=4 for each treatment
combination). Text in rectangles indicates significant stressor main effects or interactive effects
(nutrients: Nut, sediment: Sed and temperature: Temp), with effect classifications (for abbreviations
see Table 3.1) in parentheses.
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Invertebrate body size

Sed (-)
SedxNut (-A)

Small (<1mm) invertebrates
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Sed (-)
Temp (-)

Medium (1-5mm) invertebrates

Nut×Temp (+>)
Sed×Nut (+A)

Large (>5mm) invertebrates

Nut (+)
Temp (-)
Temp×Temp
Sed×Nut (+A)
Nut×Sed×Temp

Chironomidae body size

Sed (-)
Temp (-)
Sed×Nut (+A)

Nut (+)
Sed (+)
Temp (+)

Figure 3.7. MCI and body size patterns (averages +SEs) of the benthic invertebrate community and
common taxa (sampled on day 21) that showed significant temperature effects or interactions between
manipulated stressors. For more details see Fig. 3.6.
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The invertebrate GLMM indicated that benthic community composition differed
across nutrient, sediment and temperature treatments, with two-way interactions for nutrients
by temperature, sediment by temperature and sediment by nutrients (Table 3.1). Visual
inspection of the corresponding exploratory NMDS plots (Fig. 3.8a) revealed a reasonably
clear separation by nutrient treatment on the horizontal plane driven principally by increased
abundance of Chironomidae [excluding Tanypodinae] under enriched conditions. The
corresponding plot for fine sediment (Fig. 3.8b) showed a marked separation on the vertical
plane driven principally by higher abundances of Nematoda in mesocosms with added
sediment and the mayfly genus Deleatidium in mesocosms without added sediment. There
was no obvious or consistent separation by temperature treatment (Fig. 3.8c), highlighting a
general weakness of NMDS to graphically capture multivariate interactive effects,
particularly in complex study designs such as mine that involve a continuous predictor
variable with many levels that frequently interacts with other variables.
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Figure 3.8. NMDS (non-metric multidimensional scaling) dissiliarity plots (2d stress = 0.13) of the
benthic macroinvertebrate community composition in the 128 mesocosms grouped by treatment level
(a) nutrient enrichment: 0, without; 1, with, (b) added fine sediment: 0, without; 1, with) and (c)
temperature: 0, ambient; 1-7 representing 0.7, 1.8, 2.6, 3.6, 4.2, 5.1, 6 above ambient in °C). Pearson
correlation vectors for each taxon as shown.
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Focusing on the abundances of the 13 commonest taxa (Table 3.1), Chironomidae
[excluding Tanypodinae] increased with nutrient enrichment or sediment addition
individually but the combined effect was similar to the individual effect of either stressor
(positive antagonistic sediment x nutrient interaction; Table 3.1, Fig. 3.9), whilst raised
temperature had negative effects that were stronger when one or both other stressors were
present (three-way interaction). Deleatidium decreased with sediment addition and raised
temperature, but the negative temperature effect was weaker at enriched nutrients (nutrients x
temperature interaction). Copepoda increased with enriched nutrients alone, but not when
nutrients were combined with added sediment (positive antagonistic sediment x nutrient
interaction), whilst raised temperature had a positive effect that was stronger at enriched
nutrients or without added sediment (two-way temperature interactions). Hydrobiosidae
decreased with sediment addition and raised temperature. Tanypodinae increased with
sediment addition or nutrient enrichment alone, but the combined effect of these stressors was
similar to the individual effect of either stressor (positive antagonistic sediment x nutrient
interaction), with a negative effect of raised temperature overall and especially in mesocosms
without added sediment (sediment x temperature interaction). Potamopyrgus antipodarum
declined with raised temperature at ambient, but not enriched nutrients (nutrient x temperature
interaction). Ostracoda was the only common benthic invertebrate taxon not affected by any
of the manipulated stressors (no figure). Conoesucidae (Fig. 3.10) decreased with added
sediment and responded negatively to raised temperature overall, with the latter effect being
much stronger in mesocosms without sediment where this taxon was more abundant
(sediment x temperature interaction). Oxyethira increased with added sediment or nutrient
enrichment as single stressors, but when combined the effect was similar to the individual
effect of either stressor (positive antagonistic sediment x nutrient interaction). Hydora and
Acari both declined at raised temperature. Nematoda increased with added sediment and
raised temperature overall, but with a stronger positive effect of raised temperature at ambient
nutrients (nutrient x temperature interaction). Finally, Austrosimulium declined at raised
temperature overall, a pattern driven by the mesocosms with added sediment (sediment x
temperature interaction) where this taxon was more abundant.
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Deleatidium spp.

Nut (+)
Temp (-)
Sed×Nut (+A)
Nut×Sed×Temp

Copepoda

Sed (-)
Temp (-)
Nut×Temp (-<)

Hydrobiosidae

Temp (+)
Nut×Temp (+>)
Sed×Temp (+<)
Sed×Nut (+A)

Tanypodinae

Sed (-)
Temp (-)

Potamopyrgus antipodarum

Sed (+)
Temp (-)
Sed×Temp (-<)
Sed×Nut (+A)

Nut×Temp (-<)

Figure 3.9. Abundance patterns (averages +SEs) for common benthic invertebrate taxa (sampled on
day 21) that showed significant temperature effects or interactions between manipulated stressors. For
more details see Fig. 3.6.
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Oxyethira spp.

Sed (-)
Temp (-)
Sed×Temp (-<)

Hydora spp.

Sed (+)
Sed×Nut (+A)

Acari

Temp (-)

Nematoda

Temp (-)

Austrosimulium spp.

Sed (+)
Temp (+)
Nut×Temp (+<)

Temp (-)
Sed×Temp (->)

Figure 3.10. Abundance patterns (averages +SEs) for common benthic invertebrate taxa (sampled on
day 21) that showed significant temperature effects or interactions between manipulated stressors. For
more details see Fig. 3.6.
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Average invertebrate body size decreased with sediment addition and raised
temperature (Table 3.1, Fig. 3.7). Abundance of small-sized (<1 mm) invertebrates increased
with nutrient enrichment alone but not when combined with added sediment (positive
antagonistic sediment x nutrient interaction), with a stronger positive effect of raised
temperature at enriched nutrients (nutrients x temperature interaction). Medium-sized (1-5
mm) invertebrates increased with nutrient enrichment or added sediment as single stressors,
but the combined effect was equivalent to the weaker positive effect of added sediment alone
(positive antagonistic sediment x nutrient interaction), with a non-linear negative effect of
rising temperature (less marked at the four highest levels) that was stronger when combined
with one or both other stressors (three-way interaction). Large-sized (>5 mm) invertebrates
increased with nutrient enrichment alone but decreased with added sediment, with a combined
effect of both stressors equivalent to the negative effect of added sediment alone (positive
antagonistic sediment x nutrient interaction), and a negative effect of raised temperature.
Mean body size of the mayfly nymph Deleatidium (Table 3.1, no figure) decreased with
sediment addition, whereas Chironomidae size (Fig. 3.7) increased with sediment addition,
nutrient enrichment and raised temperature.

3.3.2

INVERTEBRATE DRIFT

Total drift propensity increased with added sediment but this effect was amplified at enriched
nutrients (positive synergistic sediment x nutrients interaction; Table 3.2, Fig. 3.11). Further,
rising temperature had a positive effect on drift propensity at ambient nutrients but a negative
effect at enriched nutrients (nutrient x temperature interaction), with these contrasting effects
more pronounced in mesocosms with added sediment (three-way interaction). EPT drift
propensity and drift taxon richness (Table 3.2, no figures) both increased with added
sediment. Drift EPT richness (Fig. 3.11) responded negatively to rising temperature, increased
with added sediment and decreased with nutrient enrichment individually, but not when the
latter two stressors were combined (negative antagonistic sediment x nutrient interaction).
The invertebrate drift GLMM revealed that the community composition of drift
differed across nutrient, sediment and temperature treatments, with a two-way sediment by
nutrients interaction (Table 3.2). Visual inspection of the corresponding NMDS showed no
clear separation by nutrient (Fig. 3.12a) or temperature treatments (Fig. 3.12c), but revealed a
marked separation by sediment treatment on the vertical plane driven principally by increased
drift propensity of Conoesucidae in mesocosms with added sediment (Fig. 3.12b).

Table 3.2. Summary (P-values and effect sizes) of GLM(M)s comparing between-subjects invertebrate drift and insect emergence responses between experimental
treatments. See Table 3.1 for further details.
1

5

%

Nutrients

N

Sediment

Total drift propensity
EPT drift propensity
Drift taxon richness
Drift EPT richness

0.11
0.36
0.25
0.048 (0.03)

Drift community composition
(GLMM: 9 taxa)

99.1

Chironomidae drift propensity
Tanypodinae drift propensity
Conoesucidae drift propensity
Deleatidium spp.drift propensity
Oxyethira spp. drift propensity
Hydrobiosidae drift propensity
Austrosimulium spp. drift propensity
Copepoda drift propensity
Hydora spp. drift propensity

65.2
0.94
7.5
0.23
7.4
0.06 (0.03)
6.0
0.32
5.4 <0.001 (0.08)
2.3
0.45
2.1
0.31
1.9
0.31
1.3
0.65

Invertebrate drift body size
Small (<1mm) invertebrate drift
Medium (1-5mm) invertebrate drift
Large (>5mm) invertebrate drift
Deleatidium spp. drift body size
Chironomidae drift body size

0.003
3.2
0.07
87.0 <0.001
9.8
0.48
0.88
0.001

Total emergence propensity
Emergence taxon richness
Emergence EPT richness
Emergence community composition
(GLMM: 3 taxa)

x

0.01 (0.17)

-

+

(0.08)

-

0.89
0.16
0.17
0.02 (0.08)

Chironomidae emergence propensity
91.0
4.4
Deleatidium spp. emergence propensity
Austrosimulium spp. emergence propensity 3.8

0.01 (0.06)
0.08 (0.03)
0.83

Insect emergence body size
Small (<1mm) insect emergence
Medium (1-5mm) insect emergence
Large (>5mm) insect emergence
Deleatidium spp. emergence body size
Chironomidae emergence body size

1
0.11
0.01 (0.06)
0.94
0.89
0.03 (0.04)

9.7
86.5
3.8

(0.12)
(0.49)
(0.07)
(0.05)

0.52
0.02
<0.001
<0.001
0.03
<0.001
0.19
0.35
0.13
0.09
0.96
<0.001
0.02
0.01
0.02

(0.05)
(0.24)
(0.13)
(0.04)
(0.18)

x
+
+
+

0.01 (0.06)
0.002 (0.08)
<0.001 (0.13)

x

+
x

+
+
+

(0.02)
(0.1)
(0.05)
(0.05)
(0.04)

7

8

S Temperature T

<0.001 (0.47)

(0.07)
(0.03)
(0.16)

99.2

<0.001
<0.001
0.003
0.01

6

+
+
-

0.49
0.08 (0.03)
0.21
0.01 (0.05)

-

9

10

Temperature × Nutrients ×
w/o w/
Temperature Temperature
N N
0.94
<0.001 (0.13) + 0.83
0.22
0.74
0.36
0.31
0.55

0.02 (0.16)

0.57

0.14 (0.11)

0.05 (0.03)
0.42
0.82
0.24
0.81
0.01 (0.06)
0.57
0.17
0.29

0.73
0.38
0.92
0.35
0.82
0.15
0.68
0.16
0.61

0.001 (0.09)
0.81
0.71
0.97
0.68
0.08 (0.03)
0.25
0.12
0.14

0.1
0.04
<0.001
0.001
0.18
0.06

(0.04)
(0.1)
(0.09)

+

+
-

(0.03)

11 12 13
T T

0.046 (0.03) 0.71
0.18
0.95
0.28
<0.001 (0.13)
0.6
0.01 (0.05)
0.7
0.91
0.09 (0.02) 0.67

+

±

o +<

o
o

-

+

o +<

->
->

14

15 16 17
T T

Sediment ×
w/o w/
temperature
S S
0.37
0.1
0.86
0.82

18
Sediment ×
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Drift EPT richness

Nut×Temp (±)
Sed×Nut (+S)
Nut×Sed×Temp

Chironomidae drift propensity

Sed (+)
Temp (-)
Sed×Nut (-A)

Tanypodinae drift propensity

Nut×Temp (+<)
Sed×Nut (+S)
Nut×Sed×Temp

Oxyethira spp. drift propensity

Sed (-)
Sed×Nut (-A)

Hydrobiosidae drift propensity

Nut (-)
Sed (-)
Sed×Nut (-A)

Sed (+)
Temp (+)

Figure 3.11. Drift propensity patterns (averages +SEs) of the drifting invertebrate community and
common taxa (days 16-19) that showed significant temperature effects or interactions between
manipulated stressors. For more details see Fig. 3.6.
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Figure 3.12. NMDS dissiliarity plots (2d stress = 0.2) of the macroinvertebrate community drift
propensities in the 128 mesocosms grouped by manipulated stressor. Pearson correlation vectors for
each taxon as shown. For more details see Fig. 3.8.
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Focusing on the commonest nine drifting taxa (Table 3.2), Chironomidae drift
propensity decreased with nutrient enrichment alone but increased when combined with
added sediment (positive synergistic sediment x nutrient interaction; Fig. 3.11) but this effect
was less marked at higher temperatures (three-way interaction). Chironomidae drift also
showed a less positive effect of raised temperature at enriched than at ambient nutrients
(nutrient x temperature interaction). Tanypodinae and Oxyethira drift propensities both
decreased with added sediment or enriched nutrients, with the combined effect of both
stressors being similar to the effect of either stressor (negative antagonistic sediment x
nutrient interactions). Hydrobiosidae drift propensity increased with sediment addition and
raised temperature. The drift propensities of Conoesucidae and Deleatidium both increased
with added sediment, and drift propensities of Austrosimulium, Copepoda and Hydora were
unaffected by the manipulated stressors (Table 3.2, no figures).
Average body size of drifting invertebrates followed a non-linear unimodal response
to rising temperature and decreased with nutrient enrichment (Table 3.2, Fig. 3.13), without
any interaction patterns. Abundance of small-sized (<1mm) drifting invertebrates increased
with rising temperature. Abundance of medium-sized (1-5mm) drifting invertebrates (the
dominant size category) increased with nutrient enrichment and added sediment and
decreased with rising temperature overall. This negative temperature effect was stronger at
enriched nutrients (nutrient x temperature interaction) and contrasted with a positive effect of
raised temperature in mesocosms with added sediment alone (three-way interaction). Largesized (>5mm) drifting invertebrates decreased with sediment addition and raised temperature,
with the latter effect being stronger at enriched nutrients. Body size of drifting Deleatidium
and Chironomidae decreased in mesocosms with added sediment and, for Chironomidae, also
with nutrient enrichment (Table 3.2, no figures).
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Small (<1mm) invertebrate drift

Nut (-)
Temp×Temp

Medium (1-5mm) invertebrate drift

Nut (+)
Sed (+)
Temp (-)
Nut×Temp (->)
Nut×Sed×Temp

Total emergence propensity

Temp (+)

Large (>5mm) invertebrate drift

Sed (-)
Temp (-)
Nut×Temp (->)

Chironomidae emergence propensity

Sed (+)
Temp×Temp
Nut×Temp (+<)
Sed×Temp (±)

Temp (+)
Temp×Temp
Sed×Nut (-A)

Figure 3.13. Drifting invertebrate body size and emergence propensity patterns (averages +SEs) of the
invertebrate community and common taxa (days 16-19) that showed significant temperature effects or
interactions between manipulated stressors. For more details see Fig. 3.6.
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INSECT EMERGENCE

Total emergence propensity increased with added sediment, with an overall non-linear
unimodal response to rising that resulted in a net increase with temperature (from levels 1-8)
at ambient but not at enriched nutrients (temperature x nutrients interaction) and resulted in
opposing patterns at the two sediment levels (temperature x sediment interaction; Table 3.2,
Fig. 3.13). Emergence taxon richness (comprising four taxa) and EPT richness (represented
by a single taxon) both decreased with sediment addition but showed no further patterns
(Table 3.2, no figures).
The GLMM revealed that community composition of the emergence assemblage
differed across nutrient treatments, and also in terms of the shape of the non-linear response to
rising temperature and a sediment by nutrients interaction (Table 3.2). Visual inspection of
the corresponding NMDS (Fig. 3.14) could not identify any obvious patterns relating to
nutrient, sediment or temperature treatments, indicating that these effects were fairly subtle, in
agreement with the modest effect sizes computed in the GLMM. Focusing on the commonest
three emergence taxa (Table 3.2), Chironomidae emergence propensity (Fig. 3.13) decreased
with nutrient enrichment or added sediment, but the combined effect of both stressors was
comparable to the individual effect of either stressor (negative antagonistic sediment x
nutrient interaction). This emergence variable also showed a positive non-linear unimodal
response to rising temperature, peaking at the fourth temperature level. Emergence
propensities of Deleatidium and Austrosimulium showed no significant patterns (Table 3.2, no
figures).
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(a)$Nutrients$

(b)$Sediment$

(c)$Temperature$

Figure 3.14. NMDS dissiliarity plots (2d stress = 0.06) of the macroinvertebrate community
emergence propensities in the 128 mesocosms grouped by manipulated stressor. Pearson correlation
vectors for each taxon as shown. For more details see Fig. 3.8.
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Average insect emergence body size decreased with added sediment (Table 3.2, Fig.
3.15). Abundance of small-sized (<1mm) insect emergence followed a non-linear unimodal
response to rising temperature. Medium-sized (1-5mm) insect emergence (the dominant size
category) increased in numbers with nutrient enrichment and decreased with rising
temperature overall. This emergence variable also showed a non-linear unimodal response to
rising temperature that was most markedly negative (net decrease from levels 1-8) at enriched
nutrients (nutrient x temperature interaction), whereas it was positive in mesocosms without
any added stressors (three-way interaction). Abundance of large-sized (>5mm) insect
emergence decreased with sediment addition, with a negative effect of raised temperature
without sediment but a positive effect with sediment (sediment x temperature interaction).
Deleatidium emergence body size decreased with added sediment but increased with raised
temperature. Finally, Chironomidae emergence body size showed a subtle non-linear response
to rising temperature, with emerging individuals being smallest at intermediate temperatures.
As indicated by a three-way interaction, this pattern was less marked at ambient nutrients with
added sediment or at enriched nutrients without added sediment, where the effect of rising
temperature was negative overall (net decrease from levels 1-8).
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Small (<1mm) insect emergence

Sed (-)

Medium (1-5mm) insect emergence

Nut (+)
Temp (-)
Temp×Temp
Nut×Temp (->)
Nut×Sed×Temp

Deleatidium spp. emergence body size

Sed (-)
Temp (+)

Temp×Temp

Large (>5mm) insect emergence

Sed (-)
Sed×Temp (±)

Chironomidae emergence body size

Temp×Temp
Nut×Sed×Temp

Figure 3.15. Insect emergence body size patterns (averages +SEs) (days 1-19 combined). For more
details see Fig. 3.6.
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As interpretable main factor effects (i.e. where the main effect size was larger than any higher
order interaction effect sizes; see Quinn & Keough 2002), nutrients, sediment and temperature
affected 27%, 60% and 47% of all invertebrate response variables, respectively (Table 3.3).
As predicted in my first hypothesis, nutrient enrichment had generally positive main effects
on benthic invertebrate response variables (6/8 significant univariate cases in the benthos and
8/13 overall; Tables 3.3 & 3.4). At the benthic community level, total numbers of
invertebrates, taxon richness and EPT richness increased, whereas community diversity and
evenness were reduced (due to increased representation at enriched levels of Chironomidae,
the only common benthic taxon to respond to nutrient enrichment overall). I speculate that the
nutrient subsidy increased food availability in the benthos, which encouraged taxa such as
chironomids and Oxyethira (a taxon associated with nutrient rich conditions; Stark 1998) to
remain in the benthos rather than enter the drift under enriched compared to ambient nutrient
conditions. Nutrient enrichment also altered benthic community size structure, causing
increased abundances of medium-sized (1-5 mm) invertebrates (a pattern reflected also in
drift and emergence assemblages), presumably also due to subsidy benefits to invertebrates in
this size range.

Table 3.3. Upper table: Numbers and percentages of interpretable significant main effects and interactions for all invertebrate response variables combined. Means
of effect sizes ± standard errors are shown. Lower table: Univariate cases by coding/classification see Table 3.1 for details.

Overall (60 variables)
GLMM cases (3 variables)
Mean effect size (significant effects)
Significant univariate cases by coding

Nutrients
16 (26.7%)
3
0.15 ± 0.02
N
8 +
5 -

Sediment
36 (60%)
2
0.25 ± 0.04
S
12 +
22 -

Temperature
Nutrients ×
×
Nutrients ×
Sediment ×
Sediment ×
sediment ×
Temperature Temperature temperature temperature
nutrients
temperature
28 (46.7%) 8 (13.3%) 14 (23.3%) 10 (16.7%) 18
11 (18.3%)
(30%)
2
1
1
1
3
0
0.15 ± 0.03
0.06 ± 0.01
0.05 ± 0.01
0.06 ± 0.02
0.09 ± 0.02
0.05 ± 0.01
T
T×T
N×T Combined S×T Combined N w/o S S w/o N S×N Combined
N×S×T
9 +
8 ~
3 +>
2 +>
8 +
5 +
8 +A
11
17 3 ->
2 ->
1 5 5 -A
3 +<
1 +<
o
o
2 +S
3 -<
2 -<
0 -S
1 ±
2 ±
29 AD
12 O
1 x

Table 3.4. Upper table: Numbers and percentages of interpretable significant main effects and interactions for benthic invertebrate response variables. Means of
effect sizes ± standard errors are shown. Lower table: Univariate cases by coding/classification see Table 3.1 for details.

Benthic (27 variables incl. GLMM)
Mean effect size (significant effects)

Nutrients
9 (33.3%)
0.18 ± 0.03

Sediment
17 (63%)
0.37 ± 0.06

Community (7 variables)
Population (13 variables)
Body size (6 variables)

5
1
2

6
6
4

Significant univariate cases by coding

6
2

(71.4%)
(7.7%)
(33.3%)
N
+
-

4
12

(85.7%)
(46.2%)
(66.7%)
S
+
-

Temperature
×
Temperature Temperature
19 (70.4%) 1 (3.7%)
0.19 ± 0.04
0.04 (1 case)
4
10
4
5
13

(57.1%)
(76.9%)
(66.7%)
T
+
-

0
0
1

Nutrients ×
Sediment ×
temperature temperature
8 (29.6%) 8 (29.6%)
0.07 ± 0.02
0.07 ± 0.03

Sediment ×
nutrients
10
(37%)
0.09 ± 0.02

2 (28.6%)
3 (42.9%)
2
4 (30.8%)
4 (30.8%)
4
(16.7%)
1 (16.7%)
0
3
T×T
N×T Combined S×T Combined N w/o S
3 +>
1 ~
2 +>
8 +
0 ->
2 ->
0 1 +<
1 +<
1 o
3 -<
2 -<
0 ±
0 ±

(28.6%)
(30.8%)
(50%)
S w/o N S×N Combined
8 +A
5 +
2 1 -A
2 o
0 +S
0 -S
11 AD
5 O
1 x

Nutrients ×
sediment ×
temperature
6 (22.2%)
0.05 ± 0.01
4 (57.1%)
1 (7.7%)
1 (16.7%)
N×S×T
6
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As predicted in hypothesis 2, fine sediment addition proved the most pervasive
stressor in my experiment, with mainly negative effects on benthic invertebrate response
variables (12/16 significant univariate cases in the benthos and 22/34 overall; Tables 3.3 &
3.4). Added sediment negatively affected abundances of the three most common pollutionsensitive EPT taxa (Deleatidium, Hydobiosidae and Conoesucidae; Stark 1998) and all
benthic invertebrate community measures (apart from total invertebrates) but favoured
increased abundances of pollution-tolerant Oxyethira and Nematoda (Stark 1998), supporting
hypothesis 4. In general agreement with hypothesis 5, the positive and negative effects of
added sediment in the benthos were reflected by opposing patterns in the drift for all
corresponding community and population response variables (except for Nematoda, a taxon
not commonly found in the drift). This result provides compelling evidence that deposited
fine sediment is a strong habitat determinant of invertebrate drift behaviour (in agreement
with Larsen and Ormerod (2010) and Magbanua (2012)), its presence making it less likely
potential colonists arriving via drift from the river will stay in a mesocosm. Interestingly,
sediment addition increased total emergence propensity, as also reported by Magbanua
(2012), but had no overall effect on total invertebrate abundance because increases in
chironomids (including Tanypodinae), nematodes and Oxyethira were counterbalanced by
decreases in the more pollution-sensitive EPT taxa. A sediment-caused decline in invertebrate
taxon richness in the benthos was reflected by the opposite pattern of an increase in the
richness of the drift assemblage and by a decline in the richness of the emergence assemblage.
Moreover added sediment influenced community size structure, shifting it towards a smaller
average body size and reducing Deleatidium size and abundance of large-sized (> 5 mm)
invertebrates in the benthic, drift and emergence assemblages. Consequently, there seemed to
be a general sediment-related shift towards a community of smaller organisms.
Supporting hypothesis 3, increasing water temperature resulted in mainly negative
effects on invertebrate response variables (13/18 significant univariate cases in the benthos
and 17/26 overall; Tables 3.3 & 3.4) including several non-linear responses (one benthic and
eight overall). Raised temperature reduced the abundance of total invertebrates, total EPT and
ten of the 13 common benthic taxa, including all EPT taxa, highlighting the prominence of
raised temperature as a stressor for these organisms (Quinn et al. 1994). Conversely,
abundance of Ostracoda showed no response while Copepoda and the temperature-tolerant
Nematoda (Pörtner 2002) became more common with rising temperature. Measures of
community diversity and evenness responded positively to warmer temperatures, mediated in
particular by the reduced representation of chironomids and increased representation of
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ostracods and copepods, but with no overall species loss as temperature increased. Thus the
increase in diversity was not due to higher species richness (one component of diversity), but
to a temperature mediated re-organisation of the community so that total individuals were
more evenly distributed among taxa (increased evenness, the other component of diversity).
Consequently, I caution against the interpretation that increased diversity associated with
rising temperature is synonymous with improving ecosystem health; in fact, the abundance
trajectories of the majority of common taxa tended to decline as temperature was raised.
Reflecting reduced abundances in the benthos, the propensities of Hydrobiosidae to drift and
Chironomidae to emerge both increased with rising temperature, indicating temperature
effects on both drift behaviour and physiological development, in support of hypothesis 5.
Moreover, the non-linear unimodal responses of Chironomidae emergence propensity and
total emergence propensity to rising temperature supports a previous finding that rising
temperature can decrease time to emergence (Hogg & Williams 1996), but these response
patterns also indicate the presence of a threshold maximum with a subsequent decline as
temperature continues to rise. Raised temperature modified benthic community size structure
by reducing the abundances of both medium (1-5 mm) and large-sized (> 5 mm)
invertebrates, with patterns reflected by similar reductions in large-sized individuals in the
drift assemblage and with unimodal non-linear effects on average drift and emergence body
sizes. These results conform with hypothesis 6 that smaller invertebrates should generally be
favoured under warmer conditions, as has frequently been observed (Forster, Hirst &
Atkinson 2012), but with the notable exception of Chironomidae, which achieved a larger
mean size with rising temperature that may reflect a shift in maximum body lengths of species
in this family. Nevertheless, the fact that larger-sized individuals declined disproportionately
at higher temperatures in my experiment may also have implications for ecosystem
functioning if trophic energy transfer is reduced as temperature rise (Petchey et al. 1999;
Vinebrooke et al. 2004). Finally, the non-linear responses shown by Chironomidae and total
emergence propensities to rising temperature were repeated in the abundance patterns of small
(< 1 mm) and medium-sized (1-5 mm) insect emergence, indicating that temperature not only
affected rates of emergence non-linearly, but also adult body size at emergence.
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THREE-WAY INTERACTIONS

Interactions amongst the manipulated stressors affected 31 of the 60 invertebrate response
variables considered. The most complex of these were three-way nutrients by sediment by
temperature interactions, which affected 18% of all response variables (Table 3.3). All these
interactions strongly modified the effect of temperature, either by resulting in a consistently
stronger response to increasing temperature when one or both of the other stressors were also
in operation (benthic diversity, evenness, EPT richness, Chironomidae abundance, mediumsized invertebrates, total drift propensity and Chironomidae drift propensity), or by reversing
the direction of the temperature effect when one or both of the other stressors were also
operating (benthic invertebrate taxon richness, medium-sized drift, Chironomidae emergence
body size).
Three-way interactions were most frequent in the benthos (22% of benthic variables;
Table 3.4) and affected a much higher proportion of community-level variables (57%) than
population variables (7%, only evident for Chironomidae), indicating that the sediment by
nutrient interaction was modified by rising temperature to affect, in particular, community
composition and diversity. Both benthic invertebrate taxon richness and EPT richness
responded as I had predicted (hypothesis 7), with a negative effect of fine sediment that
worsened synergistically with rising temperature. However, this pattern was stronger (for
taxon richness) or only occurred (for EPT richness) in the absence of added nutrients;
therefore, a subsidy effect of nutrient enrichment seems to have offset the synergistic stress of
rising temperature with added sediment. Interestingly, this moderating effect of nutrient
enrichment on sediment stress (also observed in Chapter 2) when combined with a third
stressor contrasts with the interactive patterns in earlier experiments involving only two-way
interactions (Townsend, Uhlmann & Matthaei 2008; Matthaei, Piggott & Townsend 2010;
Wagenhoff, Townsend & Matthaei 2012), where nutrient enrichment frequently made the
negative effects of added sediment worse. Perhaps the biological basis for the moderating
effect of nutrient enrichment in the current study involves a trade-off between increased food
availability (i.e. primary production) at enriched nutrients that is enhanced as temperatures
rise (Demars et al. 2011; Rasmussen et al. 2011) and which compensates for the increased
thermal stress and metabolic demands at higher temperatures. By contrast, under low nutrient
conditions, when food resources may be limited and fine sediment habitat is largely
unfavourable, the additional thermal pressures as temperatures rise may increasingly drive
invertebrates to quit the benthos via drift or emergence.
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The three-way interaction evident for Chironomidae benthic abundance (declining
with rising temperature, and more markedly when in combination with a second stressor) was
reflected by partly opposing patterns in the propensities to drift and emerge (both increasing
with temperature in the absence of nutrient enrichment). These patterns suggest that stressorrelated changes in this highly abundant taxon (56% of all individuals in the benthos; Table
3.1) were mediated in part by the behavioural response of increased likelihood of entering the
drift (or at least a reduced likelihood that individuals drifting in from the river remain in the
benthos), plus by a physiological tendency to develop and emerge earlier at higher
temperatures (Hogg & Williams 1996).

3.4.3

TWO-WAY INTERACTIONS INVOLVING TEMPERATURE

Nutrients by temperature interactions affected 23% of all response variables. In the benthos
this interaction was predominantly positive in absolute terms (Table 3.4), with nutrient
enrichment enhancing the positive effect of raised temperature (diversity, Copepoda and
small-sized invertebrates) or reducing its negative effect (total EPT, Deleatidium and
Potamopyrgus antipodarum). The only exception from this pattern was Nematoda, for which
the positive effect of raised temperature was weaker at enriched nutrients. Conversely,
nutrients by temperature interactions in the drift and emergence were mainly negative (Tables
3.5 & 3.6), with nutrient enrichment either enhancing the negative effect of raised temperature
(medium and large-sized invertebrate drift, medium-sized insect emergence), reducing its
positive effect (Chironomidae drift propensity, total emergence propensity) or having an
opposing effect (total drift propensity) that changed the response to raised temperature from
positive at ambient nutrients to negative at enriched. Collectively, these results imply that
nutrient enrichment acted mainly as a subsidy to benthic invertebrates that either strengthened
with raised temperature or counteracted the negative effect of raised temperature (as discussed
above for three-way interactions).

Table 3.5. Upper table: Numbers and percentages of interpretable significant main effects and interactions for invertebrate drift response variables. Means of effect
sizes ± standard errors are shown. Lower table: Univariate cases by coding/classification see Table 3.1 for details.

Drift (20 variables incl. GLMM)
Mean effect size (significant effects)

Nutrients
5 (25%)
0.1 ± 0.02

Sediment
13 (65%)
0.14 ± 0.04

Community (4 variables)
Population (9 variables)
Body size (6 variables)

0
1
3

3
5
4

Significant univariate cases by coding

1
3

(11.1%)
(50%)
N
+
-

7
5

(75%)
(55.6%)
(66.7%)
S
+
-

Temperature
6 (30%)
0.08 ± 0.02
1
1
3
2
3

(25%)
(11.1%)
(50%)
T
+
-

Temperature
×
Temperature
1 (5%)
0.03 (1 case)

Nutrients ×
temperature
4 (20%)
0.04 ± 0.02

Sediment ×
temperature
0
0

Sediment ×
nutrients
6
(30%)
0.08 ± 0.02

0
0
1

1 (25%)
0
2
1 (11.1%)
0
3
(16.7%)
2 (33.3%)
0
0
T×T
N×T Combined S×T Combined N w/o S
0 +>
1 ~
0 +>
0 +
2 ->
0 ->
0 1 +<
0 +<
1 o
0 -<
0 -<
1 ±
0 ±

(50%)
(33.3%)

Nutrients ×
sediment ×
temperature
3 (15%)
0.05 ± 0.004
1
1
1

S w/o N S×N Combined
0 +A
0 +
2 3 -A
3 o
2 +S
0 -S
10 AD
4 O

(25%)
(11.1%)
(16.7%)
N×S×T
3

Table 3.6. Upper table: Numbers and percentages of interpretable significant main effects and interactions for insect emergence response variables. Means of effect
sizes ± standard errors are shown. Lower table: Univariate cases by coding/classification see Table 3.1 for details.
Nutrients
Emergence (13 variables incl. GLMM) 2 (15.4%)
Mean effect size (significant effects) 0.07 ± 0.01

Temperature
×
Nutrients ×
Sediment ×
Sediment
Temperature Temperature temperature temperature
6 (46.2%) 3 (23.1%) 6 (46.2%) 2 (15.4%) 2 (15.4%)
0.17 ± 0.06
0.06 ± 0.01
0.07 ± 0.01
0.05 ± 0.01
0.03 ± 0.002

Community (3 variables)
Population (3 variables)
Body size (6 variables)

3
0
3

Significant univariate cases by coding

0
0
1
1
0

(16.7%)
N
+
-

1
5

(100%)
(50%)
S
+
-

0
1
2
2
1

(33.3%)
(33.3%)
T
+
-

1
1
3

Sediment ×
nutrients
2
(15.4%)
0.07 ± 0.005

(33.3%)
1 (33.3%)
1 (33.3%)
0
(33.3%)
0
0
1
(50%)
1 (16.7%)
1 (16.7%)
0
T×T
N×T Combined S×T Combined N w/o S
0 +>
6 ~
0 +>
0 +
1 ->
0 ->
1 1 +<
0 +<
0 o
0 -<
0 -<
0 ±
2 ±

(33.3%)
S w/o N S×N Combined
0 +A
0 +
1 1 -A
0 o
0 +S
0 -S
8 AD
3 O

Nutrients ×
sediment ×
temperature
2 (15.4%)
0.07 ± 0.03
0
0
2

(33.3%)
N×S×T
2
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Sediment by temperature interactions affected 17% of all response variables. In the
benthos this interaction showed no systematic direction in absolute terms (Table 3.4), with
sediment addition enhancing (diversity and evenness) or weakening (Copepoda) the positive
effect of raised temperature, but also enhancing (Austrosimulium, invertebrate taxon richness)
or reducing its negative effect (Tanypodinae, Conoesucidae). There was no sediment by
temperature interaction in the drift community. In the emergence community, this interaction
resulted in opposing temperature effects, with a negative effect of temperature without
sediment and a positive effect with sediment (total emergence propensity and large-sized
insect emergence). Together, these two-way interactions imply that invertebrate responses to
rising water temperatures may be contingent on in-stream nutrient or sediment conditions and
that responses may be particularly deleterious for biodiversity when deposited fine sediment
is present. While I can only speculate on the underlying reasons for these patterns, it is likely
that increasing temperature influences the macroinvertebrate community both by changing
physicochemical conditions in the sediment (oxygen concentration, nutrient dynamics) and
the energy base of the invertebrate food web (algal and microbial species composition and
productivity).

3.4.4

INTERACTIONS BETWEEN SEDIMENT AND NUTRIENTS

Interactions between sediment and nutrients were the most common interaction type and
affected 30% of all response variables. In the benthos, nutrient enrichment without added
sediment had no significant effect in one case and a positive effect in eight cases (Table 3.4).
In contrast, added sediment at ambient nutrients had no significant effect in two cases, a
positive effect in five cases and a negative effect in two cases. But when combined (enriched
nutrients with added sediment), the interaction was positive antagonistic (less positive than
predicted additively) in eight cases and negative antagonistic (less negative than predicted
additively) in a single case. All other instances were either additive (11 cases) or were not
affected by either stressor (five cases). These findings suggest that the combined effects of
nutrients and fine sediment on benthic invertebrates in my experiment generally resulted in
either additive (as found by Wagenhoff, Townsend & Matthaei 2012) or positive antagonistic
outcomes (less positive than additive). This antagonistic interaction most often reflected the
partial or total suppression of the positive effect of nutrient enrichment (i.e. subsidy) when
sediment was present. This result complements those of a stream survey of 32 grassland
streams in New Zealand by Townsend, Uhlmann and Matthaei (2008) who observed that the
effects of nutrient enrichment changed from positive to negative at high sediment levels
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whereas the effects of sediment addition were unaffected by nutrient levels due to sediment
being the main driver of this interaction. For my drift and emergence communities, the
combined sediment and nutrient effect was most often additive (drift; 10 cases, emergence; 8
cases) or negative antagonistic (drift; 3 cases, emergence; 1 case), reflecting a reduction in
individuals quitting the benthos and entering the drift or emerging when a nutrient subsidy
was present (Tables 3.5 & 3.6). On the other hand, the positive synergistic response of
Chironomidae drift propensity and total drift propensity to the combined effect of nutrients
and sediment was more marked at lower temperatures, hence its three-way interaction as
described above.
My final hypothesis (8) predicted that benthic community level responses would be
less susceptible to multiple-stressor effects than population responses. This prediction was
based on a meta-analysis of marine multiple-stressor studies, conducted by Crain, Kroeker
and Halpern (2008 ), that found that community level two-stressor responses tended to be
antagonistic, whereas population level responses tended to be synergistic. In my experiment,
there was no evidence to support this prediction owing to the absence of synergistic
interactions between sediment and nutrients. However, the fact that three-way interactions
affected a higher proportion of benthic community-level variables than population-level
variables suggests community-level variables in my experiment were more susceptible to
multiple stressors effects as the sediment by nutrient interaction changed with temperature.
This will be discussed more thoroughly in Chapter 6 (General Discussion).

3.4.5

MANAGEMENT IMPLICATIONS

My mesocosm experiment has demonstrated how the effects of climate warming on stream
macroinvertebrate communities may interact in complex ways with the individual and
combined effects of elevated nutrients and fine sediment deposition. Extrapolation of my
results to field conditions should be done with care due to the restricted spatial and temporal
scale of the study. In addition, my mesocosm approach clearly makes no allowance for likely
shifts in geographic ranges and species composition in real streams in response to temperature
rise or to the potential of the species present to evolve in a way that changes their temperature
optima (Heino, Virkkala & Toivonen 2009). The mechanisms responsible for the observed
invertebrate responses require further investigation, particularly at the level of algal primary
producers (Chapter 4) that may be driving bottom-up effects on invertebrates. Nevertheless,
my findings provide a novel insight into the ways stream macroinvertebrate communities may
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respond to multiple agricultural stressors coupled with simulated climatic warming, and the
shifting baselines that may be associated with rising temperature alone. Overall, rising
temperature affected 67% of all invertebrate response variables, either as a significant main
effect or as an interaction (in comparison to 58% for nutrient enrichment and 80% for fine
sediment addition), with complex interactive responses involving one or both other stressors
more frequent at the community than at the population level.
As indices of stream health, resource managers around the world use taxon richness
and diversity (combining richness and evenness) of benthic macroinvertebrates and pay
particular attention to EPT taxon richness (Lenat 1988). All these community-level measures
were affected by the stressors applied in my experiment because many of the 13 component
common individual taxa were themselves affected (Table 3.4). Of particular significance is
that these stream health measures all showed complex three-way interactions, with either a
consistently stronger temperature response or a reversal of its direction when a land-use based
stressor was also in operation. This finding indicates that freshwater management and
restoration decisions will need to be guided not only by knowledge of the interactive effects
of the particular multiple stressors that are operating in a catchment, but also by seeking to
understand whether climate warming is likely to mitigate or amplify these effects. The fact
that added sediment and raised temperature frequently operated in concert to negatively affect
populations of sensitive EPT taxa implies that streams already impacted by high fine sediment
loads may be further degraded under a warming climate, but the degree to which this will
occur may also depend on nutrient levels.
In New Zealand, the Macroinvertebrate Community Index (MCI) is also routinely
used to quantify stream health; this qualitative metric (based on presence/absence data)
weights the taxa present according to their general sensitivity to pollution (high scores
reflecting sensitivity and low scores reflecting tolerance of pollution; Stark 1985). In this
context it is of interest that in my experiment, the combined stressor effects on MCI, mediated
through the diverse responses of the individual taxa, were to decline with sediment addition
and a negative antagonistic interaction involving nutrients and sediment. Raised water
temperature did not change MCI scores, despite the fact that temperature almost invariably
affected the abundances of the component species contributing to this metric. However, I
caution against a conclusion that the MCI will prove robust to climate change. Indeed, it may
even prove to be inappropriate as a stream health index in the future due to its inability to
detect the effects of climate-change induced warming.

CHAPTER 4 Combined Effects of Climate
Warming and Agricultural Stressors on
Stream Ecosystems: a Mesocosm Experiment
involving Periphyton
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Summary
1. The ecological consequences for periphyton of the individual and combined effects of
deposited fine sediment, augmented nutrient concentrations and climate-changeinduced warming remain largely unknown. I simultaneously manipulated nutrients in
stream water and sediment deposition on the streambed (2 levels each) and water
temperature (8 levels, 0-6 degrees Celsius above ambient) in 128 streamside
mesocosms and determined the individual and combined effects of the three stressors
on the algal and bacterial constituents of the benthic periphyton.
2. Raised temperature affected 83% of all response variables, either as a significant main
effect or as an interaction (in comparison to 83% for nutrient enrichment and 95% for
fine sediment addition), often with complex non-linear, two-way or three-way
interactive effects. Rising temperature had positive effects on the prevalence of the
filamentous growth form and cell densities of the dominant taxon Stigeoclonium, but
negative effects on most diatom and large-celled taxa. Rising temperature tended to
interact negatively with enriched nutrients or added sediment by weakening or
reversing positive effects or strengthening negative ones.
3. Nutrient enrichment decreased representation of adnate/prostrate growth forms,
whereas added sediment increased motile and mucilaginous stalked forms but
decreased filamentous and adnate/prostrate growth forms. As individual stressors,
augmented nutrients and deposited fine sediment had mainly positive effects, but
when combined they resulted in mostly antagonistic outcomes that were less positive
than predicted additively. Where synergisms occurred they were principally driven by
the patterns of the dominant alga Scenedesmus, with raised temperature acting to
further amplify the synergistic effect (three-way interaction). While synergisms were
common at the population level, antagonisms were the norm at the community level.
4. The fact that algal growth form morphologies were affected in complex ways by
raised temperature suggests that such measures may prove unreliable in biomonitoring programs in a changing climate. Thus, freshwater management decisions
that seek to avoid or mitigate the negative effects of agricultural land use on stream
periphyton should be informed by knowledge of the interactive effects of agricultural
stressors in a warming climate.
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Introduction

A major challenge facing environmental managers worldwide is how to deal with multiple
stressors arising from human activities, whose effects may be further exacerbated by
anthropogenic climate change (Ormerod et al. 2010). In streams and rivers draining
agricultural catchments, deposited fine sediment and elevated nutrient concentrations
represent two major land-use stressors commonly associated with degraded ecological
conditions that can interact in complex ways to affect macroinvertebrates (Townsend,
Uhlmann & Matthaei 2008; Matthaei, Piggott & Townsend 2010; Wagenhoff et al. 2011;
Wagenhoff, Townsend & Matthaei 2012), benthic algae (Pringle 1990; Hillebrand & Kahlert
2002; Wagenhoff 2011) and ecosystem processes (Niyogi, Simon & Townsend 2003; Young,
Matthaei & Townsend 2008). If or how climate-change-induced warming will interact with
these other stressors is presently unknown, though of considerable interest (Heino, Virkkala &
Toivonen 2009). A potential concern is whether rising temperature will interact with existing
or impending stressors to create ‘ecological surprises’ in the form of synergisms (amplified
effects) or antagonisms (reduced effects), in comparison to what would be expected based on
knowledge of individual effects (Sutherland et al. 2006; Woodward, Perkins & Brown 2010).
In the present study I use streamside mesocosms to investigate how deposited fine
sediment and elevated nutrient concentrations (at levels found in streams draining highly
intensified agricultural catchments in New Zealand) interact to affect the algal and bacterial
constituents of benthic periphyton along a temperature gradient ranging from 0-6°C above
ambient (eight levels). This temperature range encompasses the forecast scale of
anthropogenic climate-change-induced warming in New Zealand of up to 5.1 °C by 2090
(IPCC 2007b; Ministry for the Environment 2008).
The effects of nutrients (nitrogen N and/or phosphorus P) on benthic algae have been
the subject of exhaustive research, but the relationship between nutrients and benthic algal
community structure is still not well understood, probably because multiple other factors also
contribute to the determination of species composition (Borchardt et al. 1996; Liess et al.
2009). In general, however, it seems that augmentation of nutrients in low nutrient
environments may increase algal primary production by providing subsidies to nutrientlimited taxa, and this may lead to increased species richness and evenness (Biggs, Stevenson
& Lowe 1998). In nutrient-saturated conditions, however, nutrient-tolerant eutrophic species
may dominate with prolific nuisance growths that degrade stream health (Biggs 2000). It has
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been suggested that the dominant growth form of diatoms at a location may represent a tradeoff between nutrient limitation/tolerance and disturbance resistance/susceptibility (Biggs,
Stevenson & Lowe 1998), with ‘low profile’ (adnate or prostrate) forms dominating in low
nutrient environments and ‘high profile’ (erect or stalked) and motile forms dominating where
nutrients are abundant (Passy 2007). Schneck, Schwarzbold and Melo (2011) recently
extended this classification to encompass all benthic algae by adding filamentous and
metaphyton (algae without a fixation structure) growth forms, thus facilitating the assessment
of trait-based responses for the whole algal community.
Deposited fine sediment can transform the substratum inhabited by periphyton and
smother a pre-existing community. Increases to substratum instability and habitat
heterogeneity when fine sediment is present compared to smooth surfaces may strongly
influence the community that establishes, with characteristic algal assemblages, again based
on growth form, associated with stone (epilithic) and sediment/sand (epipelic/epipsammic)
substrata (Moss 1977; Burkholder 1996). Thus, sessile algae may predominate in epilithic
habitats, whereas in epipelic/epipsammic habitats motile or mucilaginous stalked forms may
be more widespread due to an ability to avoid permanent burial by unstable fine substratum
(Pringle 1990; Burkholder 1996; Schneck, Schwarzbold & Melo 2011).
In contrast to nutrients and fine sediment, temperature cannot be considered as a
‘useable input’ to stream ecosystems (Webb 1996). Instead, temperature acts as the principal
environmental factor governing biochemical reactions that regulate cellular metabolism,
enzymatic activity and specific growth rates (Allan & Castillo 2007a), all of which are
constrained by the temperature tolerances of the taxa concerned (DeNicola 1996). Not
surprisingly, the interactive effects of temperature with other stressors can be complex and
difficult to separate except in controlled experimental settings (DeNicola 1996). In a
laboratory experiment using periphyton collected from a healthy temperate stream, Cairns
(1956) showed that algal dominance shifted from diatoms (<20 °C) to green algae (15-25 °C)
to cyanobacteria (>30 °C) as temperature was raised. In another context, Patrick (1969)
observed in a stream subjected to thermal discharge that species diversity and biomass
increased from 0-25 °C, but declined above 30 °C.
My aim was to test the following hypotheses about individual stressor effects: (1)
nutrient enrichment will have mainly positive effects, though adnate/prostrate growth forms
may decline in relative abundance, (2) fine sediment addition will have positive effects on
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motile and mucilaginous stalked taxa (represented within the erect/stalked growth form) but
negative effects on filamentous and adnate/prostrate forms (as reported in Chapter 2), (3)
rising temperature will have generally positive effects on green algae and cyanobacteria and
negative effects on diatoms, though responses may be non-linear and (4) cell-size
composition will shift towards smaller taxa under warmer conditions as large taxa are lost
disproportionately (Woodward, Perkins & Brown 2010).
While a number of studies have investigated two-factor interactions involving
nutrients, temperature and sediment on benthic periphyton (e.g. nutrients and temperature;
Marcarelli and Wurtsbaugh (2006); Gudmundsdottir et al. (2011); Rasmussen et al. (2011) or
nutrients and sediment; Pringle (1990); Hillebrand and Kahlert (2002); Wagenhoff (2011)), I
am aware of no published research that has investigated interactions among all three. I
therefore tested the following hypotheses regarding interactive effects: (5) the effects of
nutrient enrichment will strengthen at raised temperature (Gudmundsdottir et al. 2011), (6)
algae that are abundant on fine sediment will be less affected by raised temperature (DeNicola
1996) or (7) by nutrient enrichment (Pringle 1990; Hillebrand & Kahlert 2002) because
sediment dwellers are a specialized flora and (8) Community-level responses will be less
susceptible to multiple-stressor effects than population responses because species interactions
may dampen and diffuse effects on individual species (Crain, Kroeker & Halpern 2008).

4.2

Materials and methods

4.2.1

STUDY SITE AND EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

See Chapter 3, Section 3.2.1 and Section 3.2.2.

4.2.2

PERIPHYTON SAMPLING AND RESPONSE VARIABLES

On day 20 of the manipulative period, benthic algae were sampled using one of two methods
depending on the substratum present. With the flow in each mesocosm temporarily stopped,
three randomly selected surface stones (b diameter 30 mm) were sampled from mesocosms
without added sediment and placed in sealed plastic containers, whereas in mesocosms with
added sediment a 3.5 cm inner diameter ring was placed at three random locations on the
sediment surface and the material within (algae and top 2 mm of sediment) sucked up with a
pipette into a 100 ml Astraline bottle. When standardised by surface area these sampling
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methods have been shown not to systematically influence measures of algal biomass or cell
densities (see Figs. 5.2 & 5.3 Magbanua 2012). An additional sample for analysis of the
bacterial community was collected from all channels by pipetting the periphyton around the
base of the inner outflow ring into a sterile 50 ml Falcon tube. All samples were placed on ice
in the dark during transportation and then frozen at -18 °C until processing.
After thawing in the laboratory, stone samples were scrubbed for 20 sec each over
their entire surface and attached algae rinsed into a 100 ml Astraline bottle. Each stone’s
surface area was obtained using the formula: stone surface area (cm2) = 1.59 + 0.811 (xy + yz
+ xz), where x, y, and z are the lengths of the three main axes of the stone in centimetres; the
formula includes an adjustment for the area of the stone normally protruding into the water
that is colonisable by periphyton (~ 65 % of the total surface area; Biggs & Kilroy 2000).
Algal samples (excluding bacterial community samples) were homogenised for 1 min with a
blender (Omni Mixer, Ivan Sorval Inc., Newton, USA) to separate clumps of organic material
and then two 20 ml aliquots were sub-sampled from the slurry, one for algal biomass as
chlorophyll a (determined spectrophotometrically using standard methods; Biggs & Kilroy
2000) and a second for taxonomic analysis following the protocol in Biggs and Kilroy (2000).
Approximately 300 cells were identified at 400x magnification to the lowest practical
taxonomic level using an inverted microscope (Zeiss Axiovert 25, Jena, Germany). Where
algal filaments were present and cells were difficult to discern, 10 µm increments were
counted as ‘cells’ (Biggs & Kilroy 2000).
The following algal community response variables were calculated: (i) total algal cell
density, (ii) algal biomass (as chlorophyll a), (iii) algal taxon richness, (iv) Simpson’s
diversity index (D), (v) Pielou's evenness index (J’), (vi) densities of cells (based on the
longest axis of the average cell size for each taxon) to which I assigned size classes small
(<30

m), medium (30-90

m) and large algae (>90

m) and (viii) cell densities of the

broad taxonomic groups of filamentous green algae, non-filamentous green algae,
cyanobacteria and diatoms. Further, algae were classified according to growth form after
Schneck, Schwarzbold and Melo (2011) as (i) adnate or prostate, (ii) erect or with
mucilaginous stalks, (iii) motile, (iv) filamentous and (v) metaphyton (see Table 2.1 in
Chapter 2). Population level response variables included the 19 most common algal taxa
(those present in at least half of all mesocosms or comprising more that 0.5% of the total
community), which together made up 97% of the total community (Table 4.1).
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The bacterial component of the periphyton was characterised using Automated
Ribosomal Intergenic Spacer Analysis (ARISA), a DNA molecular-fingerprinting technique
that profiles bacterial community structure without taxonomic identification of individual
organisms (Lear et al. 2008). Detailed descriptions of the DNA extraction method, ARISA
and quantitative methods used to determine bacterial community composition can be found in
Lear and Lewis (2009). This method measures the proportion of different intergenic spacer
fragment lengths in the 16S-23S region of the bacterial rRNA gene. The length of fragment in
this intergenic spacer region varies among bacterial species and each fragment length can be
tentatively assumed to be associated with a single taxon (Lear & Lewis 2009). The total
number of different fragment lengths detected per sample (220 ± 3.2, mean ± SE; n=120) was
used as an index of bacterial taxon richness, which was in turn used to calculate Pielou's
evenness and Simpson’s diversity of the bacterial community.

4.2.3

DATA ANALYSIS

See Chapter 3, Section 3.2.5.

4.3

Results

4.3.1

ALGAL COMMUNITY

Total algal cell density and algal biomass increased significantly with nutrient enrichment and
fine sediment addition (Table 4.1, Fig. 4.1) while rising temperature reduced algal cell density
in mesocosms with added sediment (sediment x temperature interaction). Algal taxon richness
increased with added sediment but this response weakened with enriched nutrients (positive
antagonistic sediment x nutrients interaction); richness also decreased with rising temperature
in mesocosms without added sediment (sediment x temperature interaction). Both algal
diversity and evenness increased with added sediment or enriched nutrients individually but
with a combined effect similar to that of nutrient enrichment alone (positive antagonistic
sediment x nutrients interaction); raised temperature decreased diversity and evenness (with a
non-linear decline - less marked at the four highest levels), except in mesocosms with added
sediment at ambient nutrients where the temperature effect was positive (nutrients x sediment
x temperature interaction).
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Table 4.1. (next page) Summary (P-values and effect sizes) of GLM(M)s comparing algal responses
between experimental treatments. GLMM P-values are for the Pillai’s Trace statistic. Relative
abundances (%) of common taxa in column 2. Growth form (GF) classifications filamentous (F),
erect/stalked (ES), adnate/prostrate (AP), motile (MO) and metaphyton (ME) of common taxa are in
column 3. Manipulated stressors nutrients (N), sediment (S) and temperature (T) main effects
classified directionally as positive (+), negative (-) or unclassified where a substantial interaction was
present (x). Two-way interaction simple effects contrasts (TISECs) allow determination of the main
effect presence, direction or strength of each stressor without (w/o) or with (w/) the second stressor.
TISECs are classified as positive (+), more positive (++), negative (-), more negative (--), no
significant effect (o) or unclassified (x) in columns 5,7,9 and 12-13,16-17,20-23 respectively.
Combined two-way temperature interaction effects are classified directionally (+ or -) based on
whether the effect of temperature was stronger (>), weaker (<) or opposing (±) in column 14 and 18.
Combined sediment by nutrient interaction effects are classified directionally (+ or -) as antagonistic
(A), synergistic (S), additive (AD; no interaction) or no significant effect of either stressor (O) in
column 24. P-values < 0.05 are in bold print. Effect sizes (partial eta squared values; range 0-1) are
shown in parentheses for all cases where P < 0.1.
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Figure 4.1. Averages of algal community variables and the small-celled algal size class across the
experimental treatments sampled on day 20. Error bars (SEs) show the variation between replicates
(n=4 for each treatment combination). Text in rectangles indicates significant stressor main effects or
interactive effects (nutrients: Nut, sediment: Sed and temperature: Temp), with effect classifications
(for abbreviations see Table 4.1) in parentheses.
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ALGAL SIZE CLASSES

Cell densities of small-sized (<30µm) algal taxa increased significantly with added sediment
or nutrient enrichment but with a combined effect comparable to the individual effect of either
stressor (positive antagonistic sediment x nutrients interaction) (Table 4.1, Fig. 4.1), while
rising temperature had a negative effect in mesocosms with added sediment (sediment x
temperature interaction). Densities of medium-sized (30-90µm) algal taxa (Table 4.1, Fig.
4.2) increased with both added sediment and nutrient enrichment, with an amplified positive
effect when combined (positive synergistic sediment x nutrients interaction), and a negative
effect of rising temperature, except in mesocosms with added sediment at enriched nutrients
(three-way interaction). Densities of large-sized (>90µm) algal taxa increased with added
sediment but this effect weakened with enriched nutrients (positive antagonistic sediment x
nutrients interaction); these algae also declined with rising temperature.
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Figure 4.2. Cell density patterns (averages +SEs) of algal cell-size classes and taxonmomic groups
(sampled on day 20). For more details see Fig. 4.1.
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TAXONOMIC GROUPS

Cell densities of both filamentous green algae and cyanobacteria increased with nutrient
enrichment alone but not when combined with added sediment (positive antagonistic
sediment x nutrients interactions) (Table 4.1, Fig. 4.2). Further, cyanobacteria showed a nonlinear response to rising temperature that tended positive at ambient nutrients but negative at
enriched nutrients (nutrients x temperature interaction). Densities of non-filamentous green
algae increased with added sediment and nutrient enrichment with an amplified positive effect
when combined (positive synergistic sediment x nutrients interaction), whereas raised
temperature had a predominantly negative effect that only became positive when added
sediment and enriched nutrients were combined (three-way interaction). Diatom densities
increased strongly with added sediment, but this effect was weakened at enriched nutrients
(positive antagonistic sediment x nutrients interaction), whilst raised temperature had a
negative effect in mesocosms with added sediment (sediment x temperature interaction).

4.3.4

ALGAL COMMON TAXA

The algal common taxa GLMM revealed that community composition differed across
nutrient, sediment and temperature treatments and all two and three-way interaction terms
were significant (Table 4.1). Visual inspection of the corresponding NMDS (Fig. 4.3)
indicated a community separation by nutrient treatment on the vertical plane and sediment
treatment on the horizontal plane, whereas the temperature treatments showed no obvious
pattern.
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(a)$Nutrients$

(b)$Sediment$

(c)$Temperature$

Figure 4.3. NMDS (non-metric multidimensional scaling) dissiliarity plots (2d stress = 0.11) of the
algal community composition in the 128 mesocosms grouped by treatment level (a) nutrient
enrichment: 0, without; 1, with, (b) added fine sediment: 0, without; 1, with) and (c) temperature: 0,
ambient; 1-7 representing 0.7, 1.8, 2.6, 3.6, 4.2, 5.1, 6 above ambient in °C). Pearson correlation
vectors for each taxon as shown.
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Focusing on the cell densities of the commonest 19 algal taxa in decreasing order of
prevalence (Table 4.1), the non-filamentous green alga Scenedesmus increased with added
sediment and enriched nutrients with an amplified positive effect when combined (positive
synergistic sediment x nutrient interaction; Fig. 4.4). This taxon showed a negative response
to raised temperature when combined with either stressor that changed to positive when both
other stressors were combined (three-way interaction). The diatom Gomphonema minutum
increased with enriched nutrients and decreased with added sediment, with a positive effect of
raised temperature without sediment but a negative effect with added sediment. The diatoms
Fragilaria vaucheriae and Cymbella kappii increased strongly with added sediment but
decreased non-linearly (greatest decline from first to second level) with rising temperature
with a stronger decline evident with added sediment (sediment x temperature interaction). For
F. vaucheriae, this decline was not evident in mesocosms without sediment at ambient
nutrients (three-way interaction). The diatom Encyonema minuta increased strongly with
added sediment but enriched nutrients weakened this effect (positive antagonistic sediment x
nutrient interaction), with a negative effect of raised temperature that was stronger with added
sediment (sediment x temperature interaction). The filamentous green alga Stigeoclonium
increased with enriched nutrients alone but not with added sediment (positive antagonistic
sediment x nutrient interaction), and it also increased with raised temperature. Diatoms
Gomphonema parvulum and Navicula cryptocephala (Table 4.1, Fig. 4.5) increased with
added sediment, both showing an amplified positive effect at enriched nutrients (positive
synergistic sediment x nutrient interactions). The non-filamentous green alga Ankistrodesmus
increased with added sediment and nutrient enrichment, but decreased with raised
temperature. The cyanobacterium Aphanocapsa increased with enriched nutrients and
decreased with added sediment with a non-linear response to rising temperature. The diatom
Rossithidium increased with added sediment but decreased non-linearly (greatest decline from
first to second level) with rising temperature, a decline that was more marked at enriched
nutrients (nutrients x temperature interaction). The cyanobacterium Phormidium was the only
algal taxon not affected by any of the manipulated stressors (Table 4.1, no figure). The diatom
Cocconeis placentula (Table 4.1, Fig. 4.5) increased with added sediment, but not at enriched
nutrients (positive antagonistic sediment x nutrient interaction), and declined with raised
temperature.
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Cymbella kappii
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Temp (-)
Temp×Temp
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Sed (-)
Temp (+)
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Figure 4.4. Cell density patterns (averages +SEs) for common algal taxa (sampled on day 20) that
showed significant temperature effects or interactions between manipulated stressors. For more details
see Fig. 4.1.
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Cocconeis placentula
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Temp×Temp
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Figure 4.5. Cell density patterns (averages +SEs) for common algal taxa (sampled on day 20) that
showed significant temperature effects or interactions between manipulated stressors. For more details
see Fig. 4.1.
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The diatom Fragilaria ungeriana (Table 4.1, Fig. 4.6) was only present in mesocosms with
added sediment, where it increased with raised temperature (sediment x temperature
interaction). The diatom Nitzschia palea increased with added sediment, with an amplified
positive effect when combined with enriched nutrients (positive synergistic sediment x
nutrient interaction); this taxon also showed a negative response to raised temperature that
was stronger when sediment was present (sediment x temperature interaction). The diatom
Achnanthidium minutissimum increased with added sediment but not at enriched nutrients
(positive antagonistic sediment x nutrient interaction), with a negative effect of raised
temperature only evident in mesocosms with added sediment at ambient nutrients (three-way
interaction). The diatom Navicula cryptotenella increased strongly with added sediment, but
this effect was weakened at enriched nutrients (positive antagonistic sediment x nutrient
interaction). This taxon also showed a positive effect of raised temperature that was stronger
with added sediment (sediment x temperature interaction) and was mainly driven by the
pattern at raised sediment and ambient nutrients (three-way interaction). The diatom
Rhoicosphenia abbreviate increased only with added sediment (Table 4.1, no figure). The
diatom Gomphoneis minuta var. cassiae (Table 4.1, Fig. 4.6) decreased with raised
temperature but increased strongly with added sediment and moderately with enriched
nutrients, with the combined effect being slightly weaker than that of added sediment alone
(positive antagonistic sediment x nutrient interaction).
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Figure 4.6. Cell density patterns (averages +SEs) for common algal taxa (sampled on day 20) that
showed significant temperature effects or interactions between manipulated stressors and relative
abundance patterns of the filamentous growth form. For more details see Fig. 4.1.
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ALGAL GROWTH FORMS

Representation (as relative abundance) of the filamentous algal growth form increased with
enriched nutrients and decreased with added sediment, with a combined effect similar to that
of added sediment alone (positive antagonistic sediment x nutrient interaction; Table 4.2, Fig.
4.6). Further, this growth form became more prevalent with raised temperature in mesocosms
without sediment (sediment x temperature interaction). The erect/stalked growth form (Table
4.2, Fig. 4.7) increased strongly with added sediment but this effect was weakened when
combined with enriched nutrients (positive antagonistic sediment x nutrient interaction), and
there was a negative effect of raised temperature that was stronger with added sediment
(sediment x temperature interaction). The adnate/prostrate growth form decreased strongly
with added sediment and decreased moderately with enriched nutrients with a combined
effect similar to that of added sediment alone (negative antagonistic sediment x nutrient
interaction), and with a non-linear, unimodal temperature effect when sediment was absent
(nutrient x temperature interaction). The motile growth form increased strongly with added
sediment and moderately with nutrient enrichment. Raised temperature had a positive overall
effect on this growth form that was stronger with added sediment (sediment x temperature
interaction), but was weakly negative in mesocosms without sediment at ambient nutrients
(three-way interaction). The metaphyton growth form increased with nutrient enrichment,
with an amplified positive effect when combined with added sediment (positive synergistic
sediment x nutrient interaction). This growth form also showed a negative effect of raised
temperature in mesocosms without sediment, a neutral temperature effect with sediment
alone, and a positive effect when sediment and nutrients were combined (sediment x
temperature and three-way interactions).

Table 4.2. Summary (P-values and effect sizes) of GLM(M)s comparing algal growth form and bacterial community responses between experimental treatments.
See Table 4.1 for further details.
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Figure 4.7. Relative abundance patterns (averages +SEs) of algal growth forms and bacterial diversity
indices (sampled on day 20). For more details see Fig. 4.1.
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BACTERIAL COMMUNITY

Bacterial taxon richness showed no response to any of the manipulated stressors (Table 4.2,
no figure). Bacterial evenness and diversity (Table 4.2, Fig. 4.7) both increased with added
sediment, with a positive effect of raised temperature in mesocosms at ambient nutrients
(nutrient x temperature interactions). Further, for bacterial diversity, the positive effect of
added sediment was weaker at enriched nutrients (positive antagonistic sediment x nutrient
interaction).

4.4

Discussion

4.4.1

THE THREE STRESSORS COMPARED

As interpretable main factor effects (i.e. where the main effect size was larger than higher
order interaction effect sizes; Quinn & Keough 2002) nutrients, sediment and temperature
respectively affected 45%, 90% and 45% of all response variables (Table 4.3). As predicted
(hypothesis 1), nutrient enrichment had mainly positive main effects (14/17 significant
univariate cases), increasing algal cell density and biomass, densities of medium-sized algae,
filamentous and non-filamentous green algae and representation of the metaphytic growth
form, and densities of eight of the 19 common taxa. The latter included both pollution-tolerant
taxa (Stigeoclonium, Gomphonema parvulum, Nitzschia palea and Navicula cryptocephala)
and those commonly associated with moderate (Scenedesmus, Ankistrodesmus) or low
nutrient conditions (Gomphonema minutum) (Biggs & Kilroy 2000). In full support of
hypothesis 1, and as predicted by Passy (2007), the relative abundance of the adnate/prostrate
growth form decreased with nutrient enrichment; this pattern was driven by declines in
Achnanthidium minutissimum, a taxon commonly associated with low nutrient conditions
(Biggs & Kilroy 2000).

Table 4.3. Upper table: Numbers and percentages of interpretable significant main effects and interactions for algal and bacterial response variables. Means of effect
sizes ± standard errors are shown. Lower table: Univariate cases by coding/classification see Table 4.1 for details.
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Fine sediment addition proved the strongest (based on its mean partial eta squared
main effect size; Table 4.3) and most pervasive stressor, having mostly positive main effects
(29/35 significant univariate cases) for the majority of algal and bacterial response variables.
My predictions (hypothesis 2) that fine sediment addition would have positive effects on
motile and mucilaginous stalked taxa (represented in the erect/stalked growth form) but
negative effects on filamentous and adnate/prostrate forms was fully supported at the
community level for growth form relative abundance patterns, but only partially supported at
the population level by declines in cell densities of Gomphonema minutum (the dominant
adnate/prostrate representative), while the remaining adnate/prostrate taxa increased with
added sediment, reflecting higher total algal cell density with added sediment, which I
attribute to increased habitat heterogeneity (Pringle 1990; Schneck, Schwarzbold & Melo
2011).
Raised temperature had mainly negative main effects (12/17 significant univariate
cases) on algal response variables. My prediction (hypothesis 3) of generally positive effects
on green algae and cyanobacteria and negative effects on diatoms was not supported at the
community level but found partial support at the population level with the filamentous green
alga Stigeoclonium increasing with raised temperature whereas eight diatom taxa declined
(Fragilaria vaucheriae, Encyonema minuta, Cymbella kappii, Rossithidium, Cocconeis
placentula, Nitzschia palea, Gomphoneis minuta var. cassia). That Fragilaria ungeriana and
Navicula cryptotenella increased with raised temperature while the non-filamentous green
alga Ankistrodesmus declined most likely reflects the specific thermal preferences of these
taxa as opposed to the general tendencies of their respective taxonomic groups (DeNicola
1996). The observed decline in Cocconeis placentula with raised temperature contrasts with
the view that species of this genus generally prefer warmer conditions (Patrick 1971; Klarer &
Hickman 1975; Squires, Rushforth & Brotherson 1979). My prediction (hypothesis 3) that
responses to raised temperature would be non-linear was supported in nine cases, with
examples in all response categories (population, growth form, community) for both algal and
bacterial measures, highlighting the complexity of responses to rising temperature (DeNicola
1996).

As further predicted (hypothesis 4), large-celled algal taxa declined with rising

temperature, indicating that cell-size composition may shift towards smaller-celled taxa under
warmer conditions as large-celled taxa are lost disproportionately (Petchey et al. 1999;
Woodward, Perkins & Brown 2010).
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THREE-WAY INTERACTIONS

Interactions amongst the manipulated stressors affected 34 of the 40 algal and bacterial
response variables. The most complex of these were three-way nutrients by sediment by
temperature interactions, which affected 28% of all response variables (Table 4.3). In these,
increasing temperature caused three distinct response patterns: (i) a stronger response when
sediment (Achnanthidium minutissimum, Navicula cryptotenella and Motile %) or sediment
and nutrients (Fragilaria vaucheriae) were in operation, (ii) the reversal or suppression of a
prevailing temperature effect when sediment (diversity, evenness) or nutrients and sediment
were in operation (medium-sized algae, non-filamentous greens and Scenedesmus) or (iii) the
suppression with just sediment and the reversal when combined (Metaphyton %). These
interactions indicate clearly that raised temperature can have markedly different effects,
which may worsen, improve or remain the same, depending on the sediment and/or nutrient
conditions present. My results support the contention of DeNicola (1996) that the interactive
effects of temperature with other stressors can be expected to be complex and difficult to
untangle except by careful experimental manipulation.

4.4.3

TWO-WAY INTERACTIONS INVOLVING TEMPERATURE

Nutrients by temperature interactions affected 18% of all response variables (Table 4.3), with
nutrient enrichment modifying the effect of rising temperature by enhancing its negative
effect (one case: Rossithidium), reducing its positive effect (three cases: adnate-or-prostrate,
bacterial evenness and diversity) or causing opposing effects (one case: Cyanobacteria). Thus,
rising temperature tended to interact negatively with enriched nutrients by weakening or
reversing positive temperature effects or by strengthening negative ones. I had predicted
(hypothesis 3) that Cyanobacteria would respond positively to raised temperature, but this
was only the case at ambient nutrients, most likely due to the competitive advantage conferred
by the capacity of Cyanobacteria to fix nitrogen in low-nutrient environments as temperatures
rise being lost under enriched nutrient conditions (Borchardt et al. 1996). Similarly, the fact
that bacterial community evenness and diversity increased with temperature at ambient but
not at enriched nutrients indicates that rising temperature coupled with nutrient limitation may
lead to a more evenly distributed community as temperatures rise, while under enriched
conditions nutrient-tolerant taxa remain dominant across the temperature range. For the
adnate/prostrate algal growth form, the weakened positive effect of raised temperature at
enriched nutrients suggests that a competitive advantage of this growth form in low-nutrient
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conditions and on smooth substrata may also extend to raised temperatures (Pringle 1990;
Schneck, Schwarzbold & Melo 2011).
My prediction (hypothesis 5) that the effects of nutrient enrichment would strengthen
at raised temperature received no systematic support. Rather, in the few instances where such
a pattern was apparent (the filamentous growth form including Stigeoclonium and the
metaphytic growth form including Scenedesmus), the positive additive effect or positive
synergistic effect of nutrient enrichment and raised temperature were conditional on the
absence or presence of sediment, respectively.
Sediment by temperature interactions affected 40% of all response variables (Table
4.3), with sediment addition modifying the effect of raised temperature by enhancing its
negative effect in eight cases (algal cell density, small-sized algae, diatoms, Fragilaria
vaucheriae, Encyonema minuta, Cymbella kappii, Nitzschia palea and erect or stalked %) or
its positive effect in three cases (Fragilaria ungeriana, Navicula cryptotenella and motile %),
by reducing its negative (algal taxon richness) or positive (filamentous %) effect in one case
each or with opposing effects in two cases (Gomphonema minutum and metaphyton %).
These results imply that the effect of raised temperature was generally stronger when added
sediment was present and tended to interact with negative effects. These interactive patterns
run counter to my hypothesis 6 that predicted algal communities on fine sediment substrata
would be less affected by raised temperature (DeNicola 1996). In fact, they indicate that algal
communities on fine sediment substrata may be more susceptible to the negative effects of
raised

temperature

than

their

epilithic

counterparts,

with

diatom

communities

disproportionately affected. These results also provide partial support for my hypothesis 3 that
predicted diatoms would decline at raised temperatures (Cairns 1956).

4.4.4

INTERACTIONS BETWEEN SEDIMENT AND NUTRIENTS

Two-way interactions between nutrients and sediment affected 65% of all algal response
variables (Table 4.3). Nutrient enrichment without added sediment had no significant effect in
11 cases, a positive effect in 13 cases and a negative effect in just one case. Conversely, added
sediment at ambient nutrients had no significant effect in four cases, a positive effect in 19
cases and a negative effect in two cases. When both were combined (enriched nutrients with
added sediment), however, there were positive antagonistic interactions (less positive than
predicted) in 17 cases, a negative antagonistic interaction (less negative than predicted) in a
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single case and positive synergistic interactions (more positive than predicted) in seven cases.
The two-way sediment by nutrient interaction for the motile growth form could not be
classified because of the stronger higher order three-way interactive effect, such that nutrients
and sediment interacted synergistically at ambient temperature, additively at mid temperature
levels and antagonistically at higher levels. In the remaining 11 cases, the combined effect
was not significantly different from an additive pattern (i.e. no interaction present).
Notwithstanding the interactive effects of raised temperature that strengthened or weakened
the sediment by nutrient interaction, these findings suggest that the combined effects of
augmented nutrients and deposited fine sediment generally resulted in antagonistic outcomes
that were less positive than predicted additively. This supports my hypothesis 7, which
predicted algae on sediment would be less affected by nutrient enrichment because of their
status as a specialized flora adapted to less favourable physical conditions, or reduced access
to water-column nutrients, in fine sediment habitat (Pringle 1990; Hillebrand & Kahlert
2002). In the seven instances where synergisms occurred in my experiment, four (mediumsized algae, non-filamentous greens and metaphyton %) reflected the strong positive
synergistic response of Scenedesmus, which as the dominant taxon accounted for over 23% of
the total algal community. The pattern is indicative of the ability of this colonial green alga to
proliferate under nutrient rich conditions (Biggs & Kilroy 2000) and in fine sediment habitats
(my results), with a further synergistic effect of raised temperature (three-way interaction).
Similarly,

the

positive

synergistic

effects

for

Gomphonema parvulum, Navicula

cryptocephala and Nitzschia palea reflect the capacities of these pollution-tolerant diatoms
(Biggs & Kilroy 2000) to proliferate when elevated nutrients and fine sediment are combined.
My final hypothesis (8) predicted that community level responses would be less
susceptible to multiple-stressor effects than population responses. This prediction was based
on a meta-analysis of marine multiple-stressor studies, conducted by Crain, Kroeker and
Halpern (2008), that found that community level two-stressor responses tended to be
antagonistic, whereas population level responses tended to be synergistic. Based on the shape
of the sediment by nutrient interactions in my experiment, this prediction was supported at the
algal community level (for taxon richness, diversity and evenness) where the two stressors
interacted with mainly antagonistic effects. At the algal population level, however, only four
taxa showed synergistic effects (see above), and effects were more often additive (eight taxa)
or antagonistic (six taxa). Nonetheless, the fact that synergisms were reasonably common at
the population level, but never present at the community level, lends some weight to the idea
that community-level variables may be generally less susceptible to multiple-stressor effects
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because species interactions may dampen and diffuse the effects on individual species (Crain,
Kroeker & Halpern 2008). This being said, complex three-way interactions affected a higher
proportion of the algal community-level variables (40%) than population-level variables
(21%) in my experiment, indicating that the sediment by nutrient interaction was modified by
temperature. Consequently, a more thorough investigation of algal response patterns at
different organisational levels along the temperature gradient is warranted (see General
Discussion).
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MANAGEMENT IMPLICATIONS

My mesocosm experiment has demonstrated how the effects of simulated climate-induced
warming on stream periphyton communities may interact in complex ways with the individual
and combined effects of elevated levels of dissolved nutrients and deposited fine sediment.
Extrapolation of my results to field conditions should be done with care due to the restricted
spatial and temporal scales of the study. However, it can be argued that the scale of the
experimental mesocosms more closely reflects natural conditions for algae and bacteria than
for macroinvertebrates (Chapter 3). In addition, as argued for macroinvertebrates (Chapter 3),
my mesocosm approach makes no allowance for likely shifts in geographic ranges and
species compositions of algae and bacteria in real streams in response to rising temperatures
(Hellmann, Prior & Pelini 2012) or to the potential of the species present to evolve in a way
that changes their temperature optima (Skelly et al. 2007). Notwithstanding these limitations,
to my knowledge this study provides the first empirical evaluation of the interactive responses
of benthic algae and bacteria to multiple agricultural stressors coupled with simulated climatic
warming, and of the complexity of responses that may arise. Whilst informative in their own
right, these responses may also provide insights into the bottom-up mechanistic pathways for
effects observed at higher trophic levels, such as for the macroinvertebrates discussed in
Chapter 3 (Dodds 2007).
Of greatest significance amongst my findings is the fact that rising temperature often
had markedly different or non-linear effects on stream periphyton communities depending on
the sediment and nutrient conditions present, with stronger or opposing effects when one or
both stressors were augmented. The fact that all five studied algal growth forms displayed
complex two or three-way interactive effects among the manipulated agricultural stressors
and raised temperature suggests such measures may prove unreliable in bio-monitoring
programs (Passy 2007) in a future climate scenario. Thus, freshwater management decisions
that seek to avoid or mitigate the negative effects of agricultural land use on stream
periphyton should be informed by knowledge of the interactive effects of multiple stressors in
a warming climate.

CHAPTER 5 Combined Effects of Climate
Warming and Agricultural Stressors on
Stream Ecosystem Functioning: a Mesocosm
Study of Decomposition
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Summary
1. The combined consequences for stream ecosystem functioning of climate change and
agricultural stressors are largely unknown. I simultaneously manipulated nutrients in
stream water and sediment deposition on the streambed (2 levels each) and water
temperature (8 levels, 0-6 degrees Celsius above ambient) in 128 streamside
mesocosms. I determined the individual and combined effects of these stressors on
decomposition rates of fresh and pre-dried leaf packs and cotton strips as measures of
ecosystem function.
2. Raised water temperature affected all seven decomposition response variables. Rates
of leaf biomass loss were positively affected while strength loss rates of leaves and
cotton strips showed non-linear, unimodal responses. Respiration of fresh leaves was
positively affected but respiration of dried leaves showed the opposite pattern.
Nutrient enrichment affected 43% of all response variables with exclusively positive
effects, whereas sediment affected 71% as either a significant main effect or a twoway interaction with another stressor.
3. Sediment greatly increased decay rates of fresh (living) leaves, as reported in Chapter
2 and previous related studies, but not of dried leaves or cotton strips. This difference
confirms that leaf condition can strongly affect decomposition processes, with
important consequences for streams that naturally receive freshly fallen leaves and
have high fine sediment loads.
4. The fact that dried leaf biomass loss responded positively to nutrient enrichment but
not sediment addition whilst fresh leaf biomass loss responded positively to sediment
addition but not nutrient enrichment implies that the two measures may be
complementary in the functional assessment of anthropogenic effects.
5. Non-linear responses of decomposition to rising temperature highlight how climate
change-induced warming may alter organic matter processing in complex ways.

5.1

Introduction

The decomposition of organic matter is integral to the trophic dynamics of freshwater
ecosystems. Decomposition processes comprise a complex suite of physical, chemical, animal
and microbial interactions (Webster & Benfield 1986; Allan & Castillo 2007b). As such,
measures of organic matter processing have been proposed as indices of ecosystem function
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that may complement the structural measures (water quality, taxonomic composition)
traditionally used in stream health monitoring (Gessner & Chauvet 2002; Young, Matthaei &
Townsend 2008). The breakdown of allochthonous leaf litter has been extensively used to
characterise ecosystem functioning in streams (see reviews by Young, Matthaei & Townsend
2008; Tank et al. 2010). On the other hand, because of variability of breakdown rates within
and between tree species (Petersen & Cummins 1974; Webster & Benfield 1986) cotton
material is increasingly used as a standardized surrogate for leaf litter (Tiegs et al. 2007;
Clapcott & Barmuta 2010). Irrespective of the assay selected, responses must be informed by
knowledge of the individual and combined effects of multiple stressors on the assay
(Matthaei, Piggott & Townsend 2010), coupled with an understanding of how climatechange-induced warming may modify such effects or alter baseline conditions under future
climatic scenarios (Heino, Virkkala & Toivonen 2009).
Leaf litter may enter streams fresh and still living, or dead and dried, depending on
characteristics of leaf abscission or marcescence of the riparian vegetation (Berkley 1931), the
mechanism by which leaves are shed (senescence, wind, herbivory; (Risley & Crossley 1988)
and leaf history after abscission (Gessner & Schwoerbel 1989; Gessner 1991). In certain
regions of the world, streams receive mainly freshly fallen, living leaves (Gessner 1991).
Once retained in the stream, leaf breakdown generally proceeds in three distinct phases: an
initial loss due to leaching of soluble nutrients (e.g., sugars, amino acids, fatty acids), a period
of microbial decomposition and conditioning, and finally fragmentation either mechanically
or by shredding invertebrates (Webster & Benfield 1986; Benfield 2007). Because fresh
leaves retain a higher proportion of soluble materials (labile carbon and nutrients), they may
be of higher nutritional value to leaf-associated microorganisms and invertebrates compared
to pre-dried leaves that can lose up to a third of their mass through leaching within 24 hours
of immersion (Gessner 1991). However, in contrast to pre-dried leaves, fresh leaves may
present challenges to breakdown processes due to a high phenol content, a potentially
insurmountable cuticle and functioning defence mechanisms of intact tissue (Gessner &
Schwoerbel 1989). The rate of decomposition of cotton strips, while offering advantages in
terms of standardisation, is primarily a measure of the capacity of microbial enzymes to decay
cellulose (the main constituent of cotton) and as such is not a perfect surrogate for leaf
breakdown (Tiegs et al. 2007).
In streams and rivers draining agricultural catchments, deposited fine sediment and
elevated nutrient concentrations are two major anthropogenic stressors that can interact in
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complex ways to affect stream condition (Townsend, Uhlmann & Matthaei 2008; Matthaei,
Piggott & Townsend 2010). Previous studies of the individual effects on leaf breakdown of
nutrient enrichment, fine sediment deposition or raised temperature indicate that nutrient
enrichment or raised temperature generally stimulate microbial decay processes, whereas
deposited fine sediment tends to inhibit such processes, most likely due to anaerobic
conditions under sediment (see reviews by Webster & Benfield 1986; Boulton & Boon 1991;
Young, Matthaei & Townsend 2008; Tank et al. 2010). A notable exception to this trend for
fine sediment was my finding in Chapter 2 (also reported by Matthaei, Piggott & Townsend
2010; Wagenhoff 2011) that leaf decay increased strongly with sediment addition. In Chapter
2, I had hypothesized that this discrepancy may be due to using freshly picked leaf material as
opposed to the pre-dried leaves more commonly used in the literature (but see Gessner 1991),
especially in Northern hemisphere studies. The current experiment was partly designed to
resolve this issue, as advocated by Wagenhoff (2011).
In this multiple-stressor study, my aim was to investigate how deposited fine sediment
and elevated nutrient concentrations (at levels found in streams draining highly intensified
agricultural catchments in New Zealand) interact to affect decomposition along a temperature
gradient reflecting the forecast scale of anthropogenic climate-change-induced warming in
New Zealand of up to 5.1 °C by 2090 (IPCC 2007b; Ministry for the Environment 2008). I
investigated rates of decomposition of freshly picked (fresh) or pre-dried (dried) leaf packs
and unbleached cotton strips along a temperature gradient of 0-6°C above ambient (eight
levels) crossed with two levels each of nutrient concentration in the water and fine sediment
cover on the bed. I tested the following individual stressor hypotheses: (1) nutrient enrichment
will generally increase measures of decomposition rate; (2) fine sediment addition will
increase decomposition rates of fresh leaf material, but decrease those of dried leaf material
and cotton; and (3) rising temperature will generally accelerate decomposition rates, though
responses may be non-linear. While the interactive effects among the three stressors are
largely unknown (Webster & Waide 1982; Young, Matthaei & Townsend 2008), I predicted
that (4) the positive effects of nutrient enrichment and raised temperature will generally
operate together to enhance decomposition measures (Young, Matthaei & Townsend 2008;
Ferreira & Chauvet 2011b) and (5) the positive effect of nutrient enrichment will be weaker
or suppressed when fine sediment is also present (Niyogi, Simon & Townsend 2003; Pascoal
et al. 2005).
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See Chapter 3, Section 3.2.1 and Section 3.2.2.

5.2.2

RESPONSE VARIABLES

Leaf breakdown. Leaves of the native evergreen riparian shrub mahoe Melicytus ramiflorus
Forst & Forst (Matthaei, Piggott & Townsend 2010) were harvested from a single tree five
days before the start of the manipulative period (day -5). Two leaf packs per circular stream
mesocosm (5 g fresh weight; 5-8 leaves stapled together) were prepared the same day, one of
which was stored ‘fresh’ in the refrigerator at 4°C until deployment and a second that was
‘dried’ at 40°C for 24 hours to achieve constant weight and then rehydrated prior to
deployment to avoid breakage of the brittle desiccated leaf material. The principle aim of
drying leaves in this manner was to ensure cellular death of the leaf tissue, as this was central
to my decay hypothesis. While drying leaves under these conditions may be considered
unrealistically harsh this approach has been widely used in the literature to reduce variability
from fluctuations in water content (Boulton & Boon 1991). One fresh and one dried leaf pack
were deployed into each mesocosm on the evening of day -1 and individually held in place by
a surface stone. The experimental leaf packs were retrieved after three weeks of being
exposed to the three focal stressors (day 21). After retrieval, five leaf cores (10 mm diameter)
were extracted randomly from each leaf pack for analysis of microbial respiration, and the
remaining leaf pack material was placed on ice in individual zip-lock bags and frozen at
-20°C in the laboratory until further analysis.
Respiration rates of the decaying leaf cores were used as a measure of microbial
activity, after Niyogi, Simon and Townsend (2003). Oxygen consumption was measured for
each set of five leaf cores taken from each leaf pack in a 26 ml vial containing stream water.
Incubations were performed at 10°C for 5-9 h. Dissolved oxygen was measured with a meter
(YSI Model 85, Yellow Springs, OH, USA). Microbial respiration is reported as µg O2
consumed per gram ash-free dry mass (AFDM) per hour.
Leaf packs were defrosted and rinsed. Remaining leaf biomass was determined as
AFDM using standard methods (APHA 1998) and expressed as a percentage of the average of
six leaf packs treated identically but immediately after leaf collection (day -5). Leaf strength
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was determined as the weight required to force a blunt metal pin through the leaf (Young,
Matthaei & Townsend 2008). One measure was made per leaf (randomly but avoiding veins)
for five randomly selected leaves per pack, and leaf strength was expressed as percentage of
the average strength of 30 fresh leaves determined on day -5.
Cellulose decomposition. A cotton strip assay was used to measure cellulose
decomposition potential (Clapcott et al. 2012). Unbleached cotton (Product no. 222; EMPA,
St. Gallen, Switzerland) was cut into strips of 240 × 40 mm, each of which was then folded in
half to produce two adjoining 120mm sample strips deployed into each mesocosm on the
evening of day -1. The folded strips were positioned on the substratum towards the outside
edge of the mesocosm and attached by fishing line to the outside wall for easy retrieval on
day 7. A seven-day exposure has been shown to reduce tensile strength by about 50 %, thus
maximising the capacity to detect experimental effects (Young, Matthaei & Townsend 2008;
Clapcott et al. 2012). Cotton strips were placed on ice after retrieval and frozen at -20°C the
same day. The strips were defrosted in the laboratory, gently rinsed and oven-dried at 40°C
for 24 hours. Each strip was frayed to a standard width of 32 mm (100 threads) (Clapcott &
Barmuta 2010) and cut into four 60 mm subsample strips. Tensile strength (kg) of each
subsample was measured on a motorised tensometer (Sundoo, Whenzhou, China) and the four
measurements averaged. Tensile strength loss was expressed as the percentage of baseline
tensile strength (56.3 ± 0.44 kg, mean ± SE) determined using a set of eight control strips.

5.2.3

DATA ANALSYSIS

See Chapter 3, Section 3.2.5.

5.3

Results

5.3.1

LEAF DECAY

Strength loss of fresh leaves increased significantly with added fine sediment and showed a
non-linear (declining at the highest levels) response to rising temperature (Fig. 5.1, Table 5.1).
Strength loss of dried leaves was affected only by rising temperature, also showing a nonlinear response (declining at the highest levels). Biomass loss of fresh leaves increased with
added sediment and (linearly) with raised temperature. Biomass loss of dried leaves increased
with nutrient enrichment and with raised temperature overall, but the positive effect of raised
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temperature was weaker in mesocosms with added sediment (sediment x temperature
interaction).
Fresh leaf strength loss

Dried leaf strength loss

Sed (+)
Temp×Temp

Fresh leaf biomass loss

Temp (+)
Temp×Temp

Dried leaf biomass loss

Sed (+)
Temp (+)

Fresh leaf respiration

Nut (+)
Temp (+)
Sed×Temp (+<)

Dried leaf respiration

Temp (+)

Nut (+)
Sed (-)
Temp (-)
Sed×Nut (+A)

Figure 5.1. Averages of leaf decay and respiration variables across the experimental treatments
sampled on day 21. Error bars (SEs) show the variation between replicates (n=4 for each treatment
combination). Text in rectangles indicates significant stressor main effects or interactive effects
(nutrients: Nut, sediment: Sed and temperature: Temp), with effect classifications (for abbreviations
see Table 5.1) in parentheses.

Table 5.1. Summary (P-values and effect sizes) of GLMs comparing organic matter decomposition and respiration responses between experimental treatments.
Manipulated stressors were nutrients (N), sediment (S) and temperature (T). Stressor main effects were classified directionally as positive (+) or negative (-). Twoway interaction simple effects contrasts (TISECs) allow determination of the main effect presence, direction or strength of each stressor without (w/o) or with (w/)
the second stressor. TISECs are classified as positive (+), more positive (++), negative (-), more negative (--) or no significant effect (o) in columns 3,5,7, 11-12 and
15-18, respectively. Combined two-way temperature interaction effects are classified directionally (+ or -) based on whether the effect of temperature was stronger
(>), weaker (<) or opposing (±) in column 13. Combined sediment by nutrient interaction effects are classified directionally (+ or -) as antagonistic (A), synergistic
(S), additive (AD; no interaction) or no significant effect of either stressor (O) in column 19. P-values < 0.05 are in bold print. Effect sizes (partial eta squared
values; range 0-1) are shown in parentheses for all cases where P < 0.1.
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temperature
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0.34
0.76
0.19
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LEAF RESPIRATION

Fresh leaf respiration increased with raised temperature while dried leaf respiration showed
the opposite pattern (Fig. 5.1, Table 5.1). Dried leaf respiration also increased with added
nutrients and decreased with added sediment. Further, the response to both stressors combined
was equivalent to the negative effect of added sediment alone (i.e. the negative effect of
sediment annulled the positive effect of nutrients; positive antagonistic sediment x nutrients
interaction).

5.3.3

COTTON STRENGTH LOSS

Loss in cotton tensile strength increased strongly at enriched nutrients, but this increase
became weaker when sediment was added (positive antagonistic sediment x nutrients
interaction; Table 5.1, Fig. 5.2). Raised temperature had a positive non-linear effect (declining
at the highest levels) on cotton strength loss.

Cotton strength loss

Nut (+)
Temp (+)
Temp×Temp
Sed×Nut (+A)

Figure 5.2. Averages (+SEs) for cotton tensile strength loss (sampled on day 7). For more details see
Fig. 5.1.

5.4

Discussion

5.4.1

THE THREE STRESSORS COMPARED

As interpretable main factor effects (i.e. where the main effect size was larger than any higher
order interaction effect sizes; see Quinn & Keough 2002), nutrients, sediment and temperature
affected 43%, 43% and 100% of the seven studied organic matter decomposition variables,
respectively.
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As predicted in my hypothesis 1, nutrient enrichment produced only positive effects,
increasing rates of dried leaf biomass loss, respiration of dried leaves and tensile strength loss
of cotton strips. These findings agree with the generally observed tendency for faster leaf
litter decay at elevated water nutrient concentrations (see reviews by Webster & Benfield
1986; Young, Matthaei & Townsend 2008) and faster loss of strength of cotton strips, as
found by Wagenhoff (2011). Accelerated leaf breakdown under enriched conditions has been
largely attributed to increased fungal activity (Pascoal et al. 2005; Gulis, Ferreira & Graca
2006) because fungi obtain a significant proportion of their nutrient requirements from the
water column (Suberkropp & Chauvet 1995). Therefore the higher respiration rates on dried
leaves under enriched nutrients, which were indicative of enhanced aerobic microbial activity,
imply that fungi and bacteria were most likely driving the faster decay rates in my experiment
(Gulis & Suberkropp 2003). Microbial activity is further supported as the primary mechanism
of decay in my study because obligate leaf-shredding invertebrates were absent from the
invertebrate community in the mesocosms (see Chapter 3), reflecting the generally poor
representation in New Zealand streams of detritivores that feed on large particles
(Winterbourn, Rounick & Cowie 1981; Thompson & Townsend 2000). The fact that
decomposition of fresh mahoe leaves showed no response to nutrient enrichment, as found by
Wagenhoff (2011) but in contrast to Matthaei, Piggott and Townsend (2010), suggests that
defensive properties of fresh leaves (Gessner & Schwoerbel 1989) may have inhibited the
nutrient subsidy afforded to the decay of the pre-dried abscised leaves more commonly
assayed in previous studies (Boulton & Boon 1991).
In contrast to pre-dried leaves, but as expected (in the first part of my hypothesis 2),
fine sediment addition increased the rate of decomposition of fresh leaf material, with strong
positive effects on rates of loss of strength and biomass as also reported in Chapter 2,
Matthaei, Piggott and Townsend (2010) and Wagenhoff (2011). The fact that fresh leaf
respiration was unaffected by added sediment suggests either anaerobic processes were
driving faster decay under sediment (as evidenced by the pungent smell of hydrogen sulfide
on buried leaves) or that there still remained living leaf tissue whose cellular respiration
complicated measures of microbial respiration, but more likely it was a combination of both.
My visual observations of non-buried fresh leaves at the end of the experiment showed a
largely intact leaf structure with spreading necrotic lesions. This suggests that death of the
leaf tissue was occurring at the cellular, rather than leaf-pack scale, and was most likely
mediated by microbial activity, as has also been found by Gessner (1991). In fresh leaves
buried under sediment, this non-uniform cell death and slow release of leachates and
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dissolved organic carbon may supply anaerobic respirers with labile substrates that feed back
to accelerate anaerobic decay processes, as observed by (Kristensen, Ahmed & Devol 1995)
when burying fresh hay in marine sediments.
My prediction in the second part of hypothesis 2 that sediment addition would slow
the decay of dried leaf material and cotton due to anaerobic conditions under sediment was
not supported. However, dried leaf respiration did decline under sediment, indicating that
aerobic microbial processes were more pronounced in the absence of sediment on dried
leaves. Whilst it is commonly believed that anaerobic decay processes are slower than aerobic
processes, the literature does not unambiguously support this and observed differences are
often slight (Webster & Benfield 1986). Evidence suggests decomposition and mineralization
of leachable and easily hydrolysable compounds from plant detritus is equally fast under
aerobic and anaerobic conditions (Kristensen, Ahmed & Devol 1995). On the other hand, in
nutrient-limited situations anaerobic decomposition may actually be faster because anaerobic
bacteria require less nitrogen (Nichols & Keeney 1973).
Raised temperature proved the most pervasive stressor in my experiment, affecting all
decomposition response variables in either a linear or non-linear manner. In agreement with
my hypothesis 3, raised temperature had mainly positive effects, increasing rates of biomass
loss of both fresh and dried leaves and strength loss of dried leaves and cotton strips.
Interestingly, all measures of strength loss showed non-linear temperature effects with small
to moderate declines at the highest temperatures. This pattern may relate to shifts in the
microbial community’s enzymatic capacity or efficiency to catalyse lignocellulose (the
strength-based component of leaves and cotton) that may decline above a temperature
optimum. This was also found by Vikman et al. (2002) who observed faster decomposition of
wood pulp at lower temperatures due to the presence of white-rot fungi that declined at higher
temperatures. Similarly Dang et al. (2009) demonstrated that warming altered the
composition of fungal assemblages with a curvilinear growth response as temperatures rose,
with the three dominant species starting to decline between 20-25 °C, roughly overlapping the
three/four highest temperatures in my experiment.
The positive effect of raised temperature on fresh leaf respiration may reflect cellular
respiration of the still living leaf tissue (as discussed above), in contrast to the opposite effect
on dried leaf respiration. This difference is most likely due to the faster leaching and
mineralization of the labile components of dried leaves (Gessner & Schwoerbel 1989),
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leading to lower respiration rates when only the more recalcitrant leaf skeletons remain
(Webster & Benfield 1986).

5.4.2

INTERACTIONS BETWEEN STRESSORS

My prediction (in hypothesis 4) that positive effects of nutrient enrichment and raised
temperature will generally operate together to enhance decomposition measures was
supported for fresh and dried leaf biomass loss and cotton tensile strength loss. In these cases,
the combined positive effect of both stressors was additive (i.e. no significant interaction in
the GLMs) contrasting with the synergistic effects reported by Ferreira & Chauvet (2011b)
but mirroring what is more consistently observed (Webster & Benfield 1986; Young,
Matthaei & Townsend 2008). Regarding temperature and sediment effects, in contrast, there
was one significant interaction, with the positive effect of raised temperature on dried leaf
biomass loss being weaker under sediment. This interaction might be due to rising water
temperatures disproportionately enhancing aerobic decay processes above, versus anaerobic
decay processes below sediment or that the supply of oxygen for aerobic decay might be a
limiting factor at higher temperatures under sediments - sufficient to sustain some aerobic
decay at low temperatures, but severely limiting at higher temperatures.
My fifth and final hypothesis predicted that the positive effects of nutrient enrichment
would be weaker when sediment was present, as reported by Pascoal et al. (2005). This
prediction was partially supported by a positive antagonistic sediment by nutrient interaction
for cotton tensile strength loss (combined effect less positive than expected based on adding
both single-stressor effects). This interaction implies that the nutrient subsidy for cellulosedecomposing microorganisms may be less marked under fine sediment, possibly due to
reduced microbial access to nutrients and oxygen in the water column (Pascoal et al. 2005;
Wagenhoff 2011).
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MANAGEMENT IMPLICATIONS

While extrapolation of my experimental results to field conditions should be done with care
due to the restricted spatial and temporal scale of the study and the absence of obligate leafshredding invertebrates in the mesocosms, several points of relevance to resource managers
can be emphasized.
First, I found marked differences in the decay patterns of fresh compared to dried
leaves, especially when leaves were buried under fine sediment. These differences confirm
that leaf condition prior to entrainment in a stream, or leaf pre-treatment in a bioassay of
ecosystem functioning, can strongly affect subsequent decomposition processes (Gessner &
Schwoerbel 1989; Boulton & Boon 1991). This knowledge may be particularly important in
streams subject to high fine sediment loads and receiving mainly freshly fallen leaves (see
also Chapter 2).
Second, the rate of loss of dried leaf biomass responded positively to nutrient
enrichment but not to sediment addition, whilst fresh leaf biomass responded positively to
sediment addition but not nutrient enrichment. This difference suggests that the two
ecosystem measures may be complementary in the assessment of anthropogenic activities
causing eutrophication or increased erosion, respectively.
Finally, the non-linear response to rising temperature of all strength-related measures
highlights the complexity of predicting how climate change-induced warming may affect
organic matter decomposition processes, and possibly other measures of ecosystem
functioning. While warming showed only one complex interaction with an agricultural
stressor (deposited fine sediment) in my experiment, there may be further complex
interactions with changes to hydrology, riparian vegetation and aquatic community
composition that are all expected to coincide with climate-change impacts in future decades
(Allan & Castillo 2007c; Tank et al. 2010).
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A meta-analysis of interactive effects of nutrient and sediment

augmentation along a temperature gradient
My thesis has presented a comprehensive empirical evaluation in stream mesocosms of the
individual and interactive responses to augmented nutrients and deposited fine sediment of
periphyton, macroinvertebrates and measures of decomposition at temperatures that simulate
warming induced via changes in upstream and adjacent riparian vegetation (Chapter 2) or
forecast climate change predictions (Chapters 3-5).
In Chapter 2, I observed how a relatively small increase in water temperature of 1.4
°C during sunlight hours frequently interacted with the effects of intermediate or high levels
of sediment addition or nutrient enrichment. Sediment was found to be the most pervasive
stressor and affected 93% of all biological response variables (either as an individual effect or
via an interaction with another stressor) with generally negative effects on invertebrates but
positive effects on algae and leaf decay, whereas nutrient enrichment affected 59% and raised
temperature 59% of variables with mostly positive effects. Pair-wise stressor interactions
affected 63% of all invertebrate, 48% of all algal and 50% of all decomposition response
variables, with interactions between sediment and temperature most common.
In Chapters 3-5 I further observed the complex three-way interactive effects of both
stressors and non-linear responses to sustained warming of up to 6 °C above ambient. Main
stressor effects were broadly in agreement with those observed in Chapter 2. Sediment was
consistently the most pervasive stressor, affecting 80% of all invertebrate response variables
with mainly negative effects, and 95% of all periphyton and 71% of all decomposition
response variables with mainly positive effects. Nutrient enrichment (with eight times the
nitrate concentration of the ‘high’ level in Chapter 2) affected 58% of all invertebrate, 83% of
all periphyton and 43% of all decomposition response variables with mainly positive effects.
Raised temperature (up to four times higher than the heating treatment in Chapter 2) affected
67% of invertebrate response variables with mainly negative effects in the benthos, 83% of all
periphyton with mainly negative or non-linear effects and 100% of decomposition response
variables with mainly positive or non-linear effects. Complex two-way or three-way
interactions affected 52% of all invertebrate, 85% of all periphyton and 42% of all
decomposition response variables: interactions between sediment and nutrients were most
common and typically resulted in either additive or positive antagonistic combined effects.
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The main aim of this final chapter is to present a meta-analysis of the benthic
invertebrate, periphyton and decomposition response variables from the second experiment
(Chapters 3-5) to investigate the question posited as one of the “100 ecological questions of
high policy relevance in the UK” by Sutherland et al. (2006), namely “How does climate
change interact with other ecological pressures to create synergistic effects?” To address this
question I classified the combined effect of added sediment and enriched nutrients as per the
directional interaction classification system developed in Chapter 1 (additive, + synergistic, synergistic, + antagonistic, - antagonistic) at each temperature level along the manipulated
temperature gradient (eight levels, 0-6 °C above ambient). My methodology in this analysis
follows that used by Crain, Kroeker & Halpern (2008) where additive effects are inferred if
the 95% confidence intervals of Hedge’s d interaction term (corrected for small sample bias)
overlap zero. For non-additive effects, directional synergism or antagonism is inferred from
absolute effect sizes, as described in Chapter 1, Section 1.4.

6.2

Interactive effects of sediment and nutrients along a temperature

gradient
Table 6.1 presents the sediment by nutrient interaction type in each of the eight experimental
temperature treatments for benthic invertebrate, periphyton and decomposition response
variables classified directionally (+ or - as additive (AD), antagonistic (A) or synergistic (S).
Figure 6.1 present’s interaction patterns for all variables combined (72 in total; Table 6.1), for
all invertebrate variables combined (26; community, population and body size), for
invertebrate community variables (7) and for invertebrate population variables (13). Similarly,
Figure 6.2 presents patterns for all periphyton variables combined (39; algal community, size
class, taxonomic groups, population, growth form and bacterial community), algal community
(5), algal population variables (19) and decomposition measures (7). While this meta-analysis
provides an acceptable overview of these patterns, there is a limitation arising because some
of the response variables can be expected to be intercorrelated.

Table 6.1. (next page) Sediment by nutrient interaction type by temperature treatment for benthic
invertebrate, peripyton and decomposition response variables classified directionally (+ or -) as
additive (AD), antagonistic (A) and synergistic (S). Grey shading indicates a significant three-way
interaction in GLM. Bolded synergisms indicate situations where both individual stressor effects were
in opposition to the combined effect.
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Benthic Invertebrate variables (26) Ambient
Total invertebrates
+A
Invertebrate taxon richness
+A
Invertebrate diversity (Simpson's)
-A
Invertebrate evenness (Pielou's)
-A
EPT richness
-S
Total EPT
AD
Macroinvertebrate community index
AD
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0.7
+A
-S
-A
-A
-S
AD
AD

1.8
AD
AD
-A
-A
AD
-A
AD

Temperature Treatment (°C)
2.6
3.6
AD
+A
AD
AD
AD
AD
AD
AD
AD
AD
AD
AD
-A
AD

4.2
+A
-A
AD
AD
-A
AD
-A

5.1
+A
AD
AD
AD
-A
AD
AD

6.0
AD
AD
-S
-S
-A
-S
AD

Chironomidae [excl. Tanypodinae]
Deleatidium spp.
Copepoda
Hydrobiosidae
Tanypodinae
Potamopyrgus antipodarum
Ostracoda
Conoesucidae
Oxyethira spp.
Hydora spp.
Nematoda
Acari
Austrosimulium spp.

+A
AD
-S
AD
+A
-S
AD
AD
AD
AD
+S
AD
AD

+A
-A
AD
AD
AD
AD
AD
AD
AD
AD
+A
AD
AD

+A
AD
AD
AD
AD
AD
AD
AD
AD
AD
AD
AD
AD

+A
AD
+A
AD
AD
AD
AD
AD
AD
AD
AD
-A
AD

+A
AD
+A
AD
+A
-S
AD
AD
AD
AD
AD
AD
-A

+A
AD
AD
AD
+A
AD
AD
-A
+A
AD
AD
AD
AD

+A
AD
+A
+A
+A
+A
+A
AD
+A
AD
+A
AD
AD

+S
AD
AD
AD
AD
AD
AD
+A
AD
+A
+A
+A
-A

Invertebrate body size
Small (<1mm) invertebrates
Medium (1-5mm) invertebrates
Large (>5mm) invertebrates
Deleatidium spp. body size
Chironomidae body size

+S
AD
AD
-S
+A
AD

AD
AD
+A
AD
+A
-S

AD
AD
+A
AD
+A
AD

-A
AD
AD
-S
AD
AD

AD
+A
AD
+A
+A
-S

AD
AD
AD
AD
+A
AD

-A
-A
+S
+A
+A
+A

AD
+A
AD
AD
AD
+A

Periphyton variables (39)
Algal cell density
Algal biomass
Algal taxon richness
Algal diversity (Simpson's)
Algal evenness (Pielou's)

AD
AD
+A
AD
+S

+A
AD
+A
+A
+A

AD
AD
+A
+A
AD

AD
+S
+A
+A
+A

+S
AD
+A
+A
+A

AD
+S
+A
+A
+A

AD
+A
+A
+A
+A

+S
+S
+A
+A
+A

Small (<30µm) algae
Medium (30-90µm) algae
Large (>90µm) algae

+A
AD
AD

+A
+S
+A

+A
AD
+A

+A
+S
+A

+A
+S
+A

+A
+S
+A

+A
+S
+A

+A
+S
+A

Filamentous greens
Non-filamentous greens
Cyanobacteria
Diatoms

-S
AD
+A
AD

+A
+S
AD
+A

+A
+S
+A
+A

+A
+S
-S
AD

+A
+S
-S
AD

-S
+S
AD
AD

+A
+S
AD
+A

+A
+S
AD
AD

Scenedesmus spp.
Gomphonema minutum
Fragilaria vaucheriae
Encyonema minuta
Cymbella kappii
Stigeoclonium spp.
Gomphonema parvulum
Ankistrodesmus sp.
Navicula cryptocephala
Aphanocapsa spp.
Rossithidium spp.
Phormidium spp.
Cocconeis placentula
Fragilaria ungeriana
Nitzschia palea
Achnanthidium minutissimum
Navicula cryptotenella
Rhoicosphenia abbreviata
Gomphoneis minuta var. cassiae

+S
AD
+A
+A
AD
+A
+S
+A
+S
+A
AD
AD
AD
AD
AD
+A
AD
AD
AD

+S
AD
+A
+A
+A
+A
+S
AD
+S
AD
AD
+A
+A
+A
AD
+A
+S
AD
+A

+S
-S
AD
+A
+A
+A
+S
AD
AD
AD
+S
AD
+A
AD
AD
+A
+A
AD
AD

+S
AD
AD
+A
+A
+A
+S
+S
AD
AD
+A
-S
+A
AD
+S
AD
AD
-S
AD

+S
-S
AD
+A
+A
+A
+S
AD
AD
AD
+S
+A
-S
AD
AD
AD
AD
AD
AD

+S
-A
+S
+A
AD
+A
+S
AD
AD
-A
AD
-S
AD
+A
+A
AD
+A
AD
AD

+S
+A
+S
+A
AD
+A
+S
AD
AD
AD
AD
+A
+A
+A
+S
AD
+A
AD
AD

+S
-A
AD
+A
AD
-S
+S
AD
+S
-S
+A
-A
+A
AD
+S
+A
+A
AD
AD

Filamentous %
Erect or stalked %
Adnate or prostrate %
Motile %
Metaphyton %

-S
AD
-A
+S
AD

AD
+A
-A
AD
+S

+A
+A
-A
AD
+S

-S
+A
-A
+A
+S

-S
+A
-A
AD
+S

-S
+A
-A
+A
+S

-S
+A
-A
+A
+S

-S
+A
-A
AD
+S

Bacterial taxon richness
Bacterial evenness (Pielou's)
Bacterial diversity (Simpson's)

AD
AD
AD

-A
AD
AD

AD
AD
AD

AD
+A
AD

AD
AD
AD

AD
+A
AD

-A
AD
AD

AD
AD
+A

Decomposition variables (7)
Fresh leaf strength loss
Dried leaf strength loss
Fresh leaf biomass loss
Dried leaf biomass loss
Fresh leaf respiration
Dried leaf respiration

AD
AD
AD
AD
AD
+A

AD
AD
AD
AD
AD
AD

AD
AD
AD
AD
AD
-S

AD
AD
AD
AD
AD
-S

AD
AD
AD
-S
AD
-A

AD
AD
AD
AD
-S
-S

AD
AD
AD
AD
-S
+A

AD
+S
AD
AD
AD
+A

Cotton strength loss

AD

AD

AD

+A

AD

+A

AD

+S
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Figure 6.1. Left panels (a-d): Frequency distribution of sediment by nutrient interaction type classified
as additive (AD), antagonistic (A) or synergistic (S) for all variables (overall) and invertebrate
response variables along the manipulated temperature gradient. Right panels (e-h): Same as left panel
but showing the direction for non-additive interactions (+ or -; see Chapter 1, Section 1.4 for more
details)
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Figure 6.2. Left panels (a-d): Frequency distribution of sediment by nutrient interaction type classified
as additive (AD), antagonistic (A) or synergistic (S) for periphyton and decomposition response
variables along the manipulated temperature gradient. Right panels (e-h): Same as left panel but
showing the direction for non-additive interactions (+ or -; see Chapter 1, Section 1.4 for more
details)
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The overall sediment by nutrient interaction patterns for all response variables combined (Fig.
6.1, panels a & e) showed that a prevalence of additive effects at lower temperatures declined
as temperatures rose. Additive effects were in the majority (57%) at ambient temperature, but
at the two highest temperatures complex interactions (synergisms or antagonisms)
predominated (62% and 60%, respectively). Antagonisms were always more common than
synergisms. The highest frequency of synergisms (25%) occurred at the highest temperature
level (mainly positive synergistic interactions), although no systematic increase was apparent
along the temperature gradient.
For invertebrate response variables overall (Fig. 6.1, panels b & f), additive effects
increased with temperature to predominate at mid levels but declined again at higher
temperatures to be replaced mainly by antagonisms. Synergisms were absent or rare at mid
temperature levels but were more noticeable at low and higher temperatures. Invertebrate
community level responses (Fig. 6.1, panels c & g) generally mirrored the overall invertebrate
patterns except that antagonisms predominated at the two lowest temperature levels and the
increase in synergisms (all negative) at the highest temperature level was particularly marked
(43%). Invertebrate population level responses (Fig. 6.1, panels d & h) followed a similar
pattern, but here prevalence of antagonisms tended to increase as temperatures rose and
synergisms at the highest temperature level were quite rare and exclusively positive
synergistic.
For periphyton response variables overall (Fig. 6.2, panels a & e), additive effects
tended to decline with rising temperature, with synergisms tending to be more common at
higher temperatures. At the algal community level (Fig. 6.2, panels b & f), positive
antagonisms generally dominated at temperatures above ambient. Further, additive effects
were completely absent at the highest temperature level, where positive synergisms were most
pronounced. Algal population level responses (Fig. 6.2, panels c & g) largely mirrored those
of periphyton overall, although the tendency for additive effects to decline as temperature
increased was less marked. For measures of decomposition (Fig. 6.2, panels d & h), additive
effects tended to decline from the third temperature level, where negative synergisms became
apparent but with a switch to a predominance of positive synergisms at the highest
temperature level. Because decay direction is implicitly positive when presented as mass or
strength loss, a negative synergism implies decay inhibition, whereas a positive synergism
implies decay acceleration. As discussed in the section on interaction classification
approaches (1.4) in Chapter 1, this situation illustrates the paradoxical nature of directional
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interpretations of synergisms and antagonisms, as a negative synergism is arguably
‘antagonistic’ to the decay process (i.e. it is slowing decay); however, it is also synergistically
inhibiting decay relative to control or individual stressor conditions.
Taken together, my findings imply that warming induced by climate change may
increase the frequency of synergistic interactions between augmented nutrients and deposited
fine sediment, but this may not be generally apparent until 6 °C above ambient temperature. A
6 °C temperature increase is above the forecast warming for New Zealand, but within the
range of global warming under the A1F1 emissions scenario by the end of the century (IPCC
2007a), though warming of 6 °C is also possible when riparian vegetation shading streams is
lost (Caissie 2006). In addition, it seems that the overall complexity of interactions could
increase as temperatures rise, with simple additive effects generally declining and
antagonisms tending to predominate, though moderate warming of up to 3.6 °C may have the
opposite effect on benthic invertebrate response variables. Further, community level variables
appear to be more susceptible to these effects than population or ecosystem measures. Though
temperature may be the principal driver of climate change, concomitant effects such as altered
hydrological regimes, increased atmospheric CO2 and other stressors may further complicate
this assessment.
My finding that community level variables were generally more susceptible to
multiple stressor effects than populations contrasts that of Crain, Kroeker and Halpern (2008)
who concluded the opposite in their meta-analysis of multiple stressor studies in marine
systems. Yet my finding that antagonisms were the predominant non-additive interaction type
was in agreement with Crain, Kroeker and Halpern (2008) and Darling and Cote (2008), the
latter being a meta-analysis at the population level on multiple stressor mortality rate in
freshwater, marine and terrestrial ecosystems. Thus, synergy may more often be the exception
than the rule when two stressors are involved. However, Crain, Kroeker and Halpern (2008)
also noted that synergies were twice as common when three stressors were in operation, in
general agreement with my findings at the highest temperature treatment (6 °C above
ambient) relative to ambient temperature. Likewise, Mora et al. (2007) observed additive
declines in a rotifer species in response to habitat fragmentation and harvesting stressors at
ambient temperatures, but when coupled with warming of 8 °C as a third stressor, populations
synergistically declined. Consequently, synergies may be more common when three or more
stressors are operating.
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Management implications

Deposited fine sediment and enriched nutrients have been shown to interact in complex ways
to influence structural and functional measures of stream health in studies ranging from
correlative surveys (Townsend, Uhlmann & Matthaei 2008; Wagenhoff et al. 2011) to reach
scale (Townsend, Uhlmann & Matthaei 2008) and mesocosm experiments (Matthaei, Piggott
& Townsend 2010; Wagenhoff, Townsend & Matthaei 2012). Consistent across these spatial
scales and study approaches is the pervasive nature of deposited fine sediment as a stressor
impacting benthic invertebrates with mainly negative effects, in particular the taxa belonging
to the pollution sensitive insect orders Ephemeroptera, Plecoptera and Trichoptera used to
assess stream health worldwide (Lenat 1988). Nutrient enrichment, by contrast, has been
consistently found to have mainly positive effects, or to follow a subsidy-stress response with
increasing concentration. The interactions of sediment and nutrients across these studies have
tended to yield predominantly additive effects, frequently antagonistic effects (negative effect
of sediment overrides the positive effect of nutrients) and occasionally synergistic effects. The
results of my two experiments are generally consistent with these previous findings, but have
further demonstrated how raised temperature may alter the presence, direction or strength of
both the individual and interactive effects of sediment and nutrients while also exerting strong
individual effects independent of the other stressors. My observation of mainly negative
effects on populations under sustained warming (by up to 6 °C) in Chapters 3 and 4 contrasts
with the mainly positive effects of intermittent warming (by 1.4 °C) during sunlight hours in
Chapter 2. These results emphasize the complex sensitivity of ecological systems to increases
in temperature, whilst also suggesting that warming itself is capable of negatively affecting
populations independent of other stressors (Mora et al. 2007). Extrapolation of these results to
field conditions should be done with care due to the restricted spatial and temporal scales of
the studies. In addition, my mesocosm approach clearly makes no allowance for likely shifts
in geographic ranges and species composition in real streams in response to temperature rise
or to the potential of the species present to evolve in a way that changes their temperature
optima (Heino, Virkkala & Toivonen 2009).
Of particular interest and concern for ecosystem management is the finding that rising
temperature may have completely different consequences for measures of algal and
invertebrate biodiversity (three-way interactions; refer to Figs. 3.6 and 4.1), which may
worsen, improve or remain the same, depending on the sediment and/or nutrient conditions
present. In contrast, the New Zealand MCI stream health index did not respond to temperature
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(Fig. 3.7), while ecosystem measures (strength loss of leaves and cotton) responded nonlinearly (Figs. 5.1 and 5.2). Moreover, the fact that the frequency of non-additive effects
generally increased with warming suggests that multiple-stressor effects may become
increasingly difficult to predict on the basis of knowledge of single stressor effects as global
warming intensifies. Thus, multiple-stressor effects may alter species interactions and foodweb structure in unexpected ways, producing more frequent ecological surprises as
temperatures rise (Paine, Tegner & Johnson 1998).
It is generally assumed that multiple stressor synergies represent a ‘worst case’
scenario for ecosystem management (Paine, Tegner & Johnson 1998; Folt et al. 1999).
Consequently, my finding that their occurrence for the sediment by nutrient interaction was
relatively infrequent and that antagonisms were more common might be perceived as a ‘better
case’ scenario for managers. However, this is a misguided assumption as any non-additive
interaction, regardless of whether it is synergistic or antagonistic, poses complex challenges to
ecosystem management. This is especially true for mitigation or restoration situations where
multiple stressors are already in operation. Here, it can be argued, antagonisms represent a
particularly unfortunate scenario because efforts to reduce or eliminate a stressor may not
yield proportional benefits unless a single stressor is principally driving the interaction (Folt
et al. 1999). On the other hand, synergisms can represent an optimistic scenario in certain
situations, because efforts to reduce any particular stressor may yield more favourable overall
benefits than otherwise expected (Crain, Kroeker & Halpern 2008). Finally, additive effects
suggest that stressors are operating independently of each other and mitigating any of the
individual stressors involved will yield predictable benefits (Darling & Cote 2008). A future
challenge is to determine the mechanistic pathways of individual stressors and their
interactive effects, especially in situations where more than two stressors interact.
The key management implication of my thesis is that freshwater management
decisions that seek to avoid or mitigate the detrimental effects of intensive agricultural land
use must be informed not only by knowledge of the interactive effects of the multiple
agricultural stressors already in operation, but how such interactions may be further modified
by climate change.
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